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State revenue drops in March
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
General Fund tax receipts for
March were down 4.8 percent
from receipts of March 1982,
although receipts for the year are
up over 6 percent, according to
state revenue officials.
State Revenue Commissioner
Ron Geary and state Finance
Secretary Robert Warren blamed
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the March decline on the generally sluggish pace of the economy,
more efficient processing of individual income tax refunds and
differences in the timing of
receipts from insurance premium
taxes.
Total receipts for the first nine
months of the fiscal year were
$1,645,795,717, or 6.5 percent above

the same period for fiscal 1982.
The situation relating to the insurance premium taxes, which
are due March 1, was caused by
the calendar. Since Feb. 28 fell on
a Monday this year and on a Sunday in 1982, a much larger percentage of the payments were processed in February this year than
last, Geary and Warren said.

Regents chairman hospitalized
DOWNTOWN IMPROVEMENTS — Two downtown businesses have recently been given new looks due to
the availability of the Murray-Calloway Economic Development Corporation's commercial development
fund. Through this loan program owners of Murray Appliance Company and The Wild Raspberry obtained a
portion of their loans through the commercial development fund at an interest rate as low as zero percent.
They then combined that portion with the remainder of the loans from local banks, resulting in lower overall
interest rates. The fund can be used by downtown merchants for internal and external improvement.

MCEDC funding 'positive changes'
in Murray business community
By RUTH ANN COMBS
Staff Writer
If you have noticed any positive changes in Murray's downtown shopping district, chances are the
Murray-Calloway Economic Development Corporation ( MCEDC ) has had something to do with
them.
These changes are being made possible through
the corporation's commercial development fund
(CDF) which holds $51,000 earmarked for commercial improvement in the downtown area.
Planning and Zoning Director Steve Zea explains
that the fund is being used to help business owners
finance improvement projects for their businesses.
According to guidelines for applying for the loans,
the primary goal of the MCEDC is to positively reinforce the economic base of Murray's central
business district by creating jobs, increasing tax
revenues and improving the appearance and vitality of the entire community.
The intent of the program, as explained in the
guidelines, is to combine funds of participating lending institutions with MCEDC funds. The MCEDC
loan committee will purchase up to one-third of
each approved project loan at an interest rate as
low as zero percent.
This process will afford projects a blended loan
rate of one-third off of the rate at which the lending
institution's loan their two-thirds of the amount.
Two downtown stores have already reaped the
benefit of the loan program.
John Simmons of Murray Appliance Company
rectmtly remodeled his storefront and a shop new to
downtown Murray, The Wild Raspberry, sports a
new look to the inside of its new location at 416 Main
St.
Simmons encourages downtown merchants to
take advantage of the fund.
"It's an excellent opportunity for owners to im-

prove their buildings," he said.
Simmons added that the loan procedure was not
at all difficult and was a "very smooth operation."
The Wild Raspberry moved to its downtown location from Dixieland Center and open its doors on
March 1.
Bonnie Raspberry and Rita Boardman, of The
Wild Raspberry, report that the loan program was
and will be used for both the interior and exterior of
the arts and crafts store.
Raspberry and Boardman express commendations to Zea and the CDF committee for their
assistance and recommendations concerning the
loan application.
The $51,000 in the fund is available through an Urban Develop Action Grant (UDAG ) repayment
from the Fisher Price Co. The company borrowed
$400,000 at 10 percent interest to be repaid over a 10year period.
The CDF loan committee is composed of Buddy
Buckingham, Harold Doran, Howard Steely, E.L.
"Red" Howe Jr. and Mayor Holmes Ellis.
Zea stresses that the guidelines and procedures
developed for the program are simple and easy to
follow. It is a locally controlled program with no
state or federal funds involved, he adds.
Local lending participants are Hopkinsville
Federal Savings and Loan, Lincoln Federal Savings
and Loan, Peoples Bank and Bank of Murray.
"The participation of these lending institutions
reflects their commitments to 'the community,"
says Zea.
It is expected that within the next eight to nine
years, the funds will be made available to other
parts of the city, but, Zea explains, "the greatest
need at this time is in the downtown business
district."
Applications are available from any participating
lending institution, the City Planning Office or the
MCEDC office at the Commerce Center.

Richard L. Frymire, chairman
of the Board of Regents of Murray
State University, was reported in
stable condition this morning in
the Intensive Care Unit of
Regional Medical Center,
Madisonville.
A Madisonville attorney,
Frymire is suffering from upper
gastro-intestinal bleeding. He was
placed in ICU as a "precautionary
measure," a hospital spokesman
said.
Frymire was in Bardstown
when he suffered the bleeding and
was admitted to Flaget Hospital in
Bardstown. He was transported
by a University of Louisville
Hospital Flight Staff helicopter to
the Madisonville facility Friday
afternoon.
Frymire is a major general in
the Air Force National Guard and
adjutant general for six years during the administrations of Govs.
Wendell Ford and Julian Carroll.
Regents Vice Chairman Billy
Morgan, Benton, said late Friday
afternoon that Frymire's illness
has not caused the regents'
Wednesday meeting to be
rescheduled. "At this time there is
no change in the meeting unless

The regents may name a new
president during that meeting.
Frymire's appearance as
feakired speaker for the MurrayCalloway Chamber of Commerce's 56th Annual Banquet has
been cancelled. The banquet still
will be held and no one at this time
has been selected to replace
Frymire.
Richard L. Frymire
circumstances dictate otherwise."

Center helps handicapped
people lead functional lives
(EDITOR'S NOTE — This is the
third in the series of articles about
the Murray-Calloway County
Adult Mentally Handicapped
Center. Stories are being written
by MSU students who are
assisting with the center's fund
drive.)
By HOLLY LAMASTUS
Most high school graduates
have two choices. They can go to
college or they can try to find a
job. But what choices do the mentally handicapped have?
In Murray and Calloway County, mentally handicapped adults
can attend the Adult Mentally
Handicapped Center.
Stephen Norsworthy, a 1980
graduate of Calloway County High
School, is one of about 12 students
at the center.

Move up clocks
WASHINGTON (AP)— This
is the weekend of confusion
over which way to reset the
clock on hitting the hay — if you
remember to do it — and missc4:1 appointments on Sunday if
you forget.
The annual switch to daylight
savings time is upon us, except
for residents of Alaska, Hawaii
and 76 counties of Indiana.
Clocks everywhere else are
supposed to be turned foward
an hour, in accordance with the
old mnemonic "Spring forward,fall back."
The official change is at 2
a.m. Sunday wherever you are,
meaning you'll lose an hour of
sleep if you have to get up by
the clock.
You'll gain an hour on the
last Sunday of October when
you've made the hands of your
clock "fall back" an hour.
If you haven't forgotten, that
is.

showers
Today, cloudy with a 50 percent chance of showers. Highs
around 60. Northeast winds
becoming 10 to 20 mph.

today's index
Two Section-28 Pages
Classifieds
11
Comics
10
Crosswords
10
Dear Abby
10
Fins & Feathers
67
Horoscopes
7,10
Murray Today
4
Obituaries
12
Perspective
3
Shop Talk
5
Sports
8,9
T.V. Week
16 Pages

Names for Circuit Court jury drawn persons to report May 2
•

The following names were
drawn in open court April 7 and
are summoned to report for jury
duty in the Calloway County Circuit Court at 9 a.m. Monday, May
2.
James Henry Armstrong, Mary
Frances Bell, Anne Walker
Binkley, Betty H. Buckingham,
Harvey Chiles, Alberta Chapman,
Larry Chrisman, T.C. Collie,
Shirley Jean Dunn, Eudell Erwin,

Sallie Guy,Glenna D. Harris.
George D. Hodge, Jr., Herbert
S. Hughes, Joan Cohoon Jones,
Thomas Charles Jones, James D.
Kelley, Betty L. Kelso, Robbie A.
Key, Larry G. Lamb, Carolyn J.
Lane, Charlie Lassiter, William
Lawrence,Florence Lovell.
Inus H. Orr, Sharon Kay
Outland, Michael Steven Overcase, James D. Parker, Joe
William Parker, Deborah Ann

Payne, James Lyle Pridemore,
Leighton H. Purdom, James Edward Shropshire, John Jessee
Simmons, John Howard Sorensen,
Don Spiceland.
Garrie Martin Spragne, Georgia
Faye Stephens, Lucy Elizabeth
Stranak, Donald Bernard Starks,
Thomas Luther Suggs, Nona B.
Tabers, Curtis L. Travis, Lowell
Kenneth Tucker, Jr., Clyde
Turner, Margarget M. Waldrup,

Loretty Faye Ward, Jack Wayne
Warren.
Jamie Washer, Ann H. Watson,
Beverly G. White, Robert Keith
Wicker, Abbie Lee Williams,
Larry Dale Weatherford, Doris
Hobbs Williams, Barbara J.
Williams, Donald W. Wilson,
James Kent Wilson, Wanda Gail
Wright, Larue Wallace, Robert
George Zimmerman, David Kent
Wells and Lillian K. West.

During the banquet, the
Chamber will announce its
"Citizen of the Year" and
recognized past presidents.

MISS
YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger & Times
by 5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or
by 3:30 p.m. Saturdays are urged
to call 753-1916 between 5:30
p.m. and 6 p.m., Monday through Friday, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saturdays.

Clarice Norsworthy, Stephen's
mother, said he has developed
skills at the center that he would
not have learned if he had remained at home. She said teaching him
at home would have been "too
much like Mom telling him what
to do." He learns more easily at
the center because he is working
with others in a social environment,she said.
The center provides educational
and social activities for mentally
retarded adults over the age of 21.
Saturday will kick off Mentally
Handicapped Adults Week, a fundraising effort sponsored by the
center to raise $10,000 for new
facilities.
Reading and math are two
traditional school subjects taught
at the center.
Reading skills are used to help
the students keep up with current
events. Stephen's mother said he
now reads the newspaper and has
to report on what he reads.
"He just recently wanted to
start reading books by himself,"
she said.
She said the center's weekly
library visits have motivated
Stephen to read for enjoyment instead of as a chore.
Math lessons help the students
learn to count and manage money.
Stephen makes crafts, stuffs
envelopes for the Land Between
the Lakes, and cleans bottles for
Hawaiian Tropic as part of the
Center's money-making projects.
Less traditional subjects taught
at the center are grocery shopping, cooking, proper table-setting,
manners and grooming.
There is something different going on at the center all the time,
Mrs. Norsworthy said.
"Now they are learning sign
language," she said. -Stephen has
learned quite a bit."
Being good-natured and
relatively strong, Stephen has a
responsibility at the center that
others do not — he cares for one of
the students who is confined to a
wheel chair. Stephen is responsi(Continued On Page 2)

The Academy and the Community: What's a University For

The Relationship of a University to Its Community
(EDITOR'S NOTE — Dr. C.C.
Lowry is a Murray surgeon who
has been on the city council for
eight years. While on the council,
he served on a committee for
liaison between Murray State
University and the city of Murray.
This article is the fifth in a
series edited by Michael Cohen an
David Earnest of the English
Department at Murray State
University. The series is partially
funded by the Kentucky
Humanities Council. Views expressed are not necessarily those
of the Council or MSU.)
By Dr. C.C. Lowry
The traditional purpose of the
university was to serve as a haven
where people could come together
and explore ideas. Removed from
the pressures of commerce and
day-to-day living, the university
provided a climate conductive to
expanding perspective and
understanding. Every topic, nO

matter how remote or improbable, was fair game while on
the campus.
The traditional university was
Americanized in this century and
came to serve an added purpose.
The exponential increase in information and technology required us to receive vocational
training beyond what high school
could afford. The needed
specialized instructors, facilities,
and libraries necessitated
locating this instruction in the
university.
Today, the dual roles of the
university as a meeting place for
an exchange of ideas and as a provider of vocational instruction are
often misunderstood by both the
community and faculty. All too
often, the community views the
university merely as a "diploma
mill" where one goes to train for a
vocation. In contrast, most faculty
were attracted to the university

for its traditional purpose and are
disillusioned to find only a meager
exchange of ideas. To the faculty,
the arts and sciences sometimes
seem to be, at best, poor cousins to
the vocational mission.
Everyone concerned should
realize, however, that the university must assist the community in
meeting its vocational goals.
Technology is creating an urgent
need for imkovements in both the
basic skills and specialized vocational knowledge. People in the
community need the university,
more than ever before, in order to
become competitive in today's job
marketplace and to attract the
information-based industries that
are the employment future. The
university can respond to this
need by ensuring its instruction
keeps pace with changes in
technology. It must be innovative
in the ways instruction is
delivered. Night courses, correspondence instruction, on-site

courses, one- and two-year
technical certification, part-time
instructors from the community
for specialty courses, simplified
matriculation, and flexible financial assistance are but some of the
alternatives that must be
developed. It will take a concerted
and cooperative effort between
the community and its university
to develop these alternatives.
Advances in technology have
not, however, reduced the need for
the traditional role of the university as a haven for the exchange of
ideas. On the contrary, technology
has presented us a whole new set
of moral and philosophical issues
to face. Physics offers us the prospect of global nuclear war and
with it a redefinition of haw the
world community must coexist.
Computers inundate our lives and
bring their associated concerns.
Medical science has given us
genetic engineering, extended
life, supported life, and a host of

issues our forefathers did not have
,to contemplate. New findings in
astronomy, geology, chemistry,
and the social sciences generate a
variety of issues that need the
measured consideration only the
sanctuary of a university can support. •
Finally, perhaps at no other
time in our history has our community been more alienated than
now from its roots and basic
humanity. A resurgence of our
traditional understanding and appreciation of religion and the arts
could do much to reestablish our
connection with our past and each
other. The university offers the
community a forum for
historians, poets, and artists
where an appreciation of local
history and arts and the traditions
of other cultures can be realized.
This forum can do much to provide a sense of identity and continuity to the people of the corn-
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munity.
A university and its community
are interdependent. Those connected with the university should
be an integral part of the community and, together with the
students, they contribute greatly
to its economic and cultural wellbeing. Hopefully, they will be
cognizant of these responsibilities
and assume their duties as responsible and responsive citizens. In
turn, the community should offer
them as well as its other citizens
quality living conditions and the
educational and recreational advantages realized in any progressive community.
These are enourmous tasks and
responsibilities for the community
and its university. They will require the best efforts of all and a
cooperative effort. A clear sense
of where we've been, coupled with
the skills to get where we're going,
will do much to make it possible.
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Auxiliary members recognized during Hospital Volunteer Week
This week is National Hospital
Volunteer Week, and MurrayCalloway County Hospital patients have no better friends than
the 70 men and women who make
up its auxiliary membership and
volunteer force.
Organized almost three years
ago, the present MCCH Auxiliary
has emerged from a foundation
built by the 20 years of volunteer
work performed earlier by the
"Gray Ladies" of the American
Red Crass.
Made up of people interested in
promoting and advancing the
welfare of the hospital and the
people it serves, the auxiliary attempts to develop and maintain an
atmospherP of love and service
which can be felt by patients, their.
families and visitors as well as
hospital employees themselves.
Within the past 12 months, these
volunteers have given more than
12,000 hours of valuable and
dependable service to the
hospital. While they bring cheer to
patients by delivering mail, they
aid in various ways to make a patient's stay as pleasant and as
comfortable as possible.
They maintain the visitor's information desk, operate a photo
service for parents with newborn
babies, staff the gift shop and
serve in a wide range of capacities
in support of the administrative
staff.
Proceeds from the gift shop and
the baby photograph service are
used by the auxiliary to purchase
needed, special pieces of equipment for the hospital. One such
significant purchase was that of a
much-needed infant transporter
for the Obstetrics Department.
Costing approximately $3,900
and used almost daily, the unit is
the first of its kind at the Murray
hospital. It is self-supporting with
oxygen and battery-generated
heat. It is used by OB personnel
every time it is necessary to move
a newborn infant to any part of the
218-bed facility.
Primarily, it is used, according
to Dana Bazzell, R.N., the dayshift charge nurse in the department, to transport babies born by
caesarean section in a first floor

surgical suite to the OB facilities
on the fourth floor.
• It, also has .been used in
transporting newborns from the
Murray hospital to larger, more
major facilities in Memphis,
Nashville or Louisville.
Last summer, the auxiliary
began work on landscaping the
,grounds on the north side of the
hospital, and made plans for a formal garden for patients and their
families as well as the employees
to enjoy.
Final and approved plans for
this park-like area include a concrete patio, a paved wheelchair
pathway which will wind among
the shurbs and flower beds as well
as picnic tables and benches. The
project is expected to be completed during the coming summer.
Commissioned by the auxiliary,
the popular black and white print
of a drawing of the old Mason
Memorial Hospital by Dr. Charles
Patterson of the medical staff was
released last May in conjunction
with National Hospital Week.
One of the auxiliary's first ongoing projects is the decorating of
the public waiting areas of the
hospital.

•b,

RETIRED TEACHER — Hazel
(Mrs. Robert M.) Crenahaw, 1702
College Farm Road, comes to the
hospital regularly to help with the
filing of film in the X-ray department. A native of Murray and a
Murray State graduate,
,she
taught in the Atlanta subihr0
school system for 37 years before\
returning to Murray.

To launch this project, the auxiliary has purchased more than 30
limited edition collector prints
and is now seeking donations to
finance the framing of the prints,
which will be hung in the
hospital's public areas.
"Some suitable occasions for
making sueh a donation would be
in memory of a friend or a loved
one, in appreciation for the care of
a doctor, as a gift for a patient, or
as a service project for an
organization," explained Dr. Betty Hinton, the auxiliary's art
director.
The auxiliary also solicits and
accepts donations of framed and
unframed artwork,she said.
Plans, she went on, call for artwork first to be used in public
areas, beginning in the Critical
Care waiting room,and later in individual patient's rooms. ApVOLUNTEER — Louise Dunn, propriate plaques will be mounted
a retired nurse's aide and a on each piece in recognition of the
member of the auxiliary, pushes a donation.
Other services provided by the
young patient along the hallway to
auxiliary include coloring books
the X-ray department.,

Hazel dinner reservations due
•- —
Reservations for the annual dinner of the Hazel Alumni Association for Saturday, April 30, at 7
p.m. at Hazel Community Center
will be taken through Monday,
April 25.
This annual event will climax
the Hazel Community Day events,
according to Bill Ed Hendon,

for visiting children waiting in the
main lobby,arranging for a television set in the main lobby and
making tableclothes for special
functions.
There are three types of
membership in the auxiliary.
There are the active members,
those who attend meetings and
work regularly on service projects. Then there are the associate
members, who support the
organization but who do not actively participate in its activities.
And, lastly, there are the life
members, those who make a
monetary contribution but may or
may not actively participate.
Directing the auxiliary program
at the Murray hospital as a fulltime member of the staf,f is Mrs.
Ryth Eversmeyer, director of
Volunteer Services.
The following officers have been
nominated for the 1983-84 Auxiliary year: Geneva Feltner,
president; Mary Hocking,

NEW OFFICERS — The Murray-Calloway Hospital Auxiliary Officers for 198344 were installed Monday at their Annual Meeting and
Volunteer Awards Luncheon. They are(from left) Barbara Brandon,
treasurer; Laura Jennings, secretary; Marcia Dillon, second vicepresident; Mary Hocking, president elect; and Geneva Feltner,
president.
president-elect; Marcia Dillon,
the current president, as vice
president; Laura Jennings,
secretary; and Barbara Brandon,

treasurer.
All are expected to be elected at
the organization's annual
meething this month.

Shipley to heacOISU alumni
A slate of new officers for the
Murray State University Alumni
Association will be inducted at the
annual Alumni Weekend recognition dinner Saturday, April 30.
Dan Shipley, Rt.5, partner in
Murray Insurance Agency, will
take the oath as president. Shipley
succeeds James E. "Buck"
Hurley, Benton, retired officer
manager of Valley Building and
Loan. George E. Long II, attorney in
Benton, will be installed as vice
president. Rex Thompson, school
business official with Paducah City Schools, will take office as
president-elect.
Thompson was elected vice
president in 1982 and succeeds to
the president-elect position. The
vice president and new council
members were elected earlier this
year by members of the Alumni
Association.
New members of the executive
council for three-year terms are:
• Joe Curtsinger, Fancy Farm,
retired counselor in the Louisville
school system ;
• Anne Erivin, Paducah, salary
administrator at Union Carbide;
• Emma Sue Hutson, Murray,
president, Gibson Haiii Company;
•
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Dan Shipley
co-owner, Atlantic Travel Agency,
and director, Venus Cruise Line,
Murray and Daytona Beach, Fla.;
• Bill Kopperud, Murray, owner
of Kopperud Realty; and;
• Jim Wallace, Cadiz, principal
of Trigg County Middle School.
Retiring members of the council
are Martha Boles, Lexington; Bettye R. Farris, Benton; Hal
Houston, Murray: and Charles

Magness, Mayfield. George Long
is also completing a three-year
term on the council.
The alumni recognition dinner
is a highlight of activities in the
University Center that includes
the Emeritus Club luncheon
honoring the Golden Anniversary
Class of 1933 at 11:30 a.m. and an
open house in the center from 1 to
3 p.m.
An evening filled with music is
scheduled following the recognition dinner, according to Donna
Herndon, director of alumni affairs at Murray State.
The alumni choir will perform
in the atrium from 8:30 p.m. to
9:30 p.m. The "Golden Memories
II" dance set begins at 9:30 p.m.
in ths ballroom and continues to
midnight with music by the alumni dance band.
Reservations are $6 each for the
Emeritus Club luncheon and $10
for the dinner and music. Tickets
for single events are available:
dinner and choral presentation,
$7.50 each; Golden Memories
dance,$5 per person.
Reservations may be made and
tickets picked up at the- door by
calling the Alumni Affairs Office,
( 502) 762-3737.
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president, who said the event is
open to all graduates, former
students, friends and their
families.
Letters were not sent to local
persons concerning the event. For
dinner reservations persons may
call Marlene Beach, 753-2350, or
Ella Tidwell, 753-5308.

Benefit fashion show slated
FLINGING UP A SALE — Gift
shop volunteer Katy Schnautz is a
former licensed practical nurse at
the hospitaL A natiire of Holland,
she and her husband Edward lived
in Evansville, Ind., for 25 years
before moving to a home six miles
south of Lynn Grove.

The Murray Unit of the National
Hairdressers will sponsor abenefit fashion show on Monday,
April 25, in the auditorium of Murray State University Center.
Aleta Beane, unit president,
said fashions for men, women and
children will be modeled from the

local stores. Hair combouts and
makeup demonstrations also will
be featured.
Proceeds from the event will go
toward scholarships for students
of Murray City and Calloway
County High Schools, Beane said.
DISCUSS PLANS — Bess Kerlick, Murray, seated left, general chairman for the WMU of First Baptist
Church, hostess, for the Kentucky WMU Convention that closed this morning at the First Baptist Church,
talks with a former Murrayan, Laura Tesseneer, right, of Fort Mitchell at one of the events during the convention. Standing at left are Kathryn Akridge, Louisville, executive director, and Doris Mullendore, Bowling
Green, president, Kentucky WMU.The final session on the theme,"A Called People," was this morning. This
included the election of new officers with Estelle Gray of Murray as nominating committee chairman, music
by Joyful Ringers of Hartford Baptist Church,and an address by Dr. Bill Whittaker. Louise Swami,First Baptist WMU Director, and Mrs. Kerlick expressed appreciation to each one who had a part in helping to host the
convention.
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(Continued From Page 1)
ble for feeding this student and lifting him in and out of the chair.
Stephen also helps other
students learn. He said he
sometimes reminds others to say
"excuse me"and "please."
Recreation is one of Stephen's
favorite activities. He said he enjoys the weekly bowling and
swimming excursions and,
especially, the occassional visit to
the Dairy Queen afterwards.
Stephen has several hobbies,
Mrs. Norsworthy said. He is
fascinated by family and relations. He said he has one brother,
Keith who is 29 years old, and
"one grandmother and grandmaw."
He said his other hobbies are
collecting posters and listening to

gospel and country music but
"never rock 'n' roll."
Stephen's typical day begins at
6:30 a.m. Mrs. Norsworthy said.
He has breakfast, makes his bed
and gets ready for school. Then he
works with his mother for 30
minutes on reading or math. He
catches the bus at 8 a.m. and has a
30-minute ride to school.
He usually gets home about 3
p.m. and, if the weather is warm,
he rides his bicycle to his grandmother's house for a visit.
Sometimes he stays home to
help his mother in the garden and
in the winter he entertains himself
with records, books, and TV, Mrs.
Norsworthy said.
Then he has dinner, watches
television, reads or copies
newspaper articles, and goes to

bed about 9 p.m.
Mrs. Norsworthy said the most
important thing she and her husband feel Stephen gets at the
center is social interaction. She
said being out helps him feel more
a part of the community. The only
social activities he would be involved in if it were not for the
center would be church and family oriented,she said.
"Stephen regresses when he is
not in school," his mother said.
She said the center has made
Stephen more independent and
socially responsible and has
taught him skills she never could
have taught him.
"I don't know just how to express it, but I don't know what we
would do without the center," she
said.

New Summer Hours
Monday-Friday
Saturday
Sunday

9:00 a.m.-9:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m. 9.30 p.m.
12:30 p.m.-6:00 p.m.
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If you have junior high school age children or
soon will have,consider yourself warned.
Watch out for class lessons plugging a nuclear
freeze being pushed by the National Education
Association, with inspiration and assistance from
the Union of Concerned Scientists.
"There is no question about it; the curriculum
unit is biased for a nuclear freeze," says Bruce
Felderstein, a teacher in a school system near
Rochester, N.Y. "But what's wrong with telling
kids that nuclear war is wrong? It's not like bringing in subversive ideas."
What's wrong is the grinding of political axes on
the minds of public school children, as was done last
fall by 47 NEA members in 34 states.
One role-playing game included in the teaching
program has been rightly judged "somewhat
misleading." The game is called "What is
necessary for security?" and involves giving each
pupil 20 federal budget tokens to be distributed
among various tax-supported programs. The pupil
allocates tokens and afterward is told the actual
percentages devoted to each area in the federal
budget.
Suburban Hartford, Conn., students gave far less
to the military than the federal budget does. They
gave more to such things as education and health
care. A teacher called the lesson "an eye-opener."
Teachers who already have their eyes open will
see the obvious contradiction. The curriculum
guide lists such things as "police, fire fighters and
public schools" among categories supported by the
federal government. In fact, almost 100 percent of
public safety funding in this nation is provided by
state and local budgets, not by the federtl budget.
The curriculum thus is busily knocking down
straw men with an implied double message:
Defense spending may blow you up and education is
being shortchanged to pay for irrational defense
policy.
We're all for freeze advocates and spending lobbies arguing loudly and persistently in public
forums. But we're certainly, against perverting
public education to the uses of biased politicking.
School boards across the nation should be on the
alert for this curricular innovation.

Beware of sending
'clunks'abroad
There are a hundred stories in the Foreign Service about the "new ambassador" — a political
hack — who didn't know the capital of the country
he was being sent to. Most of the stories are fictitious, but too many of them caution endugh truth
to be worrisome.
Too many ambassadorships are bestowed as
rewards for political services rendered, and not
enough are given to professional diplomates in the
Foreign Service. Ohe of the unhappy results: this
country isn't as well represented abroad as it could
and should be.
The American Foreign Service Association has
compiled new figures showing that President
Reagan is particularly generous about passing out
ambassadorial jobs as plums to his pals. Of the 199
chief-of-mission appointments made by Mr.
Reagan in his first two years in office, 41 percent
have come from outside the State Department, the
association said. That's a higher percentage than
any president since John F. Kennedy, who
recruited 42 percent of his top diplomats from outside the Foreign Service.
Of Jimmy Carter's ambassadorial appointments
only 27 percent came from outside State, according
to the association's figures. Not all political appointees are incompetent. Mike Mansfield, for instance, went from the Senate to Japan under a
Democratic administratiop and did so well that he's
still the ambassador in Tokyo under Republican.
President Reagan. W. Averell Harriman and
Ellsworth Bunker are two other political appointees
who have served their country with distinction in
ambassadorial jobs.
But for every Mansfield-Harriman-Bunker thre
are a dozen of what Malcolm Toon, the former U.S.
envoy to Moscow,calls "clunks" — like that proverbial hack who didn't kno)v the capital of Country X.
The clunks not only provide second-rate representation but also demoralize the Foreign Service, which
exists to train men and women in the craft of
diplomacy. When the Foreign Service suffers, so —
sooner or later — does U.S. diplomacy and U.S.
foreign policy.
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by lorry mcgeheo

Sumter and the Oscar;reality and fiction linked
I watched the Academy Award
presentations, and the next morning
I hear on the radio that April 12 was
the 122nd anniversary of the firing on
Ft. Sumter that ignited the Civil War.
One of the "presentations" at the
Awards was David Keith, who plays
the lead in "The Lords of Discipline,"
the movie based on Pat Conroy's
novel about life in a Charleston
military academy during the Viet
Nam days.
Keith is a fine young actor, who
once performed in University,of Tennessee productions. If yod were one
of the few who saw "The Great Santini," also by Pat Conroy, you'll
remember him as the redneck boy
who was finally paid for his villainy
by dying from bee stings. More
recently, he was the naval cadet in
"An Officer and a Gentleman" who
hanged himself in a motel shower.
He's a good actor, and he has had
the good fortune of having been in
two Conroy movies. It is sad that
"The Lords of Discipline" doesn't, as
a movie, do either David Keith or Pat
Conroy the justice that the Tennessee
actor and South Carolina writer
deserve.

Conroy is well worth reading, for
he is one of the South's most promising writers. His,works thus far'have
been semizautohiographical. "The
Great Santini" portrayed his adolescent and high school days as the son
of a professional military officer, and
"The Lords of biscipline" gets into
the college years. "The Water is
Wide" (made into a movie called
"Conrack," starring Jon Voight) is
based on his teaching experiences on
Yamacraw Island, off the Carolina
coast.
Ft. Sumter, of course, is another
island off the Carolina coast — in the
Charleston harbor. Although Conroy
disclaims that the Carolina Military
Institute in his novel is based on the
Citadel, very few people believe the
disclaimer. The fact that the movie
producers wanted to use the Citadel,
in Charleston,for the Movie,substantiates the case, and much of the
movie was filmed around Charleston.
The most convincing evidence,
however, is another Conroy book,
"The Boo," that Conroy published in
1970, about Lt. Col. Thomas Nugent
Courvoisie, assistant commandant at
the Citadel when Conroy was enroll-

ed there. Conroy says, in a preface to
a re-issue of'"The Boo," that it "is
'The Lords of Discipline' in embryo."
There are very few college-level
military colleges left in the country.
Outside of the U.S. military
academies, only the Citadel and
Virginia Military Institute
(Stonewall Jackson's old stomping
ground) come to mind. Many of the
high school military academies have
either closed or gone civilian, and the
tradition of compulsory ROTC in colleges and universities has bowed to
yoluntary emphases of the 1970's.
widespread military education
that John Hope Franklin describes in
• his book, "The Militant South," has
fairly well evaporated.
There are, however, with the
troubles in the Middle East, the
hostages incident in Iran, the Soviet
invasion of Afghanistan, and the
bristling of nuclear armaments,
some signs that military education is
undergoing a revival of sorts.
Enrollments in military academies
and ROTC programs are up, as are
enlistments in officer's training
corps. jt is equally significant that
the argument between the president

raw!
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looking back into murray's past
ing with the 2nd Infantry Division of
Ten years ago
Army in Korea.
Joe Dick, president of Bank of MurBirths reported include a girl to
ray, was named "Man of the Year"
Mr. and Mrs.Sam Jones, April 14.
by the Murray Chamber of ComElected as officers of Music
merce at its annual dinner.
Department of Murray Woman's
Deaths reported include Howard
Club were Mrs. Rex Syndergaard,
W. Winchester, 86, and Mrs. Euple
Mrs. Robert Miller, Mrs. William
Harr,65.
Nall and Mrs. Albert Tracy.
Kathy Kelly, senior at Calloway
Jo Horton, Alta Fay Andrus, Julie
County High School, was presented a
Hawkins, Shirley Parker, Maloy
scholarship of $100 to Murray State
Boyd, Shirley Steely, June ButterUniversity by Betty Riley on behalf
worth, Walter Jones, Jr., Don Simof the Murray Business and Profesmons, Jean Ezell, Jerry Parks, Pat
sional women's Club.
T. Redden, Charles Jackson, Gerald
Births reported include a boy to
Parker, Carolyn Chappell, Mason
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Crouch, April
Billington, Jimmie Hubbs and
19, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Georgia Hale are members of the
Tyler, April 22.
cast of the play,"Boy Wanted," to be
Elected as officers of Murray
presented May 9 by seniors of MurChapter of National Secretaries were
ray Training School in Little Chapel,
Anna Ruth Harris, Linda Farley,
Murray State College.
Denis Trotter, Mary Alice Trotter,
Forty years ago
LaJeanna Chapman and Wanda HenSales on Murray Tobacco Loose
don.
Leaf Floors will close today for the
Twenty years ago
season. The season's average is
The three-day annual meeting of
listed at $14.06 for 4,680,500 pounds.
the Memphis Methodist Conference
Deaths reported include William F.
Woman's Society of Christian SerMurphey, William David Osbron, 69,
vice opened this morning at First
G.T. Dickson,67, John Crit Hicks,80,
Methodist Church here. About 436
and William Curtis (Curt) Graham,
women from Western Kentucky and
58.
Western Tennessee are here for the
Dr. and Mrs. H.H. Boggess have
meeting. 'five sons — Cary, Leslie, Ben,
Deaths reported include Calvin
Richard and Lexie Boggess — serv(Jack)Futrell,81.
ing in the Armed Forces.
Jack Bryan, superintendent of
Two Hazel High School students
Murray Natural Gas System, will be
won honors at the Kentucky Speech
featured speaker at meeting of TenFestival at Lexington. Will Frank
nessee Public Utilities Association in
Steely won first place in oratorical
Clarksville, Tenn.,on April 25.
declamation and Essie Bailey rated
Mrs. Jean Willis of Murray was
excellent in interpretive reading.
declared winner of speech contest of
Marriages announced include
Council 3 of Toastmistress Club held
Grace Nell Waldrop to Pfc. Herman
April 20in Evansville,Ind.
Hanley on April 15.
Mr. and Mrs. Dawson Smith of
Births report"l include a boy to
Asheboro, N.C., are the guests of
Mr. and Mrs.Ira Watkins, April 14; a
their son, Richard Smith, and her
boy to Mr. and.Mrs. T.C. Collie, April"
sister, Mrs. Goldia McKee!Curd.
15; a girl to Mr.and Mrs. Huel Jones,
Thirty yearsago
April 16; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Curd
Pfc. Charles Nance,son of Mr. and
Mrs. Guy Nance of Cottage Grove, ...Churchill, April 17; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Marvin Wrather, a boy to Mr.
Tenn.; and brother of Mrs. Rob
and Mrs. A.W. Love and a boy to Mr.
Gingles and Mrs. Hubert Deering of
and Mrs. Cody Bray, April 18; a boy
Murray, has been reported killed in
to Air Cadet and Mrs.. Thomas Samaction in Korea on April&
mons and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.-Ora
Pvt. Julian F. Mayer, Jr., is serv-

letters to the editor
To The Editor:
My campaign trip through Western
Kentucky last week turned out to be
one of the highlights of my gubernatorial campaign. I don't think any
candidate, at any time or in any area,
has experienced such gracious
hospitality.
The people of your community
were more than kind and considerate. I felt at home at once, and
that to me is the standard by which
sincere hospitality is measured.
There is much campaigning to do
between now and May 24th, but rest
assured I will be visiting your community again. I hope at that time I
will have the opportunity to personally thank all the people of Calloway
County for their kindness.
Sincerely,
Martha Layne Collins

-FOR 11.1lS WEEK?...
OW I DUNNO.„BUT I'LL
COisilE UP WIN SOMETWING!

kiW

and Congress over defense budgets is
not about cutting the budget, but
about how much of an increase can
be afforded.
Conroy's book is not, as some
would believe, an attack upon the
military establishment. It is,
however, an attack upon some of the
peripherary aspects of military life
that have given the military a
lowered estimate in the eyes of the
public — too much -secretness, too
much blind obedience, too little
human-ness in the stereotypes of its
commanders, too little attention to
budgets or to options.
It is good that the ruins of Ft.
Sumter stand lonely in the
Charleston harbor near the Citadel.
What Conroy sensed was the unexamined military life — symbolized
by his officer father and by his
Carolina Miliary Institute — is worth
no more than any unexamined life.
Our personal and professional lives,
and the institutions of which we are a
part, can avoid bombardments and
ruin with the use of some selfexamination.

Lee Bennett, April 20.
Martha Robertson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Gus Robertson, Sr., was
elected as Junior Prom Queen at
Murray State College. Attendants
are Frances Sledd, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. H.I, Sledd, and Louise Putnam,daughter of Prof. and Mrs. L.R.
Putnam.
Elected as officers of Music
Department of Murray Woman's
Club were Mrs. Clair R. McGavern,
Mrs. Gingles Wallis, Miss Ola Brock
and Mrs. Garnett Jones.
Fifty years ago
The salary schedule for Murray
High and Graded Schools was fixed
by Murray Board of Education this
week. Pay was cut from 10 to 20 percent, the average reduction being
around 17 percent.
Deaths reported include Mrs.
Bryan Valentine, 33, Mrs. John Cole,
Mrs. Alta Jane Cude, 54, Mrs.
Nellie Peters Holland and M.L.
Camp,69.
The home and a large stock barn of
Esq. G.M. Potts, near Kirksey, were
destroyed by fire on April 18.
A local resident was fined $8.65 in
Murray City Court on April 18 for
violation of city ordinance prohibiting chickens running at large.
Seniors at Lynn Grove High School
having an average of 90 and above
for their four years of studies are
Oretha Ford, Mayrelle Jones, Opal
Miller, Desmond Summers,Franklin
Harris, Velma Cochran and R.L.
Cooper.
Rainfall in April is listed at 6.16 inches, according to H.)3. Arnold,
weather observer.
Dr. H.M. McElrath,Dr. B.F. Berry
and Dr. F.E. Crawford attended the
meeting of the Kentucky Dental
Association in Louisville.
A nice registered Jersey cow is
listed as for sale at a price of $M by
T.S. Chester of Kiricsey_ in the.
classified section of The Codger &
Times.
Showing at Capitol Theatre is "Too
Busy to Work" starring Will Rogers
with Marian Nixon and Dick IN7WC11.

To The Editor:
I am a sophomore at Murray State
and would like all of my friends and
family in this area to support Steve
Beshear in his race for Lt. Governor.
Many people supported Steve in his
successful race for Attorney General
in 1979 and I don't believe they have
been disappointed with his performance. Unlike many figures in
public life, be has kept his word.
Steve has prosecuted people who
were cheating the taxpayers with
food stamp and welfare rings, he has
set up a child abuse hotline, and most
Importantly, he has stood up for the
consumer with his consumer protection division and by intervening in
utility rate hike hearings. Steve has
worked hard and he has the initiative
and determination to see his projects
through.
With the tough times that the state
and nation have fared over the past
few years, we need a leader who will
aggressively tackle the tough issues.
Steve Beshear will make a great Lt.
Governor and I hope you will support
him in the Democratic primary on
May 24.
Glenn Shelby
Box 5485 Hart Hall MSU
762-2206

thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
Do men of learning sometimes lock
away their knowledge in their heads
(or in obscure journals),,and fail to
use it for the improvement of
mankind?
The young Edmund Burke (17291797), a great English political
philosopher who used his knowledge
to help the American colonists, once
wrote of scholars:
He that lives in a college after
his mind is sufficiently stocked
with learning, is like a Man,
who having built and rigged,
and victualled a ship, should
lock her up in a dry dock.
These words are taken from
Russell Kirk, Edmund Burke: A
Genius Reconsidered (1967).
Plans currently are underway for a
second printing of Ken Wolf's
"Thoughtsin Season," a paperback
collection of the author's cehmons
which have appeared in the Murray
Ledger & Timm. There win bate to
be 3110 requests for the beelk to "ar•rest a second printing. Thais wanting to order the book atSpar espy
for advance orders, amid contact
Susan Sart at7534474.
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Community events

Engagement announced

Saturday, April 23
"Robert Valentine
becomes Edison A Man"
will be program at
Robert E. Johnston
Theatre, Murray State
University, at 8 p.m.

The approaching marriage of Miss Monica Ann
Nance to Douglas Keith Henry,son of Mr. and Mrs.
Donald E. Henry, has been announced by her
parents, Mrs. Bobby (Wanda) Brown and Max
Nance.
Miss Nance'is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Lendon Nance, Rt. 6, and of Mr. and Mrs. H.L.
Sliger of Farmington.
Mr. Henry is the grandson of Mr.and Mrs. Eunice
Henry of Murray and of the late Mr. and Mrs. Prentice Overbey.
The wedding will be solemnized on Wednesday,
May 4, at 6:30 p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club
House.
A reception will follow the ceremony. '
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the
wedding and the reception.

Alpha Department will
meet at noon at The
Stables, Murray State
University Center, and
then to Pogue Library for
program.
Square and round dancing will be from 7:30 to 11
p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.
Alcoholles Anonymous
and Alanon are scheduled
to meet at 8 p.m. in
western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.

10. A

Saturday, April 23
Women of First
Presbyterian Church will
have a yard sale from 7
a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
church.
Murray Squa-A-Naders
will dance at 8 p.m. at
Woodmen of the World
Hall.
Kentucky Charity
Horse Show, sponsored
by Sigma Department of
Murray Woman's Club,
will be at 2:30 and 7:30
p.m. at West Kentucky
Livestock Show and Exposition Center.
Cleanup at Matheny
Cemetery in Land Between the Lakes will start
at 9 a.m.
Closing sessionof Kentucky WMU Convention
will be at 9:15 a.m. at
First Baptist Church.

24
Sunday,April,
smorgasbord luncheon
from noon to 2 p.m. at
Masonic Lodge.

First United Methodist
Youth Fellowship will
have a wiener roast at
5:30 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Park.
Reservations for
"Polka Fest" at St. Leo's
Parish Center on Tuesday should be made by today with Sallie Gay, 4362511, or Helene Janusz,
753-2938.

Chapter I Parent Advisory Councils from
TASTING LUNCHEON — Mrs. Paula Palmer, right, county foods chairman
Murray City Schools will
for the Calloway Homemakers Council, presents Mrs. Maxine Scott, county
meet at 7 p.m. at Murray
homemakers president, with tickets to the ninth annual tasting luncheon to be
Middle School Library.
Thursday, April 28,from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in the social hall of the First United
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Menus for the Nutrition with dressing, green Methodist Church. Mrs. Palmer reports 250 persons will be sampling a wide
will be honored a
Roach
Program for the Elderly beans, sweet potato patPorcn
Swing
will
Front
clubs
in
19
variety of meats, vegetables, salads and desserts provided by the
reception
in celebration
and Meals on Wheels for tie, whole wheat roll, but- Calloway County. Take out orders will be filled. Tickets at $2.50 each are present a free concert at
of 25th wedding anniverthe week of April 25 to 29 ter, chocolate chip available from any homemaker or can be obtained by calling 489-2181 or the Ex- 7:30 p.m. in old recital
Purchase-Area Singles
have been released by cookie, orange, milk, cof- tension Office, 753-1452.
hall, Fine Arts Building, will have a spring dance sary from 2 to 5 p.m. at
Branch of
Tripp Thurman, director fee or tea.
Photo by Marie Forrester Murray State University. at 8 p.m. in National University
Bank of Murray.
of Murray-Calloway
Wednesday — ham and
Guard Armory, 19th and
County Senior Citizens.
white bean casserole,
Benefit gospel singing
Clark Streets, Paducah.
Meals are served Mon- cabbage, apple sauce,
For information call 436- for Need Line featuring
day through Friday at cornbread, butter, peach
Golden Aires and
2240 or 753-9280.
Games were played
Mrs. Keith Roach, the
Hazel and Douglas cobbler, peaches, milk,
Neighbors will be at 1:30
Casino Night will be at p.m. at
former Vickie Paschall, with the winners presenCenters and on Tuesday coffee or tea.
A meeting of the Murray Women's Softball
Memorial Baptist
7 p.m. at Oaks Country
and Thursday at Ellis
Thursday — sausage was honored at a shower ting the prizes to the League will be at 7 p.m. on Tuesday, April 26, in the
Church.
Club. No reservations
Center.
casserole, baked potato, at the home of her grand- Honoree.,•
Community Room, North Branch of Peoples Bank.
Events lii—Tand BetRefreshens of cake, Anyone who would like to enter a team is asked to
necessary.
Menus are as follows:
mixed greens, biscuit in mother, Mrs. Mavis
ween
the Lakes will infinger
sandwiches, mints, havea representative present.
• Monday — macaroni, the casserole, butter, Paschall, on Tuesday,
Early Childhood Conclude Stream Stroll from
nuts and punch were
ham and cheese banana, milk, coffee or April 19, at 2 p.m.
9
will
be
from
ference
2 to 4 p.m. at Woodlands
served on a table adorned
casserole, lima beans, tea.
a.m. to noon at Murray
Nature Center and Sheep
with
silver
appointments.
fruit salad, hot roll, butFriday — sloppy joe,
State University Center.
Hostesses fOrthe event
Shearing
from 1 to 4 p.m.
A "Polka Fest" featuring a polish -meal,
ter, chocolate brownie, buttered broccoli, baked were Clairace Duncan, The ceneraLece was
Dance featuring Bonef- at Empire Farm.
fashioned
of
a
wooden
apple, milk, coffee or tea. beans, buns, butter, ap- Loretta McClain and
refreshments, music and program will be held on
inger will be from 8 p.m.
heart„ bearing the names Tuesday, April 26, at 6:30 p.m.in the Parish Center,
Singing by The SoundTuesday — roast beef ple,milk,coffee or tea.
Glenda Gallimore.
to midnight at Murray
of the bride and groom.
masters will be at 7 p.m.
St. Leo's Catholic Church. Committee members arMoose Lodge.
Corsages were made by ranging the evening's festivities include Sallie Gay,
at Hazel United
.
Arts and Crafts
the bride's grandmother, Helene Janusz, Julie Janacek, June Yurcus, GerMethodist Church.
Festival, sponsored by
Mrs. Paschall, for the trude Perz, Simone Taylor, Eleanor Cavanaugh
Informal reception for
Adult Mentally Hanhonoree and hostesses.
and Mary Gertzen as chairman. Reservations by
dicapped Center, will be the Rev. Bernabe Ibarra
Fifty-two persons were Sunday will be accepted by Sallie Gay, 436-2511, or
from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. at will be at 4:30 p.m. in
present or sent gifts.
Helene Janusz,753-2938.
old freight depot, parlor of First Christian
Murray-Calloway County Church.
County-wide Methodist
Park.
Bargain Matinees
Hymn Sing will be at 6
A ladies day luncheon will be served at noon on
Land BetEvents
in
Sat. & Sun. 2:00
p.m. at Martin's Chapel
Wednesday, April 27, at the Murray Country Club.
ween the Lakes will inUnited Methodist Church.
Cheri & Cine
Reservations should be made by Monday by calling
9:30
at
Pick
clude Poke
Monary7Pril 25
Dinah Vire or Cindy Dumf.
a.m. and Snakes Fact and
All Seats 51.50
Inc., will
Recovery,
Other hostesses will be Marilyn Adkins, Faira
Fiction at 2 p.m. at
Alexander, Chris Graham, Dewdrop Rowlett, AnWoodladds Nature meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Center,
2 LW• Sa t .Sun
nette Alexane, Jane Babb, Cheryl Beamer, Clover
Center; The Egg and The Calloway Health
Seventh and Olive
Cotham, Dorothy Crouse, Ann Donelson, Martha
Incubator and Quilting North
753-9847
Enix and Jane Fitch.
Workshop at Empire Streets.
Murray Lions Club
Hair cuts starting at "6.50 Perms starting at'26.50
'Farm from 10 alm. to 3 Broom and Bulb Sale will
p.m.; National be conducted.
Porn works Tues-Wed-Fri 9-3, Thurs 9-6, 1515 Johnson Blvd.
OPURRAY a Fri-Sat-Sun
Astronomy Day at
Creative Arts DepartDRIVE
Open-6:45
Golden Pond Visitor
IN
Start-7:15
Center; Tools ment of Murray Woman's
7:30 Nitely -2.0C Sat_ Sul
Demonstration at 2 p.m. Club will meet at 9:30
Jessica Lange,ri oit _
a.m. at clubhouse.
at The Homeplace-1850.
Hef story os
Colts and Fillies 4-H
Astronomy day events
compelfing
cs and True
will be at Calloway Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Jack and Jill Day Care
Public Library.
central center 733-3314
Center.
Daylight saving time
Fellowship of Christian
starts tomorrow. Run Athletes will meet at 7
clock up one hour before p.m. in Racer Room,
Like It's resitly, totallv,
the most fun
going to bed tonight.
Stewart Stadium, Murray
a couple of bodies
can have.
State University..
Sunday,April 24
You know?
Golf Scramble will be
Special benefit scholarat 1 p.m. at Oaks Country ship fashion show by
Club.
Murray Hairdressers will
Daylight saving time be at 7 p.m. in Murray
starts today with clocks State University Center.
Its os for os
you con go.
to be run up one hour.
Friendship Sunday
ellashdatICC
Second day of Arts and School Class of Westside
•""
Crafts Festival, spon- Baptist Church will meet
sored by Adult Mentally at 7 p.m. in home of Patsy
Handicapped Center, will Neale.
'
-‘11111140,
be from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. at
Adult Great Books
"*":4111111.
Murray-Calloway County Discussion Group will
Park.
meet at 7 p.m. at
—Norm'
Auditions for "Sing Calloway Public Library.
chestnut et. 733-3314
Out, Kentucky!" will be
Community Chorus will
at 2 p.m. at Robert E. rehearse at 7:30 p.m. at
Johnson Theatre, Murray First United Methodist
CHEECH8r
ig
State University. For in- Church.
formation call 762-4421.
CHONG'S DUMAS
Hazel and Douglas
Murray Assembly No. Centers will be open from
19 Order of the Rainbow 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acFirst Feature Repeated Fri-Sat
for Girls will sponsor a tivities .py Senior
Citizens.
Reservations for ladies
day luncheon on Wednesday at Murray Country
Club should be made by
today by calling Dinah
Vire or Cindy Dunn.
Tuesday, April 26
,ceS
Murray Lions Club will
meet at 6:30 p.th. at Murray Woman's Club House.
Bulb and broom sale will
continue today.
Must make room
Alcoho c1173 —Anonymous
is scheduled to meet at 8
for new stock
p.m. in western portion of
Livestock and Exposition

Nutrition program
menus are released

Mrs. Roach honored

DATEBOOK

Women's softball meeting set

'Polka Fest'scheduled

We are proud to
announce that

Luncheon reservations due

Porn Ruddle
has now joined

Tina & Co. Beauty Solon

Order Prom Flowers
Early And Save!

10% Discount On All
Orders Before May 1st

Best Selection Of
Flowers And Silks
Let Us Do Our Best For You!
6091/2.S. 4th
753-9514

Mai

Spring Spectacular
Sole-Fri.-Sat.-Mon.-Sale Starts 9:00 A.M. Fri.

Save

Poppytrail and Vernonware®
DISCONTINUED PATTERNS
\eke.sets

cpe

n Entire Stock

tf Of Spring And
Summer Clothing

Largest Collection Of Name Brand Children's
Clothing In Western Kentucky
Open 9-6 Mon..Sat

Fri. 9 to 8

Chtldron s Fashoorn

he Step

840 As,Shoppong Contiw
153 1796

C

adde

S066s

FURCHES
JEWELERS
113 S. 4th
753-2835

Center.
Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church
Women will meet at
Country Crossroads at 7

p.m.
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly). Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Health Center.
Returning Students
United will meet at 11:30
a.m. at Ordway Hall,
Murray State University.
A "Polka Fest" will be
at 6:30 p.m, at St. Leo's
Parish Center.
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Time,self management seminar set

A

A small business
seminar on both time
management and self
management will be offered from 6:30 to 9:30
p.m. Thursday, April 28,
at the Commerce Centre
on U.S. 641 North in Murray. _
Titled "Time is
Money," the seminar will
be sponsored jointly by
the West Kentucky Small
Business Development
center (WKSBDC) at
Murray State University,
the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce and the U.S. Small
Business Administration.

ofirNEW STORE — Alden's Book Service and Supply, a book store specializing in
religious materiat-has opened its doors at 905 Sycamore St. The store offers
Bibles, new and used religious books, Bible class literature, communion ware
and supplies, school supplies, greeting cards, tracts, vacation Bible school
material and much more. The store offers a consignment service on used books
for those who have religious books they would like to sell. Owner David Bass and
Manager Herschel Bass encourage everyone to stop by the new store and look
around. A grand opening celebration is being planned for the store. The phone
number for the business is 759-1022.

Betsworth earns two honors
Joyce Betsworth, sales
associate of Roberts
Realty, was honored
recently by the agency as
top sales associate and
top listing agent for the
month of March.
Since joining the staff
of Roberts Realty in October, 1982, Betsworth
has been a full-time
associate. She received
her qualifications for
dealing in real estate at
the University of Kentucky and Murray State
University.
-Prior to joining the
staff of Roberts Realty,

Betsworth was active in
various volunteer programs in Murray, including the Red Cross

J.L. Wenker has been
appointed manager of
Manufacturing and
operations at the centrifugal air compressor
division of IngersollRand in Mayfield.
Wenker joined the division on March 17, bringing experience in
manufacturing operations from the power tool
division where he was
plant manager, South
Deerfield, Mass.
Prior to that assign-

Learn-To-Swim Program.
Betsworth is Married to
Dr. George Betsworth,
veterinarian with the
U.S. Department of
Agriculture. They reside
at 1601 Farmer St.
Anna Requarth,
managing broker of
Roberts Realty stated
that she was thrilled to
have Betsworth with the
Agency.
Requarth extends an
invitation to anyone with
a real estate need to call
on Roberts Realty at 12th
Adams Construction
and Sycamore streets.
,Company, of Murray has
been appointed a local
builder for MetallicBraden Building Comdent of the Avon division, pany of Houston,Texas.
The announcement was
and entertained by
made by William C.
special Broadway stars.
Adams of Adams Construction Company and
Raymond J. Cicconi, executive vice president for
Metallic-Braden.
Adams Construction
jected that all offices will Company will market
be operating under the and construct MetallicKentucky Finance name Braden metal building
by June.
systems designed for
Kentucky Finance is a commercial, industrial,
diversified financial ser- heavy industrial,
vices company, wits agricultural, instituhome offices in Lex- tional, recreational and
ington. Currently, the special use applications.
company operates 134 ofMetallic-Braden offers
fices in 11 states.
more than 1,000 standard
styles and building sizes
to fit practically every
imaginable application.
In addition, the company
has the capability to
design "specialengineered" structures
that may require crane
systems and higher than
normal eave heights.

Ryan earns
rank of sales
counselor
Ford Division of Ford
Mgtor Company is proud
to announce the appointment of J. Nick Ryan,
sales representative for
Parker Ford, to the rank
of Master Sales
Counselor for outstanding
sales accomplishment
during 1982.
This is the third time
that Ryan has been
honored with membership in the professional
organization for top Ford
sales personnel.

Joyce Betsworth

the outstanding representative was recognized by
James E. Preston, presi-

Kentucky Finance manager
announces company's plans
Larry D. Brewer,
manager of the Kentucky
Finance office, 106 S. 5th
St., has announced his
company's plans to adopt
the Kentucky Finance
name for all'of the company's consumer finance
offices, on a national
basis.
It is currently pro-

Metallic-Braden
manufactures building
system components at
three plants located in

TRAINING COMPLETED — 0.L. Mathis, left,
service manager for Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.,
recently received a certificate of completion of the
V-6 diesel school held at General Motors Training in
Memphis, Tenn. The certificate was presented by
Otis Allcock, area service manager from Chevrolet
Motor Division. The training was another step
toward obtaining better GM customer satisfaction.
Mathis and wife Wanda reside at Rt. 1 Almo. They
are the parents of one son,Don.

4.— ELEGANT
FRENC,14WALLPAPER
IN STOCK
ALLPAPER
ALLPAPER
3594 Lone
Oak Road
Paducah
9-6 Mon.-Sat.

W
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ment, he was manager,
manufacturing at South
Deerfield; plant
superintendent, Roanoke,
Va.; and manager of
manufacturing, Athens,
Penn.
He joined IngersollRand in 1976 and holds a
bachelor of science and
business administration
degree from the University of Cincinnati.
Jerry and his wife,
Mary, will be living in the
Purchase Area.

Houston, Fod, Collins, BIG DOG DIPPIN'— Buchanon Feed and Seed,along with Joy,Rex,Purina and
Colorado and El Paso,Ill. Big Buck feed companies, recently sponsored a "dog-dippin" free of charge to
The firm is represented area pet owners. Raymond Harper, left, a representative of Joy Dog Food Co.,
nationwide by an.,,,,treats a Great Dane belonging to Clifford Hutcherson. Hutcherson, right, is one
organization of more than of approximately 150 to take advantage of the treatment which rids dogs of fleas,
400 independent builder- ticks and ear mites. Donnie Buchanon reports that Buchannon Feed and Seed offers the dipping service two or three times each year.
contractors.

Gene & Jo's looks
for'best mom'
With Mother's Day just
around the corner many
people will be searching
for ways to express their
feelings toward their
mothers. With this in
mind, Gene & Jo's
Flowers is sponsoring a
special contest for this
special day.
Gene & Jo's Flowers,
705 S. 4th St., along with
the help of area children
will pick the best mom in
the "Pick The Best
Mom"contest.
To participate in the

contest, entrants should
take or send a snapshot of
their mother to Gene 8r
Jo's Flowers along with a
statement explaining
why they think their mom
is the best. The statement
should be no longer that
25 words.
The "best mom" will
recieve a dozen roses and
a cosmetic kit as prizes.
Everyone is encouraged to participate in the
contest by telling Gene &
Jo's Flowers why they
think their mom is the
best.

For all your Travel Reservations Call

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880
representing

American and International Traveltime
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Us too late offer you've hod on occident or your home n burglorized.
That's why its a good ideo to consult an Independent
En
:
c
It-durance Agent like us before you buy your poky We representseveral companies—not it& one. So we con give you
expert professional advice on how to select the best-insu
coverage at the best price.
And right now were offering
on informative free booklet that
YOUR/
con help make choosing the right
InsuranceEZ4
-7
insurance a little easier Pick up
tst.•
r free booklet today Before you need it.

41•11.
•••••
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Faye McClure

J.L. Wenker

J. Nick Ryon

Joyce Betsworth

•••••
•••••

.111.
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THE MORE-THAN-ONE-COMPANY INSURAPICE

The Murray
Insurance Agency

.••••

J. Nick Ryan
Ryan and wife Betty
have one son, David and
one daughter, Amy
Houston. The Ryans
reside at518 Broad St.

••••••••

thin registration information may contact:
Rosemary Warner,
Training Specialist,
WKSBCD,at 762-2918.

Adams Construction Co. is
local builder for Texas firm

A von dealer wins Hawaii trip

Faye McClure
The trip included tours
to other Hawaiian
islands, glamourous dinner shows, breakfast in
bed, and a spectacular
final-night banquet where

seminar will be "In- sonal Time Management
troduction to Time," Plan."
"Goal Setting," "AtThe fee for the seminar
titudes Toward Time," is $7 per person.
and "Developing a PerAnyone wishing to ob-

J.L. Wenker named manager
of Ingersoll-Rand operations

t

Local Avon representative Faye McClure of
Murray enjoyed the beauty of Honolulu's Diamond
Head Mountain during a
recent five-day allexpenses paid trip to
Hawaii for 500 top sales
achievers from Avon.
The sales dealer strived for and won president's sales challenge,
Avon's annual sales competition which offered the
Hawaii trip or high cash
awards to 1,400 top
sellers.

Dr. George J.
Cheponis, counselor and
assistant professor of
rehabilitation services at
Murray State, will be the
instructor. He has been
actively involved in
seminars on organizational effectiveness and
leadership training at the
state, regional and national levels.
Ee earned the B.S. and
M.S. degrees at the
Univeriity of Scranton in
Pennsylvania and the
Ed.D. degree at
Mississippi State University.
Session topics for the

0.L. Mathis

Bob Billington CPCU
Dan Shipley
Mike Outland

UM USW USIS1919

Bel Air Center

••••
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Larry D. Brewer
4•11.
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Tom Scruggs
Guy Billington
Owen Billington
753-4751

REAL ESTATE AND YOU

by
Loretta Jobs

Income tax benefits for home
ownership on the rise
While taxes on almost every purchase continue to
rise, income tax deductions for home ownership have
been increasing.
A series of tax laws went into effect last fall to help
home sellers and potential home buyers as well. If
you're a homeowner, you only have to reach as high as
the roof over your head for income tax savings. Others
are scrambling for complicated advice and investment
strategies.
The income tax laws allow home sellers to shelter
resole profits by buying another home of equal or
greater value. The time limitations were expanded last
year to two years to buy or build another home. This
benefits sellers who feel they will need more time to
find a home and favorable financing. If the seller
doesn't buy another home, the indivudual must pay
capitol gains taxes on the home's profit. But the capital
gains tax rate was-reduced last year from 28 to 20 percent.
The one-in-a-lifetime home sale tax exemption for a
qualified home seller, age 55 or older, was raised to
$125,000 from $100,000 last July.
Naturally, this gives senior citizens more protection
from inflation which has pushed the value of their
homes up, thus giving them a bigger profit. Now is o
good time for older couples who had thought about making a move, to sell their homes and buy a smaller
residence or condominum.
Although homes appreciate in valve each year, for
tax purposes, many property owners, especially investors, want quick depreciation. The shortest useful
life now allowed for most depreciable real property 0Cquired after Jan. 1,1981 is 15 years. This easing of the
capital cost recovery (from a useful life of 30-40 years)
will permit a depreciation rate of about 7 percent of the
property's value per year and give a faster return on
real estate investment.
With a long-term mortgage, interest is nearly the
total amount of,the monthly payment in the first few
years. Since interest is a deductible expense, the
greatest deduction comes in the early years of owning a
home. With the deduction, as with the amount paid in
property taxes, gross taxable income is reduced.
Monthly housing payments can be seen in a different
light when the after-tax costs ore weighed. A buyer in a
30 parent tax bracket, earning more than $20,000 a
year, gets about $180 of a $600 payment returned to
him each month in tax savings. These savings bring
down the effective mortgage interest rate. Through tax
benefits, homeowners can pay more than renters each
month and still come out ahead.
The actual after-tax cost of interest should be considered when making a home buying decision. Other investments don't offer these tax benefits. By waiting to
buy a home, the tax savings will be lost forever.
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west kentucky outdook
If things keep going as
they have been,I'm going
to adopt -Here Comes
That Rainy Day Feeling
Again", as my theme
song.
It was a rainy day indeed April 9, the first day
of turkey hunting at Ft.
Campbell. Several camoclad hunters had
assembled for coffee and
doughnuts at 3:30 a.m.,
and the weather was the
main topic of conversation. A steady mist was
falling, and gusty winds
were whipping through
the treetops. If turkey
hunting weather was
rated on a one-to-ten
scale, this morning was a
two, maybe.
But opening day is
opening day, and I'd
resolved to be there
regardless of the conditions. I'd been assigned to
hunt in training area 3, a
spot to which I'd never
been. Col. Jack Oliver,
our party's host, told me
he thought a flock of
turkeys normally roosted
along a creek which
bisected the area. That's
where I'd be at first light.
Normally turkey hunting is a matter of much
pre-season scouting to
learn the terrain and the
whereabouts of the birds.
With no chance to do
either, and with the terrible weather thrown in, I
felt a little ridiculous as I
locked up my truck and
started off into a stilldark, unknown woods.
I made an owl call, hoping for a gobbler's
answer, but I got none.
Then I decided to sit down
against a tree trunk and
wait for dawn.
Fifteen minutes later I
owed again — nothing.
Then I slipped the

diaphragm call into my
mouth, uttered a couple
of clucks and a tree yelp,
and was rewarded with
an imaAate gobble
straight down in the
woods!
When I stood up to get
closer to the bird, another
turkey flew out of the tree
I'd been leaning against.
I'd blundered into the
flock's roosting area.
The next 15 minutes
was like taking candy
from a baby. I moved in
on the tom's roost tree,
hid and called softly. He
gobbled instantly. Then
again, his throaty sounds
dispersed by the gusts.
That's when I saw him,
perched on a limb over
the creek. He'd try to
strut, but the wind would
throw him off balance.
Ten minutes later the
gobbler flew down from
his perch. I called quickly, he started in my direction, and I got my gun up.
In 30 seconds he strolled
into range, and my Ft.
Campbell season was
over at 5:20 a.m. Back at
the check station the bird
weighed 18 pounds and
sported an 81'2 inch beard.
Ft. Campbell's turkey
season runs through April
24, with hunting allowed
all days except Mondays
and Tuesdays. Hunting
area availability depends
on troop training requirements, and at this
writing, it looks as
through space may be
tight. Hunters are advised to call to check on
areas available before
planning a hunt here. The
phone number is 502-7982175.
License requirements
at Ft. Campbell are the
same as for statewide
hunts, an additional $15

KEY AUTO
PARTS
BuYER

SELLER OF LATE MODEL SALVAGE & AUTO PARTS

• COMPLETE ENGINES
•TRANSMISSIONS
•REAR ENDS
• STARTERS DOORS
• ALTERNATORS
• WHEEL COVERS
• RADIOS• WHEELS
• AUTO ACCESSORIES

753-5500
Hwy. 121 S.
Murray, Ky.

post permit is required.
Turkeys are spread
throughout the post area,
but some of the better
areas include numbers 4,
11, 14, 22, 31, 32, 34, 48, 49
and 51.
My next opening day,
complete with customary
rain and winds, was April
13 at the Land Between
the Lakes. The LBL flock
has grown by leaps and
bounds in recent years,
and this was another hunt
where I'd decided to be in
the woods that first morning regardless of conditions.
Perennial hunting partner Philip Sumner and I
would pool our efforts.
We'd done some scouting
earlier in the month, and
we were confident the
area we'd picked ( which
will remain unnamed)
had plenty birds.
But the morning dawned under the threat of
storms, depressing our
hopes for locating a gobbler. The sky was overcast, and occasional
drops of rain pelted down
through the treetops.
Evidently the weather
dampened the turkeys
spirits as well as our's.
By 8 a.m. we'd heard
nothing of the sly birds,
though the woods were
full of scratchings where
they'd rummaged for
acorns. We were damp,
the sky was,, getting
darker, and we decided to
hoof it back to the track.
We were ready to
unload our guns and drive
off when I decided to
make one last call. I
thought I heard an
answering cluck in a
nearby hollow, an4 Philip
Snd I were , listening
diligently. That's when I
sensed what I thought
was a distant 'gobble.
"New, that was a truck
out on the highway,"
Philip said. Then it
sounded again, far away,
but distinct enough for us
to be sure.
"Truck nothing!" I
blurted, and we started
running headlong toward
the origin of the sound.
Three ridges and much
heaving later we stopped
to listen. When I caught
my breath, I let out ,a
series of yelps, and I got
an immediate kesponse.
We were about half way
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TOURNEY WINNER — Phillip Darnell, left, and
Buddy Boyd won first place for their 42% pounds of
crappie taken in "Leslie Duke Memorial Crappie
Tournament," sponsored by University of Tennessee at Martin and Martin Parks and Recreation
Club, at Paris Landing State Park April 16 and 17.
The two local men fished from a boat in the two-day
tournament.
Murray Bait photo
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Rainy days don't necessarily mean poor turkey hunting, and outdoor writer
Wade Bourne has the evidence. This Ft. Campbell bird gobbled repeatedly
despite a steady mist and strong winds.

there.
The next 40 minutes
were consumed by running, sneaking, listening,
changing pOsitions.
Finally we were within
100 yards of what we'd
now discerned as two
gobbling turkeys in a
cutover area.
Philip and I whispered
our strategy. He would
sneak up by a logging
trail to hide, and I'd call
from the side of a draw. If
the birds came, one of us
would get a shot.
The turkey's response
to the next call was immediate. They gobbled,
waited, then gobbled
closer. They were coming, and I got my gun up.
I presumed Philip had
done the same.
Then a whitish-blue

head appeared around a
treetop 45 yards out, and
the turkey let go with a
thunderous gobble. Then
he retreated, went
around by the logging
trail and strolled right up
in front of Philip. "I hope
you're ready," I thought.
I clucked once, the gobbler stuck up his head,
and Philip rolled him
backwards with a charge
of 4's.

Two rainy mornings,
two gobblers. Turkey
hunting is supposed to be
best on clear, still days.
But my recent experience
has taught me a lesson.
The best tithe to hunt
turkeys is when you can
get in the ,woods. From
now on I'll ignore the
elements and proceed
with the assurance that
somewhere out there is a
bird who can be had.

BIG BASS — Kenneth Bazzell, 16, a Calloway
County High School student, caught a seven-pound
bass by the water shed. He is a resident of Kirksey.
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Panorama Shores on
Kentucky Lake
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Follow 280 For 7 mdcs past Bonner s Grocery Yoke
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Telephone 502-436-5483

Arms, Ammo,
Archery, Fishing,
Hunting,
Camping Supplies

40

, 4

Om Beeaitifid Ilembaky Lake

Why Pay More For Your Next Boat?

Featuring
*Bass Hawk Boats
•Authorized Evinrude
Sales & Service
Iy

*J.C. Pontoons

I VITIFILIllf
SA( FS
SI HVICF

R R.2 Buchanan Tenn (901) 232-8221

Uncle Jeff's
Sporting Goods
Uncle Jeff's
Shopping Center
9-9 Mon -Sot.
1-6 Sun.
Hwy. 641 S.

Cedric
Jo, Eric
and
Jane Benson

II
"Largest Bait
Selection In
The Lakeland
Area"

1:14"1-V

LAKEVIEW BOAT SALES
*Hydra Sport Boats
*Mariner Outboards
*Sales 8, Service
H.R. Higging *Custom Rigging
Owner

.4)

1

Sports Specialists
—FISHING CONTESTS—
S•perate Contests 8. an
Overall Contest
Great Prizes Call For Details

502-

hummER

9245648

OUTBOARDS Manes

off Bartley

Locally Owned & Managed
By Owen Norsworthy L Jim Pierceall
8 a.m. to 9 p.m. Mon. through Sat.

753-0703

808 Chestnut St

Hooks Wheel
Alignment
Tires, Wheels & AccessoriesCar, Truck, Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service
410 N. 4th
753-8364-753-6779

.fr
NIP

Sales 81 Service
*Mercury Outboard
11
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J OUTBOARDS
us,

*Pro Craft
•Astroglass
*Lowe & Bass Boats

Mack & Mack Marine
Aurora, Ky.

474-2251

Missing Hill Resort
And Campground
Parking spaces for campers
camping trailers, house
trailers on lots overlooking
lake. Rent by the week,
month, day or year. Call
436-5519 anytime.

D & W AUTO SUPPLY
512 S. 12th

753-4563

We Install Autmotive Glass and
Have a Complete Automotive
Machine Shop!
We Also Make Hydraulic
Hoses.
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Kentucky and Barkley
lakes are on their way
down to summer pool now
so get ready for some
good fishing.
It will help a lot if we
get rid of the cold fronts
and low temperatures
also.
I fished the first three
days of the week with
Linn, Jim and Robert
Barras, who are from
Pioneer, Qhio and
Detroit, Mich.
We fished strictly for
bass each day and, considering the high muddy
water and the wind, we

fishing line

did extremely well.
Fourteen to 20 bass
were caught each day
but, there was some culling done.
White, Green and Chartreuse spinner baits were
the only things that the
bass would hit for us.
We found most of the
bass in the backs of the
coves and on the sides of
creek channels however,
one day the wind changed
to the west and bass were
holding on a deep rocky
point.
All three men did an ex-

• MSU employees to receive awards

haria7 L•diri b run°

Murray State University employees who will
receive 25-year service
awards at the Alumni
Association recognition
dinner Saturday, April 30,
are among the most
familiar faces on campus.
The names are nearly
synonymous with Murray
State — Hazel Cowin,
assistant professor of
mathematics; Patsy R.
Dyer, executive
secretary to the president; Dr. Karl Hussung,
professor of chemistry;
Johnny Reagan, athletic
director and baseball
coach; Paul W. Shahan,
assistant dean of the College of Creative Expression and professor of
music; and Margaret

A native of Murray, 25-year service period
Mrs. Dyer took a job
teaching high school
business in Madison
Heights, Mich., following
graduation from Murray
by jerry mou pin
State in 1957. She began
work for Dr. Woods in
June 1958. Her duties also
cellent job under the and we really had to get
include serving as
adverse conditions and I back in the trees and
secretary of the Board of
was entertained by some thick brush, to get the big
Regents.
/
2 to
good "down home" com- ones. I mean "big," 11
Mrs. Dyer helped
2 pounds was common if
edy.
charter a Murray chapter
Jim used to live in you worked for them.
of Professional
The second day was
North Carolina and has
Secretaries International
an endless story of Cludie bad for several reasons.
in 1971 and served as
May Hudder, a close One, it was 30 degrees
president of the chapter
when we launched our
friend of his.
for its first two years.
The latter part of the boats. Two, the lake had
A 1971 recipient of the
week I fished with some fallen from 364 to 363, and
Alumni Association's
friends from Clinton, three the wind was north,
Distinguished Professor
Iowa. We crappie fished northeast.
Johnny Reagan
Uese m'en come to fish
Award Hussun• has
in the Blood Rivet area,
He was named the
working the bank bushes 'though and fish we did.
university's athletic
Tommy Phillips and Danand trees.
director in 1978 and had
The first day the lake ny Roberts also. had a
been assistant athletic.
elevation was above 364 boat load raring to go.
director for the previous
Again we worked the
seven years.
brush and trees in back of
Reagan played both
Blood River bay and
basketball
and baseball
Crappie Hollow. Most of
at Murray State and is a
They were on a pontoon the crappie taken by
member of the universiboat on Coon Lake in mine and Tommy's
ty's Hall of Fame.
groups
were
caught on
Anoka County.
Following his graduation
"Tell me about your big minnows at a depth of 18
from
Murray, Reagan
fish," his inquirer said inches.
coached basketball and
Hazel Cowin
Danny went to Barkley
again. Daniel climbed
baseball at Bismark,
down from the kitchen again and fished some
School, Lexington, before
Mo., High School for
deep drops 15-22 feet.
chair.
Frames Drake
joining her alma mater's
seven years before going
I think our total count
"I threw my line in the
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faculty. She received a
to Northeast Louisiana
for
the
day
was
75
head.
my
boband
`swith'
water
APRIL 24, 1983
B.S. degree in 1947 from
College to coach baseball
The last day was much What kind of day will tomor- Murray State; M.A., 1958,
ber went down and I
for two years.
better
row
because
be?
To
find
the
out
what
the University of Kentucky;
caught a fish," he said,
He holds both the
Karl Hussung
weather was warmer. stars say, read the forecast and M.S., 1965, from the
reenacting the action.
bachelor's
and master's
given
for
your
birth
sign.
reveived numerous
For the record, Daniel Again Tommy and I took
University of Illinois.
degrees from Murray
honors.
He
was
named
to
caught a 2-pound, 9-ounce our groups to Blood River
Mrs. Cowin's
State.
white crappie. It's not on- and Crappie Hollow but I ARIES
specialization is algebra. the Outstanding
Shahan is a native of
Educators
of
America
in
ly the largest reported don't know where Danny (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
She is regional director of
Grafton,
W.Va. In addiAdvice
you
receive
could
be the junior high school 1971 and in 1975, and is
taken in the state, it's the went.
tion to serving as assismisleading.
with
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Whenever
past
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first white
mathematics bowl on the
tant dean and teachin
close cousin to the more would let up in intensity close ties are favored, but campus and is the faculty tucky Academy of
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in
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financial
is
we
would
start
catching
Science.
common black species —
sponsor for Alpha Lambever submitted for the fish in the button brush dealings with others.
da Delta, the freshman Hussung maintains a
and around fallen willows TAURUS
record book.
honor society for lengthy list of committee
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
assignments. He is chairRoy Johannes, a state but when it blew more
You'll be glad to help so- mathematics students. man of the steering combiologist and keeper of than a ripple, we might as
She
was
recently
named
meone out with a task, but in
the record list, examined well have stayed home. romance you may not know vice president of the col- mittee for the instituThe water temperaure where
the fish and verified that
you stand. Safeguard lege level of the Kentucky tional self-study program
it was a white crappie. is continuing to warm as health after da;k.
Council of Teachers of which is required
periodically of member
The weight already had the hot sunshine does its GEMINI
Mathematits.
been certified at an East job and that helped us a (May 21 to June 20
Mrs. Dyer's long ser- institutions of the
great deal.
Bethel store.
It's a busy day with minor vice as executive Southern Association of
We ended up with a preoccupations. Your moods secretary to the president Colleges and Schools. He
"What did you use for
is also Murray State's
bait?" Daniel was asked. total of 72 for the third may fluctuate in dealings with
faculty representative to
"What the fish bite on," day and taking others. Children respond to
the Ohio Valley Coneverything into con- your advice.
he said, losing patience.
ference and to the NCAA.
"What's your favorite sideration, that wasn't CANCER
Hussung has had
bad!
(June 21 to July 22)
fish?"
research articles publishBy the way, Fred Gard- Others are either too vague
"A big one.I'm going to
ed in most of the major
catch a bigger one," he ner has some mighty fine or too forceful in expressing
chemistry journals. He is
Paul Shahan
said, before nap time cut minnows at Murray Bait. their thoughts. Family outings
active in the Kentucky
Happy Fishing! are favored. Friendships are
short the interview.
slightly strained.
Lake Section of the music, his duties have inLEO
American Chemical cluded directing the sym(July 23 to Aug. 22)
Society and the Murray phonic band and the wind
Someone may ask you to
State chapter of Sigma sinfonietta. He is chairmake a phone call for them.
Xi, an organization that man of the freshman
Some minor irritations occur
theory department and is
promotes research.
about money. Don't push
A native of Louisville, coordinator of graduate
career now.
Hussung earned his B.S. studies for the College of
VIRGO
degree
from Murray Creative Expression.
toSept.
221 rIP
(Aug. 23
For 32 years he has
1953.
He received
State
in
Shopping is one of the few
his Ph.D. in 1957 from the served various churches
"The Count You Get Determines
things that can be done today
Patsy Dyer
as choir master and is
University of Louisville.
without aggravation. Though
The Price Per Dozen"
began
during the ad- A seven-timg recipient currently director of
no major problems are likely,
ministration of Dr. Ralph of the Ohio Valley Con- choirs at the First United
Serving The Lakes For 30 Years
it's a ho-hum time.
H. Woods. She worked for ference Coach of the Methodist Church in MurLIBRA
Hwy. 94 East
Dr. Woods during the last Year, Reagan has com- ray. He has also served
502-753-5693 (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Murray, Ky.
/
2 years of his term; piled the tenth-best winn- three terms as chairman
You'll hear so much gossip 91
now, and others may not be continued on during the ing percentage among ac- of the Kentucky Division
straightforward in financial administration of Dr. tive baseball coaches in of College Band Directors
dealings. Shop for personal Harry M. Sparks beginn- the country.
National Association.
items.
ing in 1968 and has work- Reagan has been MurAn active member of
SCORPIO
ed for Dr. Constantine W. ray State's baseball ASCAP since 1957,
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) MeV' Curris since 1973.
coach during the entire (Continued On Page 10)
Complete Line of Fishing
You'll have more satisfacand Sporting Equipment
tion with your own company
now than that of others. A
relationship with a loved one
may be confusing.
SAGITTARIUS
4 Monthly Contest &
(Nov.22 to Dec.21) 16i#
Friends are helpful to you, to
A Grand Prize Contest.
but it's a poor time to push
career interests. When party- to April 1 -April 30th, May 1 -May 31, June 1 -June 30th, holy 1 -July 31. Prizes will be awarded montly for mostly
ing, don't abuse health.
winners & will be ;MPH:hod on the fins 1. feathers page.
CAPRICORN
The Grand Prize will be awarded for Biggest Bass, CrapRt. 1 Hardin(502)474-2245 or 474-2211, Ext. 171
(Dec.22 toJan. 19) Vi
pie, Blvegill, Saeger & Catfish. 1 entry per person per day
Romance may not meet up
per catago.ry. Fish must be caught on Rod & Reel or Pole &
with all your expectations,
though an old acquaintance
weighed in at Sports Specialists. Guides & Commercial
talks good sense about your
Fisheman are ineligible.
career interests.
to
A'
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Stay clear of off-beat invest'10 -"
4
ment propositions. Today is to
202 lebco
not the best time for entertain- to
Pflueger Rod
ing others. Enjoy higher-mind
pursuits.
Topping, Deadwooding, Hedge Trimm- PISCES
X
ing, Complete Removal, Pesticide (Feb. 19th Mar. 20)
Some unfeasible career to
Treatment, Surgery, Seasoned ideas are being tossed around. to
Don't be short-tempered with to
Firewood.
a loved one. Seek advice about to
*Fully Insured
education.
YOU BORN TODAY can to
succeed in business and
creative endeavors. You may to
to
have a special affinity for
writing and reporting, though A'
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
you may also be drawn to
painting, poetry, acting,
music and theater. Overcome
Limited Quantities
$159
a tendency to be lazy and
determine to become number to
one in your field. You have a A'
8-3/8" Ban-el
love of freedom, which can A'
lead to innovative ac- to
complishments. Executive by
nature, you can succeed in to
engineering, architecture, law
and teaching. Birthdate of:
Shirley Maclaine, actress;
153-0703
Murray
1108 Chestnut
Robert Penn Warren, writer;
VE.E.E.C.EIEE
and Leonardo da Vinci,artist.

Your Individual
Horoscope

Youngster lands record fish
ANDOVER, Minn.
( AP)— Daniel VanVickle
is about to be honored for
landing a state record
fish, but the meaning of it
all is easily lost on him.
At 31
/
2 years old, he's
still too young to be able
to read his name when it
is printed in the Department of Natural
Resources' next record
book.
Daniel, of Andover,
Minn., is the state's
youngest fisherman ever
to achieve the distinction.
In an interview
Wednesday at his home,
Daniel politely listened to
questions while paging

through the latest issue of
Sesame Street magazine.
"Was it exciting to
know you caught a state
record?" he was asked by
a reporter.
"Boat. See boat," he
answered, pointing to a
picture in the magazine.
He puckered his lips and
imitated the sounds of a
sputtering outboard.
"See my new shoes.
Mommy got'em."
"Oh, yes, those are nice
shoes," said the reporter.
"But what about your big
fish?"
His eyes sparkled. He
was fishing with his
father, Kim, last April 4.

White, records clerk,
Alumni Affairs Office.
Each will be recognized
at the 6:30 p.m. dinner.
Distinguished Alumnus
and Distinguished Professor awards also will be
given. The banquet is
among Alumni Weekend
events scheduled in the
campus University
Center.
A native of Fulton, Mrs.
taught
01
.
Cow ,
mathematics three years
at Lafayette Junior High
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Boat, Motor, Ski &

Famous Fish Dinnors
Hwy.68 & 80 At Aurora
We Will Be Open 7 Days A Week
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Sun. 11:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m.
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Ryan strikes out in bid for record

I,

•

HOUSTON (AP) —
Philadelphia posted a 6Nolan Ryan struck out 3 victory to level Ryan's
Friday night in his bid to record at 1-1.
become baseball's allRyan now will have to
time strikeout king.
wait until next WednesRyan, the big Houston day in Montreal, when he
right-hander, fanned only is scheduled to start
three Philadelphia bat- against the Expos,to take
ters, giving him 3,504 in aim at the 55-year-old
his 16 full major league mark, one of baseball's
seasons. That left him oldest.
four short of the lifetime . The 36-year-old rightmark of Hall of Famer hander's troubles began
Walter Johnson, who end- early Friday night as he
ed a 21-year career with gave up a run in the first
the Washington Senators inning on two walks and
in 1927 with 3,508 singles by Pete Rose and
strikeouts.
Tony Perez.
Ryan hurled six innHome plate umpire
ings, allowing five hits Randy Marsh drew boos
and four runs, while from the crowd of about
walking six. Vern Ruhle 30,000 several times when
came on in the seventh he called close pitches by
for Houston, which trail- Ryan balls. Ryan did not
ed 4-3 at that point.
get his first strikeout un-

til he fanned opposing pitcher Dick Ruthven to end
the second inning, and his
second came when he
caught Joe Morgan looking to end the fifth.
Ryan got his third
strikeout, Bo Diaz, in De
sixth inning, but that was
the beginning of the end
for him. By the inning's
end, he had given up two
runs on two hits, two
more walks and a
sacrifice fly. And he had
thrown 117 pitches in only
his second start of the
season.
Before Friday's game,
Ryan expressed some
surprise that he had been
able to getLthis close to
'Johnson's record.
The timetable for
Ryan's assault on the 55-

year-old mark was pushed back two weeks this
season when he came
down with a kidney infection. He was placed on the
21-day disabled list and
did not pitch until last
Sunday, when he struck
out seven Montreal ExPos.
•
That left him seven
short of tying and eight of
breaking one of
baseball's most revered
records, the 3,508 career
strikeouts of Johnson, the
"Big Train," who was enshrined in baseball's Hall
of Fame in 1933. It was a
mark once thought unbreakable but, now in
peril, could be broken as
many as three times this

4• 4
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NBA Playoffs

year and twice more by
the end of 1984.
In his first four starts of
the season, 38-year-old
Steve Carlton of
Philadelphia had 42
strikeouts, giving him
3,476 in his career.
Gaylord Perry, 44, of the
Seattle Mariners also Mild
a shot at passing Johnson
this season, standing
fourth on the list with
3,462. Tom Seaver of theNew York Mets and
Ferguson Jenkins of the
Chicago Cubs were within
two years of potentially
passing Johnson. Seaver,
fifth all-time, had 3,155,
and Jenkins had 3,104.
Jenkins was seventh on
the scale behind Bob Gibson's 3,117.
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Wood Memorialfield
splits for two divisions
NEW YORK (AP) —
The Wood Memorial, a
major prep for the Kentucky Derby and an important stakes in its own
right, was scheduled to be
run in two divisions today
at Aqueduct for the fifth
time since its inception in
1924.
In the four previous
times the race was split,

one of the division winners, Hoop Jr. in 1945,
went on to win the Derby.
And in the previous
eight years, four winners
of the 1%-mile Wood
became Derby winners —
Foolish Pleasure, 1975;
Bold Forbes, 1976; Seattle Slew, the 1977 Triple
Crown winner, and Pleasant Colony, 1981.
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Lady Lakers place 2nd
in triangular track meet

•2fish filets
•2 hush puppies
•crisp french fries

Captain D's,
seafood & hamburgers
111 N. 12th ...like you like it:
753-9383

tintho
untiustoz,JJ

CaPt11131. Dia
•malm••..=•••••.

Calloway County
High's girls track team
finished second in a home
tri-meet with Christian
County and Mayfield
Thursday.
Christian County won
the meet with 101 points,
Calloway was next with
87 and Mayfield carded
19.
Amberly Moss, the
Miller- sisters — Chris
and Mandi — and Pam
Torsak provided most of
the Lady Laker
highlights during the
meet.
Moss placed first in the
high jump, fifth in the 200
meter dash and was part

7
tz.

Pam Torsak was first
in the 3200 meter run, second in the 1600 meter run
and fourth in the 400
meter dash. Chris Miller
gave Calloway another
first in the 100 meter
hurdles and she took
fourth in the long jump.

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
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The New TVA
Energy Saver Home

Just Arrived!
Come See The New

1984 CORVETTE
On Display In Oar Showroom!

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753-2617

641 S. Murray

4"
•912
1.
"
Alabar ALM="

Don't Settle For Less! Compare!
We know you'll agree, the TVA Energy Saver Home is today's best money-saving idea.
• Savings: You cut cooling costs up to 33% and heating
costs up to 40-70%, compared to most standard
homes.
• Comfort: You'll stay warmer, or cooler, chewier.
• Value: As energy prices climb, your Energy Saver
Home should increase in value more rapidly than less
energy-efficient homes.
Insist on an Energy Saver Home,
For more information call:

Murray Electric System
TVA
Energy
Saver
Home

753-5312

TVA Kentucky District Office
885-4357
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of the second-place 1600
relay team which also included the Millers and
Deanna Garland.
Mandi Miller placed
first in the 300 meter
hurdles, one second shy
of the school record, and
Garland was second in
the same event less than
a second shy of Miller.
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BIRD CAGED — Larry Bird was limited to only 4-for-18 shooting against
the Atlanta Hawks Friday, which contributed to his Celtics losing 95-93 in the
NBA playoff game. The win by Atlanta evened the series with Boston (1-1)
with the deciding game scheduled for Sunday.
AP Laserphoto

1111
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'70
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Hawks, Blazers win Friday
By The Associated Press
Only five times in 30 National
Basketball Association mini-series
has the team that lost the first game
come back to win the next two. On
Sunday, Atlanta and Denver have a
chance to make it six and seven.
The Hawks evened theitk best-of-3
series with the Boston Celtics with a
95-93 victory Friday night. Those two
teams return to Boston for the
deciding game Sunday.
In Friday night's other game,
Portland completed a two-game
sweep of Seattle with a 105-96 victory
to advance to the second round
against the defending NBA champion
Lakers, starting Sunday in Los
Angeles.
Meanwhile, the Denver Nuggets
will be in Phoenix Sunday to play the
Suns, who won the opener on Tuesday
and then lost the second game Thursday night.
For the Nuggets, it's an opportunity to turn the tables on the Suns, who
lost to Denver in their first playoff
game in 1982 and came back to win
the last two meetings. They became
the fifth team to come back from a 10 deficit to win a best-of-3 playoff
since the NBA instituted the firstround mini-series system in 1975.
Johnny Davis scored eight of his 18
_points down the stretch and also had

14 assists as Atlanta forced a third
game against Boston.
"We still feel we've got the best
team and we're still in control," said
Larry Bird, whose 4-for-18 shooting
contributed to the Celtics' defeat.
"They've got to come up to Boston
and beat us. If they can do that, then
they've got the better team."
The Hawks led by as many as 17
points before taking a 55-42 lead at
halftime. They had a 15-point margin
at 65-50 midway in the third period
before Boston came back and took
the lead early in the fourth quarter.
"We didn't panic and we just did
what we had done earlier to get the
lead," said Davis, a 6-foot-1 guard.
"The so-called experts picked us to
lose two straight. Well, I guess that it
shows we are capable of beating the
good teams."
The Hawks' balanced scoring was
led by Danny Roundfield with 19
points, while Davis, Dominique
Wilkins and Rudy Macklin added 18
apiece and Mike Glenn had 13.
Jim Paxson scored 26 points, including two crucial baskets in the
last two minutes, to lead Portland
over Seattle, giving the Trail Blazers
their first,,i5 yoff series triumph
since they w,IIn the NBA title six
years ago.

Keep out the summer heat..
anclsave
The less heat entering your house, the lower
your cooling costs.
During hot summer months, your house gains heat
through the ceiling, floor, walls, windows, doors,
cracks, and other openings. Properly installed
weatherization measures (attic and floor insulation
and associated ventilation, storm windows, caulking,
and weatherstripping) will help you save
all year round.
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Women making up for lost time (fast)in marathon running
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
A decade ago, Completing the 26 miles, 385
yards of a marathon was
considered a special
achievement for women.
Now they are not only
finishing, but finishing
faster and faster, running
out of track's shadows
and into a spotlight of
their own.
And just as they gained
status when the women's
marathon 'was added to
the 1984 Olympics, they
gained stardom with
what Joan Benoit did in
the Boston Marathon.
Benoit didn't just run
the marathon faster than
any woman.
Her astounding time of
2 hours, 22:minutes, 42
seconds chopped nearly
three minutes — 2
minutes,47 seconds, to be
exact — off the women's
world record and practically guaranteed it
would go even lower as
women runners make up
for lost time.
"This really frightens
me," said John Chew,
director of the 1984 U.S.
men's Olympic marathon
trials. "If she keeps this
up, she'll qualify for the
men's trials."
The cutoff for that is
2:19:04, and until the final
few miles, Benoit's pace
translated into between
2:15 and 2:18. She finished 121st in a field of more
than 6,500 runners, all but
about 700 of them men.
Twenty-seven other
women also finished
under their Olympic trial
qualifying time of
2:51:16.
Barbara Drinkwater,
an exercise physiologist
in the Department of
Kinesiology at the
University of
Washington,says there is
a very practical reason
for the strides female
runners are making.
"Women were not encouraged to race until the
'70's," she said. "They
weren't even (officially)
permitted in the Boston
Marathon until 1972. As a
rt.sult, they were not
trained y the level of
world tiffies.
"An individual runner's dream in a
marathon often is just to
complete 26 miles. The
feeling of women has
been, 'I just want to
finish.' I don't think they
knew what they had in
them.
"Running at a lower
percentage of maximum
capacity, you can probably maintain a better

HILLTOP

Joan Benoit
Winner 1983 Boston Marathon
World Record Holder
pace and finish, and that
was the goal — to finish.
Now, however, we are
learning that they are
capable of much more
than just finishing."
According to ,the National Running Data
Center in Tucson, Ariz.,
the number of women
running in marathons increased from 433 in 1975
to more than 10,000 in
1980.
"We gave up doing it
(compiling a list) after
1980 because the list got
so long," said Ken Young,
co-director of the center.
As extraordinary as it
was, Benoit's perforthance in Boston last

We'll be here in our old store about 4
more weeks until our new store is
completed. You can still

4 75 A,
4..

OFF

Expart Radiator and
Body Repair
C.all

642-3296

'That's incredible.
Measure the course."
More incredible,
perhaps, is the fact that
Benoit might have run
even faster under different conditions. Boston
is a hilly course which
cuts into the performances of the runners.
And it should be considered that Benoit
Craderweht double
Achilles; surgery Dec. 28,
1981, and two weeks
before the Boston race,
she wasn't even sure she

would run in it because
she had experienced
some pain in her Achilles.
"I was kind of unsure,"
she said. "I didn't think it
would be a good idea to
run Boston. Then I had a
few easy days and then
went for a long run and
felt good, so I decided to
go with it."
With just over two
miles to go, her feet
began to blister, but that
did not prevent her from
completing the
remarkable run in record

time.
Can women run
marathons faster than
Benoit did at Boston?
"I wouldn't presume to
guess," Drinkwater said.
"But Joan seemed to
have something left. I
think they'll go faster."
As fast as men?
"I don't know, but they
didn't appear to be running at the ragged edge in
Boston. I really think that
women may begin to find
they are still running
under their capabilities."

SCOREBOARD
tOShe
Your discount • arts su • ermart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%
Pro Baseball

Softball

Major League Baseball
EAST DIVISION
NATIONAL LEAGUE
W L Pct. GB
EAST DIVISION
Baltimore
6 571 —
W L PcL GB Boston
7 .500 1
Montreal
8
4
Detroit
667
7 462 14
Philadelphia
4 .667
8
Milwaukee
7 462 14
St Louis
6
3 .617
Toronto
7 *2 14
Pittsburgh
6 .500 2
Cleveland
6
429 2
New York
7 364
New York
4
8 429 2
Chicago
10
231
3
WEST DIVISION
Kansas City
WEST DIVISION
4 .636
Atlanta
10
3 .769 —
California
1
6 .625
(,),
Los Angeles
10
4 .714
Texas
6 .800
Cincinnati
9
7 .563 24 Oakland
7 .563 1
San Diego
Minnesota
7
8 .4/7
8 .500 2
San Francisco
Chicago
4 11 .2117 7
7 462 24
Houston
4 12 .20 714 Seattle
12 333 5
Friday's Games
Friday's Games
Chicago 7,San Francisco 2
Cleveland 5, Chicago 1
LOS Angeles 4, Pittsburgh 2
Detroit 1,Seattle0
Montreal 4, Cincinnati0
Minnesota 5, New York 3
Atlanta 5, New York 4
Kansas City 6,Toronto 5
San Diego 4, St. Louis 1
Texas 3, Milwaukee 2
California 6, Baltimore 5.11 (amines
Philadelphia 6,Houston 3
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Boston 3, Oakland 1

FCA Meeting
Bobby

Warren,

Monday at 7 p.m. in

former pro basketball

the

player,

Roy Stewart Stadium.

will

be

the

guest speaker at the
Murray
Fellowship

State
of

Chris-

tian Athletes meeting

South 12th Stroot

Racer

Room

of

For more information, contact MSU football coach Mike Clark,
762-6181.

753-8971

Teams interested in
playing in the Murray
Women's

representative

the Peoples Bank on
Chestnut Street at 7
p.m.

Pro Basketball
National Basketball Association
(Belt of Three(
EASTERN CONFERENCE
New York vs. New Jersey
(New Yoet wins series 2-0
New York 118, New Jersey 107
New York 105, New Jersey 99
Atlanta vs. Boston
•
(Series tied 1-1)
Boston 183, Atlanta 95
Atlanta 85,Boston 93
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Morals vs. Denver
(Series tied 1-1)
Phoenix 121, Denver 106
Denver 113. Phoenix 99
Seattle vs. Portland
(Portland wins series 2-0)
Portland 106, Seattle 97
Portland 105, Seattle, 96

Southsido Corry

4.

Murray Datsun Inc.
Is Offering
A 5 Year or 50,000 miles
Protection Package

ON
EVERY
DATSUN

753-7113

Ilk

The Catiins
A Prominent and Powerful
Atlanta Family
You are about to diacover their
secrets and meet the enemies
they make in their climb to
wealth and power.
Sizzling like the southern sun,
The Grans promises drama,
romance, heartbreak and
intrigue. Tune in to this daytime
series on SuperStation WTBS
now on Cable Channel 4.

vi

Stop
By
For
Details

Showing How Good
Cable Can Be"'

00181

CABLE
VISION
MURRAY

Call 753-5005

T S TELEVISION LVOI4TH 4VATC1-14146"

— •
u
•
te.4

•'

. ••

604 S. 12th Street
Murray 753-7114

PRODUCT OF NISSAN

414446....40040.0.-Pv.I.
_-

:I!

Murray Datsun Inc.

ANED_

,

attend

the April 26 meeting at

Vernon's Western
Store
Olympic Plaza
Murray

Softball

League should have a

Throughout The Store
Our Sale Will Continue
Until We Move!

I wile E. on Debris Rd.
Paris, Tn.
—30 Day Special—

$250"

The current men's mark
is 2:08:13 , by Alberto
Salazar in the 1981 New
York City Marathon.
But Greig's record for
women has been rut
almost annually by a
cross-section of female
distance runners.
Two months after
Greig posted her record
time, Mildred Simpson of
New Zealand was timed
in 3:19:33 on July 21, 1964.
Other runners continued
lowering the mark until,
on Sept. 29, 1971,
Elizabeth Bonner of the
United States cracked the
three-hour barrier,
posting a 2:55:22. Six
months earlier, on May 9,

ATTENTION!

Radiator & Body Sho

OMPLETE PAINT JO

Monday was just the
latest step in a
methodical assault on the
record books which
women runners have
been staging for the past
two decades.
Consider this:
In 1964, the men's
record for the marathon
was 2:13:55 set by Basil
Heatley of Britain. That
same year, the women's
record for the distance
was 3:27:45, held by
another British runner,
Dale Greig.
In the 19 years since
then, Heatley's record
has been lowered five
times but only by a total
of less than six minutes.

1971, Bonner was timed in
3:01:42. That means, it
took her a half-year to cut
her own marathon time
by as much as it took all
of the male runners in the
world 19 years to cut the
men's record time.
Barely more than two
months after Bonner's
2:55:22, American Cheryl
Bridges sliced nearly six
more minutes off the
record, lowering it to
2:49:40 on Dec.5,1971. By
1975, the women had the
record below 2:40, with
American Jacqueline
Hansen timed in 2:38:19
on Oct. 12 of that year. It
took four more years to
crack 2:30. That happened Oct. 21, 1979, when
Grete Waitz of Norway
did 2:27:33.
Waitz lowered it to
2:25:41 a year later, then,
a year after that, Allison
Roe of New Zealand cut it
to 2:25:29.
The day before this
year's Boston race,
Waitz, running in the London Marathon, tied Roe's
record. For a runner in a
race stretching 26 miles,
385 yards to be clocked in
exactly the same time, as
a world record is an
amazing coincidence. But
before it could be suggested that women had
reached their marathon
limit, Benoit smashed the
record by almost three
minutes the next day.
Benoit's time was 13
minutes under her clocking for the 1979 race,
when she also won the
woman's division of the
race. In fact, 10 times
since World War II, men
have won the Boston
Marathon in slower times
than her 2:22:42.
Greg Meyer, who won
the Boston race in
2 : 09:00, compared
Benoit's time for women
to a 2:07:30 for a man.
"(It's) like breaking
Alberto Salazar's record
by 30 or 40 seconds," he
said. "People would say,
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Recent finding may prove to be diary of Hitler's last days
LONDON (AP) — A
British expert on Adolf
Hitler said today he
believes 60 recently
discovered volumes of
spidery blue handwriting
are authentic diaries of
the Nazi leader that may
force revisions in the
history of the Third
Reich.
In thg documents Hitler

"never hints that he had
any direct knowledge of
or hand in organizing the
Holocaust," in which the
Nazis murdered 6 million
Jews, the London Times
reported today.
"But he complains that
if they (the Jews) could
not be resettled in the
East and since no other
country would accept

them, they should be sent
to sea and the boats
sunk."
Some historians doubt
the diaries are real.
But Hugh TrevorRoper, author of "The
Last Days of Hitler,"
says he believes the
manuscripts are an
authentic "archive of
great historical

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

MSU...

ACROSS

2 Negative
prefix
1 Helmsman
6 Openings in
3 Base
4 Egg-shaped
fence
11 Eliminate
5 Choir voice
12 Egg dish
6 Tattles
14 Teutonic
7 Part of
deity
•lo be
15 Needs
8 Spread for
17 Wall border
drying
18 Nothing
9 Verve
20 Clayey earth 10 Staid
22 Man's
11 Frenchman's
nickname
income
23 Pedal digits 13 Sum
,
25 Showers
16 Afternoon
27 Symbol for
parties
tantalum
19 Lawful
28 Rims
21 Breaks
30 Breed of dog
suddenly
32 Mine
24 Hebrew
entrance
ritual
34 Twirl
26 Long-legged
# 35 Strikes out
bird
38 Reiect
29 Locations
41 Spanish
31 Habituate
article
2 3
42 Remains at
ease
Great Lake !
I1
14
15
45 Obese
47 Pigpens
18
49 Greek letter
50 Short jacket
23
52 Genus of
28
palms
54 Chaldean
32
city
55 Iterate
57 City in
Texas
59 Song and
dance skit
60 Take
unlawfully
DOWN
1 Punctuation
mark

significance."
"The standard accounts of Hitler's writing
habits, of his personality,
and even, perhaps, some
public events may, in
consequence have to be
revised," Trevor-Roper
wrote in today's Times.
The Times'sister weekly newspaper, the Sunday
Times, begins publishing
excerpts from the diaries
on Sunday, and the West
German magazine Stern,
which also has access to
the material, is to begin

Answer is Friday's Puzzle
UDC MUM MOO
UMEI OMU OMM
UMW UUU UMW
MUMUU DOUCE
CUM UOM
UMMUMO UUMMU
ME
MUUUU UUUCU
UUU
MOOMM UUDOOM
A UUU
uuii
HOU
MUMU MUM LUDO
U12100 MUM MUUM
A

33 Having made
a will
35 Put off
36 Click beetle
37 Mix
39 Ceremony
40 Approaches
43 Sows
4

5

6

7

9

deplores such destruction, complaining about
the breaking of so much
valuable glass," the
newspaper said.
Yet on the day of the
Wannsee Conference in
Berlin when it was decided to exterminate the
Jews, "Hitler has a
typical hate -filled
passage in which he
rages at the Jews for expecting to be fed and
clothed by the Reich
while at the same time
being its enemies."
The diaries run from
1932, when Hitler began
his rise to political power,
until April 1945, only days
before he shot himself.

(Continued From Page 7)

46 prink heavily
48 Command to
a cat
51 A state: abbr.
53 Beverage
56 Symbol for
gold
58 Note of scale
8

its selections on Monday.
The documents, now
being held in a Swiss
bank vault, will
"significantly alter
historical judgments on
Hitler's strategic thinking, exercise of power
and personality," the
Times claimed.
For example, in his entry on "Kristallnacht,"
the night in 1938 when
synagogues were burned
and Jewish shops vandalized and Jews were
terrorized, "Hitler

10

Shahan fusis had
numerous compositions
published and recorded.
He frequently acts as
clinician, adjudicator and
guest conductor
throughout the southeast.
Shahan earned the B.S.
degree from Fairmont
State College, Fairmont,
W.Va.; M.M., West
Virginia University; M.Ed., Peabody College,
Nashville; and has had
advanced training at the
Eastman School of
Music, Rochester, N.Y.
Mrs. White began work
at Murray State as
secretary to the Military
Science Department, a
position she held for 15
years.
In 1972, she transferred
to the Alumni Affairs Office as records clerk. Her
duties now includes keeping track of more than
28,000 living graduates of
the institution.
Mrs. White's husband,
Jack, retired from the
university as athletic
department equipment
manager in 1932.

Your Individual
Horoscope

2.1
ByAbigailVanBuren

Reader Fires a Shot
In Battle of Sexes

DEAR ABBY: You have contradicted yourself. "Nameless, Please," an 18-year-old female who became pregnant
by a 14-year-old male, was advised (by you) to "leave bad
enough alone."
Where is the equality between the sexes now? If the
roles were reversed, you would have been all over the male
like flies on a garbage truck.
Abby, that girl is guilty of statutory rape! I am not
saying she should be sent to jail, but if the sexes are to be
treated equally in other respects, then what's good for the
gander is good for the goose here, too! .
Most males are tired of one-sided equality.
ME, TOO

DEAR ME: The 18-year-old female could have
been charged with contributing to the delinquency
of a minor. But.statutory rape? Never! The definition
of statutory rape: "Sexual intercourse with a female
who is below the statutory age of consent." Case
dismissed!

!
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DEAR ABBY: I am a 29-year-old school teacher, living
and working 1,500 miles from my hometown.
Last year I fell in love with a wonderful man, and we
plan to marry this summer. My parents know of our plans,
but they have never met him. (They have spoken on the
phone.) He is 33, also in education, and, Abby, he's the
kindest, sweetest, most wonderful man I've ever known!
I have put off introducing him to my parents because I
know they would never accept him. You see, he is halfIndian and half-black. He's also a Southern Baptist. He
'
7 looks like a cross between Wayne Newton and Sidney
FOR MONDAY,
Poitier.
APRIL 25, 1983
Should I wait until after we are married, then bring him
What kind of day will tomor- to meet them? Or should I write and tell them so they
row be? To find out what the won't be too shocked? I've been agonizing over this for the
last three months. How should this be resolved?
stars say, read the forecast
WHITE AND CATHOLIC

FramaNmke

Margaret White
given for your birth sign.
DEAR WHITE: I suggest that you write and tell
Reservations for the
17
your parents that your fiance is half-Indian and
alumni recognition din- ARIES
1:
4 half-black. Also, that he's a Southern Baptist.(Send
ner may be made by call- (Mar.21 to Apr. 19) gY1
20
a picture along.) But more important, tell them that
ing the Alumni Affairs Of- Loved ones will have ex- he's the kindest, sweetest, most wonderful man
25
27
together.
citing
Some
times
you've ever met and you love each other.
fice, (502) 762-3737, and
30
picking up tickets at the unexpected good news comes.
•••
Singles meet with romantic
34
door. The dinner will be opportunity.
followed by a choral con- TAURUS
DEAR ABBY: A couple of years ago my husband and I
38
separated for about six months because he got involved
cert in the atrium at 8:30. (Apr.20 to May 20)
44
The Golden Memories II Put those innovative work with another woman.
During our separation I fell in love with "Sonny," a con
47
49
dance begins at 9:30 p.m. ideas of yours into motion. Be artist
who sure knew how to take my mind off my troubles.
and continues to mid. willing to investigate new op- Sonny'picked up my spirits, so my mother loaned him
54
night. Reservations for tions. Financial gain is likely. $1,000 to buy a car. 157
After that, my husband and I got back together again.
all three are $10. Single GEMINI
Meanwhile, Sonny never paid Mom a dime of the $1,000
so
event tickets are (May 21 to June 20)
he borrowed from her. Mom told my husband if he could
available.
Stay clear of clandestine in- collect the $1,000 he could have it, so he tried. He even
volvements. However, you went to a lawyer, but got nowhere because there was
will meet with the opportunity nothing in writing.
BUT I WAS DRIVEN
Now my husband keeps harping on how stupid I was
for good times with those you
BACK 70 IT BY
for letting that con artist take advantage of my mother.
for.
care
TREACHERY!!
He brings it up 20 times a day and won't let it die. Mom
CANCER
has told him to forget it — the $1,000 didn't break her and
(June 21 to July 22
it was worth $1,000 to see me happy after being so down
rek
You'll enjoy some private in the dumps.
How can I make my husband see that it was my
moments with a loved one.
You may decide to redecorate. mother's money, and if she isn't complaining, he should
Home entertainments are also forget it?
SICK OF THE SITUATION
favored.
LEO
DEAR SICK: He sees it, he just has trouble
(July 23to Aug.22)
accepting it. And if he doesn't forget it, tune him
Syndicate.
Inc
01953 United Feature
Some strain could exist with out.
a higher-up, but otherwise this
•• •
is the perfect time to express
your views, especially romanDEAR ABBY: My 14-year-old son was killed in a tragic
tic sentiments.
accident seven months ago, and I am just now beginning
to come out of my numbness and shock. Throughout the
VIRGO
( Aug.23 to Sept. 22) nViti. ordeal, friends, family and acquaintances tried to comfort
Some succeeded, while others failed miserably.
Real estate transactions are me.
The following comments are words that did not help at
favored. Some make major all. I realize that everyone was trying to be kind, but there
purchases for the home. Don't are certain words bereaved parents do not want to hear:
seek advice now about legal
1. "I know just how you feel. I lost my mother, father,
husband, brother, sister, etc." These words are so hollow
matters.
to a parent who has lost a child. Unless they have suffered
LIBRA
-ILri the loss of a child, there is no way on earth they can know
MARK LACK'
(Sept. 22t0 Oct. 22) -how you feel.
You'll have luck in presen- 2. "It was God's will." I am no more (or less) religious
THIS IS GOING TO UPSET
(..BUT IT'S TIM4 WE THINK
BECAUSE I KNOW YOU'VE
ting innovative ideas. Make than the average person, but if it was "God's will"-to take
YOU, GARFIELD...
HAP A GREAT TIME
ABOUT GOING HOME
plans for a pleasure trip. You my son at 14 and end his young life, then I want no part
may have an argument about of a God who could be so cruel.
3. "God needed him more than you did." How inadequate
a bill.
r
that made me feel, as though something was lacking withSCORPIO
(Oct.23toNov.21) tilleV in myself. If I had needed him more, would he still be
alive?
Luck is with you in financial
4. "These things happen for a reason." What reason?
matters, though it's best to There is no reason good enough to explain why I had to
keep developments to suffer the loss of my child.
•
5. "You can have another child," or "At least you have
yourself. Be more trusting of
your other children." This is really cold and cruel. Children
loved ones.
are individuals and no child can replace the child who has
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21) )erpr.' died.
Now for some words that comforted me: a simple and
Your social star is on the heartfelt, "I'm so sorry." Many people hugged me, held
41.25 © 1983 Um ad Feature SyndoCata. Inc
rise. Welcome the chance to my hand or cried with me. No words were spoken, but
make important new contacts, they were there for me when I needed them.
COSMO, POW DO YOU
WHAT5
I FIND
STICKER
EASY...
LINDA IN LANCASTER
but remember to fulfill work
SOME
GET 50 MANY SPECIAL
THAT HARD
TWAT ON
PRICE
obligations.
•••
PRIVILEGES AROLIN2
OFFICERS
TO
1.415
CAPRICORN
CAN BE
-HERE
BELIEVE
I-1ELMET
(Dec.22to Jan. 19)
DEAR ABBY: A spurned lover, "Dear John," sued his
BELIEVE
(
NOUGHT
Behind-the-scenes connec- ex-fiancee for the cost of the diamond engagement ring
IT
tions are helpful to you now she refused to return. Although he won a default judgment
regarding career interests. of about $1,000, he did not try to enforce it. Instead he
bad-debt tax deduction.
It's not the time, though, to took a $1,000
The IRS disallowed the deduction, asserting that because
&le Ia
mix business and pleasure.
John had'n't really tried to collect, the debt was not worthAQUARIUS
less at the end of the year.
"OW eftr,
(Jan.20 to Feb.18) '`•••'_3!
On appeal, the Tax Court sided with the IRS: Dear John
Friends from afar want you had failed to prove that the debt became worthless during
10110
°
to visit. Students have luck in the year in question.
400rkillir
No fiancee, no ring, no deduction.
extracurricular activities.
Do you think this was fair?
Romance, too, looks promisJERRY
DON'T YOU THINK HE'LL HE'S maze
ing after dark.
DE UNCOMFORTABLE COMFORTABLE TNAN
PISCES
DEM JERRY: Absolutely. Why should John expect the government to pay for his education?
HIS MOMMY
(Feb.19 to Mar.20)
AND DADDY
You'll make some major
•••
financial or career moves, but
it's not the best time to sign
DEAR ABBY: My mother, who has found fault with
papers. Take the time to look almost everything I have ever done, is now ruining my
things over.
wedding plans.
I left my hometown four years ago to work in a city 200
YOU BORN TODAY work
best when you're inspired. miles away, and this is where I want to get married. My •
is from this city and so are my friends and his.
Your work should reflect your fiance
We're planning to get married in his church here, but my
ideals for you to be happy. You mother says if I don't get married in my hometown in the
have a natural affinity for church she attends, she won't come to my wedding. She
creative pursuits and are accuses me of wanting to get married here to hurt her,
often drawn to music, poetry and says if I loved her, I'd get married in her church. I do
GOMP
and film. You have a decided love her, but she makes me feel so guilty.
I can't talk to my father about this because he always
MOOOK
humanitarian bent and may
agrees with Mother to avoid an argument. I've talked to
be drawn to the political my priest, who agrees that the problem is my mother, but
arena. At times, bouts of he has offered no solution.
ternpenunent can interfere
My fiance's parents have tried to get Mother to change
with your overall success. her mind, but it's no use. Who's wrong? My mother er me?
THE SOMETHING BLUE IS ME
You'se innovative and may
make an original contribution
DEAR BLUE: I can understand why your mother
in your field. Science, would
rather have your wedding in her chureh, bat
engineering, is*, teaching I think she is wrong to refuse to attend unless you
and religion may also appeal do.
I hope she sees the light and changes her mind
to you. Birthdate of Ella Pitzgenild,singer; M Pecino,ac- because it's your right to be married where you
tor; and Edward R. Morrow, choose.
TV news reporter.
•••
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2. Notice

2. Notice

14. Want to Buy
Used canoe and
speed bike. 753-5950.

VERNON'S
FRONTIER
TRADING
POST

Name•gnant
we bad

If the
e male

m not
e to be
or the

Western and
English Tack Apparel, shoe and
saddle repair.
Olympic Plaza
Hours:
Daily 10-8
Sun. 12-5

, TOO

have
uency
aition

?male

Case

living

nd we
plans,
ma the
!'s the
en!
ause I
half
at. He
iidney

g him
) they
.
01' the

IOLIC

d tell
and
(Send
that
man

and I
ioleed
a con
him

again.
$1,000
could
• even
e was

I was
other.
Mom
?r and
down

L8 my
ihould

.TION

ouble
? him

Have 5 minutes? Can
159-4444 for an in.1
spirational message to
brighten your day.
Children's tape 7594445.

24. Misceltaneous

LAMPS
All Brass
All Wood
Brass& Wood
Brass & Glass

$29's
$50°°pr.
CRASS
FURNITURE

10 New air compressors,
commercial 5 hp., 60
gallon tanks, 15.1 CFM
per minute. Retail $1,
15. Articles for Sale
295. Special $695. We
FG 200 Yamaha Guitar. deliver. 901-749-0091 day
759-9702 after 4:30.
or night.
Used tire changer, all Pallets, all sizes, good
air, excellent condition. for Storing everything
5 column Pepsi off the ground. $1 each.
machine, good condi- 753-1372, ask for Bob
tion. Call 753-2504.
Bazzell. Trucks,
Trailers, Buses, Inc.
Particle Board $3.99,
FOLLOW TIIRU DEtI
/
1
2
" Plywood $6.79,
IS SELLING OUT
Shingles $17.95 sq., Felt
Paper $6.9' 3/8 Wood
Items For Sale:
Siding $6.99, Marble top
to Ft. Deli Case, Flak- vanity, fiberglass tubs
ed Ice Machine, and showers in stock.
Wynn Discount Building
Tables- Square and
Supplies, 601 Poplar,
Round, Picnic BenBenton, Ky. 527-1553.
ches, Deep Freeze, SEASONED
FIREWOOD. Call John
Old Hazel Basketball
Boyer, 753-0338.
Score Board.
Seasoned or green harCall 753-0373
dwoods. $25 rick. 75310 a.m. -3 p.m.
3476.

16. Home Furnishings

Zip Lift electric hoist,
1000 lb. capacity, 110
Antique walnut 48' volt, single phase. 753round table with 4 5181.
5. Lost and Found
chairs, $475. Plus oak
In vicinity of 10th St. kitchen cabinet with 26. TV-Radio
between Chestnut and pull out porcelain serOlive, box of new hor- ver, $225. Paris 901-644- Big screen TV., top of
the line Mitsubishi,
seshoes also smaller 9550.
horseshoes inside - Duncan Phyfe great picture. Must be
childhood toy. Lost on sideboard and pedestal seen to be believe, to do
March 31st. Please call table with leaves, so, call 759-4416.
if have information or mohogany, 6 antique 27. Mobile Home Sales
found them,753-1266.
cherry wood chairs,
Lost black labrador, 9 needlepoint seats', $450. 10x48 Furnished, $1,000.
474-2382.
months old, blue collar. Call 753-2952.
Lost in Penny area. Early American Dining 12x50 Champion, 2 bed753-6185. Reward.
room suite, open hutch, room furnished. Call
Lost female yellow lab server, table and 4 474-2335 after 6:30p.m.
12x60 two bedroom, gas
in Utterback Rd. area. chairs. Call 753-6927.
Call 753-1495 after 5p.m. Kingsize bed, excellent heat, $5,200. Call 753condition . includes mat- 0582.
Reward!
tress, box springs, 1974 12x64, 2 Bedroom,
6. Help Wanted
frame, 2 sets of linen furntshed or unand choice of be- furnished. 489-2394 or
Earn $250.85 week
489-2804.
working in your home dspreads. C-all 753-0530.
part or full time. Ap- Kingsize waterbed on a 1974 Two bedroom,
plication mail SASE to worm wood frame, 12x45, partly furnished,
New.The
D.S., 1707A Ridgewood, heater, mattress, sheets all electric, $3,000. 436and comforter. Upright 2197.
Murray, Ky.
Shaklee Slim Plan.
piano. 759-1020 or 753mature
Looking
for
1975 Lawrence 12x60,
Safe. Proven to
1206.
person who likes to read
underpinned, excellent
work for people
and has had prior retail Queen size waterbed, condition. After 5p.m.
753-4914.
like you. Clinically
experience. Must be 759-9702 after 4:30.
able to work full time, Save on all home fur- ,1980 Holiday double
tested, nutritious
hours flexible. Send nishings. Special wide, 3 bedroom, 3 bath,
and innovative.
resume to P.O. Box savings on bedding and 1500 square ft. all
recliners. Carraway electric, beamed
1040A, Murray.
PROCESS MAIL AT Furniture, 105 N. 3rd. ceilings, fireplace,
sunken tub, bar in
HOME! $75 per hun- 753-1502.
dred! No experience. Westinghouse 27000 dining room. Shown by
/
2 appointment only, 753Part or full time. Start BTU air conditioner, 11
Immediately. Details- yrs. old, excellent con- 2861.
send self-addressed dtion, $400. Call 759-1293 24x52 Double wide, 3
stamped envelope to or 753-3136.
bedroom, 2 bath, cenC.R.I.-520, P.O. Box 45,
tral heat and new
18. Sewing Machines
Stuart, FL. 33495.
central air. Priced to
Singer
Sewing sell. 435-4506 or 753-8619.
9. Situation Wanted
Machines, Sales and Extra nice large mobile
TheSodrominftmordprit
Anyone interested in Service, new and used. home, 6/
1
2 acres, garChstrftrialopoissmpromW
servicombradShooloeCrnor~ buying house to be Repair-Parts for all age, tool Shed, 2 farm
moved or torn down. makes. Call 753-5323, ponds stocked with
Call 753-1502 or 753-4860.
Bel Air Center, Murray, catfish. 1 mile past
Coldwater on right 121
Babysitter needed part Ky.
North. 489-2611 or 247time live-in. Must have
3972.
references. Call 19. Farm Equipment
753-7312.
Heavy gauge,disk Newly remodeled 12x60
Will care for 5 to 7 years blades, all sizes, get our mobile home, partly
Jim Soifer & John
old in my home for price before you buy. furnished with garage
Gresham will be in our
summer. References. Also chisel plow points and front porch. $5,000
and points that will fit or will sell with lot for
Call 753-8255.
showroom from 6:30breaking plows. 18,900. Call 753-0457.
8:00 Mon., Tees., 10. Business Opportunity all
Vinson Tractor ComMobile Home Rentals
Thaws., Fri.
pany. 753-4892.
I MEDIATE
PURDOM
If you want to mow fast, A two or three bedroom
get a Horse - Wheel mobile home, natural
SALES OPENINGS!
MOTORS, INC.
Horse, of course - gas or electric, new
Sew
ear
mow
lime
of
Calen0th-Pout.-Cad.-Suck
Stokes Tractor, Indust- carpet, new furniture.
dars, Peas mad AI
rial Road, 753-1319.
Shady Oaks. 753-5209. Gifts to local firms. ProNew
tractor
tires
"and
Trailer for rent. See
Wedding
mpt, friendly service from
equipment tires, also Brandon Dill at Dill's
Photography
74 year old, AAA-1 Comused tires. Field ser- Trailer Court.
pany. Weekly commisLet us take you;
vice. Vinson Tractor Two bedroom mobile
sleas.Set
year own beers.
Company. 753-4892.
Wedding Story ir
home, 11
/
2 bath, water
Ni lavestmeats. No collecRoto Hoe Rear Tiller, furnished. 753-9245.
pictures
tions. No experience
bar mower and shredCARTER STUDIO
mastery. Write Freak
der attachment. 436- X. Business Rentals
300 MAIN 753 829f
Realm NEWTON AUG.
2625.
Five car shop, clean-up or
COMPANY, Dept. A1808,
Roto Tiller, 5 hp., like bodywork. Call 753-3134.
Newtee Iowa 3020$.
new. 753-5679 or
We have 3 ideal
753-3649.
locations for any retail
14. Want to Buy
business or professional
20. Sports Equipment
office use. For rent or
Cash for WWII
f Remmington Sports- lease. KOPPERUD
souvenirs, German or
man, model 48, 20 ga., REALTY,753-1222.
Japanese. Buying at
$150. Winchester, model
Murray Gun Show on
50, 12 ga., $250. 753-5181.
April 30th at Calloway
Mini
County Middle School or
V.Musical
call 334-3646.
Warehouse
Small house or mobile 15 chord Autoharp,
Storage Space
home with land, within perfect condition, $140.
For Rent
10 miles of Murray. with case. Call 753-1310.
753-4758
Consider rent or option 20" Ludwig Cymbal,
rent to buy. Call 753-3711 $60.753-5181.
between 9a.m.-10p.m.
Ampeg Amplifier. Call
32. Apts. For Rent
WANTED: Glass and after 6p.m. 437-4945.
Pottery made in the Lotus Banjo and case, Furnished apts., ef1920's, 30's and 40'S. like new. 753-6185.
ficiency, 1 or 2 bedBuying for resale. DeAM-FM Multi- room. Also sleeping
pression glass, Fosto- Yorks
BSR turntable, rooms. Zimmerman
Coart Sqoare
ria, Cambridge, Fiesta, plex,
Apts., S. 16th. 753-6609.
489-2449.
Jewell Tea, Blue Ridge, $250.
753-2835
Nice furnished 1 bedFenton, unusual glass 23. Exterminating ,
room apt. Located 100 S.
items. 502-492-8222.
13th St.
Now available an un
teasterstassat•Dttt•044.
furnished duplex apt.
1631 Farmer. 2 br.,
CARD OF THANKS
private drive and carport. Adults, no pets.
From the Mark Lucas Family, to the good
References_ and deposit
people of Calloway County. We are forever
required, $175. Call
05;4753-3914
grateful for your support, contributions and
492-8174.
I
love in our time of need. We know we cannot
One bedroom furnished
thank each of you personally as we would
apt. 2 blocks from
like. We hope that this message conveys our
hospital, adults, no pets,
lease and deposit refeelings to each and every one of you.
quired. Call 759-4756 or
753-9208 after 4p.m.
Love Mark,Sandy,Stephanie and Brandon.
One bedroom furnished
apt., air conditioner, no
pets, on 121 next to
Fairgrounds. 753-3139
One or two bedroom
24. Miscellaneous
apts., near downtown
Gold
Silver
Used chain link fencing. Murray. 753-4109, 762753-0959 or 753-2294.
6650 or 436-2844.
lend '
Closed
Diamonds, 5 on a ladies Two bedroom Town
Yesterday
438.00 Yesterday
12.30
14'kt. white and yellow House apt., carpet,
438.00 Opened
12.05
OPes*d
gold ring. Being sold to central heat and air.
No CM
.25 close estate. Call 753- range refrigerator,
Down
1266 for appointment to dishwasher, disposal,
see.
good location. Call 753Compliments of
Free garden manure at 7559 or 753-7550.
We buy Gold Silver
PlattnneW Stabtet. 753- Two bedroom garage
GOLD & SILVER and Diamonds.
0959 or 753-2294.
apt., range, refrig.,
CUSTOM JEWELERS Hours. 10 8 Doily.
Minolta 301 Copier, disposal. Married
12.5 Sunday.
original cost, $2,200, couples only, reOLYMPIC PLAZA
excellent cOndition, dry ferences, deposit. Call
014594.
toner. Call 759-1425.

A safe and
sane weight
loss plan.

Ken and Bonnie
Ashby
753-6699
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CUSTOM
STONE
SETTING

Jewelry Repair,
Pendant Mounting, Gold Chain
Repair. Made to
order jewelry.
FURCHES
JEWELRY

Kellys Termite &
Pest Control
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34. HOUSES for Rent

46. Homesfor Sale

4.Auto Services

53. Services Offered

Efficiency apt. 107
South, 14 unit, single,
$125 a month. No pets or
children. Lease plus
deposit and references.
753-5898 after 6p.m.
New 2 bedroom in
country. 436-2277.
Nice brick home carpeted available now,
married couple, no pets,
$275/month, near MSU.
753 3942.
Three bedroom log
cabin, Westwood, $300 a
month. Call 753-0692.
Two bedroom unfurnished, all electric
home completely redecorated inside, no
pets, $250 per month
plus $200 deposit. Call
753-3536 after 5p.m.
Two bedroom furnisljed, 1604 Miller,
couples preferred, $225
a month. No pets or
children. Lease plus
deposit and references.
753-5898 after 6p.m.
Two bedroom house, 404
Vine, $150 per month
Call 753-5750.
Efficiency apt. fur-nished, 1604 Miller,
single, $125 a month. No
pets or children. Lease
plus deposit and references. 753-5898 after
6p.m.

Attractive three bedroom brick home with
living room, dining
room, family room with
fireplace, two baths, eat
in kitchen, utility room,
central air, heat pump,
wall to wall carpet and
custom drapes
throughout, dishwasher, electric
range, safe, well insulated, patio and garage with attic for storage. Nicely decorated
throughout. Call 7533090 for appointment.
BECAUSE CHILDREN
GROW...and houses
don't--here is a spacious
four bedroom home
with an exciting patio
where you'll enjoy
everything from family
breakfasts to fancy
party dinners...priced
for you in the 40's. Only
value like this in town,
don't miss out on this
one at Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
753-1492.

1983 Trimoto 200 3
Wheeler, $1,000.
474-2711.
Honda Trail Bike 70.
753-5181.

APPLIANCE SER- Need upholstery work
VICE. Kenmore, done? Bill's Upholstery
W sestinghouse, will be happy to serve
Whirlpool. 21 years you. We do custom car,
experience. Parts and van and truck interiors,
service. Bobby Hopper sunroofs, van windows,
Bob's Appliance Ser- vinyl and convertible
vice 202 S. 5th St. tops. Tractor seats and
753-4872, 753-8886 tarpes, all sizes and
(home).
shapes. Also furniture
Air Conditioner, Dryer, upholstery. Free es
Washer and Freezer,Ttimates, stop by 104 S.
repaired. Call Sure-Fix 13th St. or call 753-8085.
Appliance and Refrigerator Service, 7591322.

By owner, ranch style, 3
bedroom, 2 bath, entrance hall with large
living room and kitchen, separate family
room and utility room, 1
car garage, 2,200 sq. ft.
on lot and a half, located
halfway between
Murray and Mayfield
37. Livestock-Supplies
on 121. 489.2727.
Appallosa at Stud, Extra income plus nice
Boomer's Sunny Boy, home is this masonite
lots of color, good siding home at 307 South
conformation, $150. 753- 15th Street. Storm doors
2677.
and windows, T.V.A.
Horses Boarded. Stalls approved insulation,
and pasture. Space carpet and hardwood
available. $20 per floors. Nice detached
month. 753-3010.
apartment plus 397'
Jet Black Arabian deep lot for lots of
Stallion Standing at garden space. $36,900.
Stud Stallion closely Roberts Realty,
related to Arabian 753-1651.
Stallions used in the FARMERS HOME
movies "The Black APPROVED! Has your
Stallion" and "The application been apB lack Stallion proved and you have 30
Returns." Also 2 three days to find your tuirne?
year old colts for sale. Put yourself ahead of
Also have two little the list with this 3 BR
Beauties born this home 2 miles from
spring. Visitors most town. Plenty of room
welcome. Phone in with separate dining,
G raves County, den and appliances
328-8681.
stay. Call Spann Realty
Register Angus bulls, 2 Assoc. for more details.
yr. old, ready for herd 753-7724.
service. Sherman NEW LISTING! 2 bedPowell, Benton, Ky. room frame home in
354-8382.
city. Perfect for
newlyweds or retired
38. Pets-Supplies
couple. Garage and
Obedience train your storage. Priced at only
dog. Lessons, private or $25,000. Call Spann
leave here. Mary Ade- Realty Assoc. 753-7724.
Three bedrooms, 2 bath,
lman. 436-2858.
living room, dining
room, family room,
43. Real Estate
electric heat, wood
stove, air conditioner,
carpet. (Just remodeled
last year). Separate
garage utility room,
new well pump, septic
tank on large lot or
Insulated file cabinet,
small acreage, stock
refrigerator, air conbarn, outbuilding, good
ditioner, cash
location, 10 miles west
on 94. Low $40's. Call
register, battery
435-4356.
charger,

MOVING
SALE

chain saw
sharpener, chairs,
large floor fan, many
more items. Call 7537370 after 6 p.m.

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance &
Real Estate
Southside Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451
STROUT
REALTY
Office Coast to Coast
layers from Everywhere
Reliable Service Since 19o°
1912 Coldwater Rood
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(S02)753-0186
Anythme
JOE I,. KENNON
Broker
licensed & leaded

ogla
Appointments mode
for your convenience.
Full time sales
associates evening
phones.
Aim McCarty . . . 753-7248
. .753-7128
Theresa
Joyce letswertk . 753-13N
153-2511
Gey Spam
43-2411
Amm Impart'

41. Lotsfor Sale
2 Large lake lots on
Blood River. Both close
to water. 436-2427.

45. Farms for Sale
4 Bedroom home, 76
acres, 25 acres fenced
pasture, barns, pond,
tree farm, can divide.
436-2625.

16 Homesfor Sale
Three bedroom brick
Colonial, 2 baths, central air, heat pump,
fireplace, just outside of
town, 1215. Phone 7535482.

47
.
4t40,elpt

Top condition, well
decorated,, beautifully
landscaped 3 bedroom
brick home. New appliances and approx. 1
acre lot. Highway 121
North. Only $35,000.
KOPPERUD REALTY.
753-1222.
WALK TO THE UNIVERSITY GOLF
COURSE! An enchanting Olde English styling
of stone, wood and glass
Would give you liveability as you viewed the
golf course. .JUST
NOW ON THE
MARKET is this interesting one-story home
with five acres. The
basic rectagular shape
spells efficiency. The
kitchen which overlooks
the rear yard is flanked
by the family room with
an insert in the
fireplace for efficiency.
Take the stairs to a
teenager's hide-away away from the sleeping
area of three other
bedrooms and two full
baths. For the first,
showing call 753-1492 at
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors.
Yes You Can! An
exceptional home with
outstanding features
that can be purchased
at a reasonable price. 3
bedrooms, 11
/
2 baths,
beautiful den, central
gas heat, central air,
partial basement.
Home is immaculate,
and in a good
neighborhood. Priced in
the upper $40's. KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222.

47. Motorcycles

49. Used Cars
1968 Mustang, 3 speed in
floor, AM-FM 8-track,
$800. 489-2449.
1970 Olds Cutlass, $200.
759-1891.
1972 El Camino Chevy,
1974 Monte Carlo motor,
good condition. $875.
753-6780.
1972 Fiat Sport Car,
convertible, good condition. Call 753-2300
after 5p.m.
1973 MG-BGT, 29,000
miles. 759-1171 or 7537155.
1973 Olds Omega, new
tires, best offer. 1972
Chevy, 8 ft. bed, pickup
with 305 engine, 45,000
miles on engine, $600.
753-6494.
1973 Plymouth Station
Wagon, 1 owner car.
Call 753-6865.
1976 Cutlass, 2 door,
30,000 actual miles.
753-5121.
1978 Cutlass Supreme,
low mileage, extra
clean. Call 436-2682.
1979 Ford LTD, 4 door,
good tires, air, double
power, extra good car,
must sell. $3,300. Call
435-4149.
1979 228 with t-top,
sharp, loaded. 437-4214.
1980 Olds Cutlass
Supreme Broughum,
tilt wheel, cruise, ac,
power seat, AM-FM
cassette, tented windows, excellent condition. 759-1529.

50. Used Trucks
1965 Ford Pickup with
1979 351 Cleveland engine and 4 BB1 Holly
Carburetor, excellent
condition. Call 753-4065.
1973 Chev. 20-Step Van,
12'x6'x6' Cargo Space,
new clutch, transmission, shocks and muffler. Asking $2,900. 4362815. ,
1974 Toyota Land Crui.ser 4 wheel drive, new
tires. 753-4973.
1977 Datsun Pickup,
good condition. 492-8713
or 753-4936.

53. Services Offered

PAINTING

Alemieem Service Co.
Arnim mel yin! Olin,
custom trim work.
literates. Call Will
illy, MAE.
Are you wanting to
spend your weekends at
the lake, but you can't
because you have to
mow your lawn? Let
Murray Lawn Service
do it for you. We can
keep your lawn mowed,
trimmed and looking
sharp all season. Reasonable rates. Call for
free estimate. 759-9246
or 759-4414.
Bob's Home Improvement, 17 years building
experience, remodeling, additions, concrete
work, repairs, general
home maintenance.
Call 753-4501.
CARPET CLEANING,
Free Estimates.
Satisfied references,
Vibra Steam Cleaning.
(Upholstery Cleaning).
Lee's Carpet Cleaning
753-5827.

BAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING

notr---rv

1981 Jayco Pop up,
sleeps 6, slide out stove,
closet, overhead
cabinet, factory awning, nice. 759-4964 after
5p.m.
Aluminum Topper for
long wheel base truck,
$100. 753-5181.
Rig for sale. 1979 Ford
truck and 16 ft. Cobra
Fifth Wheel Camper,
$14,000. 436-5834.
Van camper unit, $150.
436-2625

52. Boats-Motors
16 ft. Outboard
Runabout with 115
Evinrude engine,
Moody trailer, price
$3,500. 489-2727.
18 ft. Tide Craft Bass
Boat and trailer, 135 hp.
Evinrude, 2 depth finders and trolling motor.
753-2615.
1977 Marquis 18 ft.
Mercury 198 hp. with
trailer, $4,500. 314-6833755.
1980 Hydra Sport 18 ft.
Bass Boat, 150 hp.
Mercury motor. 7535744.
1981 35 hp. Johnson
outboard, good condition, $950. Call 753-2529
after 5:30.
40 hp. Johnson outboard
including extra prop,
controls and 20 gal.
tank, runs exceptional,
$400 firm. Will demonstrate. Call Sid Jobs,
436-2180.
Sea Nymph V -bottom
boat, tilt trailer, 15 hp.
Evinrude motor, trolling motor and battery.
Scenic Acres
Subdivision.

1979 Honda XL185,
newly rebuilt motor, 53. Services Offered
$350. 436-2197.
1980 Kawasaki, 1300 Appliance repair work
Touring Bike, 6 - all brands. Specialize in
cylinder water-cooled, Tappen. Call 753-5341 or
shaft-drive, MO actuet 354-6956. Earl Lovett.
miles, deep burgandy.
901-642-6428.
1981 Yamaha XS850SH,
shaft drive with farring,
saddle bags, travel
We have electronic
trunk, AM-FM cassette
stereo and cycle cover,
equipment and can
low mileage. 13,500. Call
research, liseate and
after 4p.M 759-1035.
You simply
recover.
845,
Magna
Honda
1982
documented area or
4,500 miles, 2 helmets.
flest offer. 7.53-2864 after
hods. Percentage on5p.m.
ly. N.fees. Write:
1982 Yamaha, 750
Double L Salvage
Maxim, 3900 miles,
P.O. Box 1193
accessories, excellent
condition, best offer.
Paris, TN 36242
Catt 753-6341

Buried
Treasure?

INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING

tT

WALLPAPERING
ROBINSQN

753-3716
75'3-5292
* F- RE E EST ..TES

Need your house pain
ted? Very reasonable.
Call Bill, 435-4460. 20
years experience,
references.
PROFESSIONAL
CARPET CARE.
Offers: •Traffic Area
Treatment. .Spot Removal. •Furniture
Moving. .Exclusive
Cleaners. .Power Extraction. .Raking or
Nap Brushing. *Carpet
Protection. We pledge
to live up to our name,
to give you the most
professional work
Possible, using professional equipment
applied by professionals. Professional
Carpet Care. Murray,
Ky. 502-753-0274.

tat.

Low, Low Rates. Mobil* No.. Ancbers,
Satisfied References.
enderpinning reefs tooled,
Free Estimates,
alemineen pities. Awnings &
759-1983
cornets siagie end double.

Campbell's Tree Ser
vice. Topping, trimming and removal
Fully insured. 1-502-5270918.
Concrete, block, brick,
basements, foundations, drive-ways,
sidewalks, patios, and
chimneys. Free estimates. Call 753-476.
Fence sales at Sears
51. Campers
now. Call Sears 751-2310
1974 Ventura Pop-up for free estimate for
with pull-out kitchen, your needs.
portable potty inclulfed,
excellent condition. Call GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex753-7907 after 5p.m.
perience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
-OUT?
CAMP
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 75324' self-contained
6973, nights 474-2276.
Sportsmen's Travel
Guttering by Sears.
Trailer, ac, sleeps 7.
Sears continuous gutExcellent condition, ters installed for your
initial use April 1978. specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
$5,995. Towing acestimate.

cessories also
available. 153-8094.

•

753-8299
NIONTGONIJF_1110

ARD
Catalog Sales Agency

12 foot Jon Boot

329.97
14' 2" Jon Boat

'499.97
4
300 Main

Murray

Harmon and Malone.
Complete remodeling
from ground to roof top.
Free- estimates
753-5883. Evenings, 7530790 or 436-2107.
Lawn mower and tiller
repair. Wayne Wilson. 3
miles South -on 121 or
call 753-5086.
Licensed electrician for
residential and commercial. Heating and
air condition, gas in
stallation and repair.
Phone 753-7203.

hominum and Vinyl
•
mel A
'm for all houses. It
stePs
Jock Glover
753-1873

Jock Glover 753-1873.
Painting - Paperhanging, Interior - Exterior,
Commercial - Residential, 20 years, references, free estimates. Tremon
Farris, 759-1987.
Painting. Interior and
Exterior. Reasonable
prices. Free estimates.
753-3010.
Small engine repair,
mowers, tillers and
chain saws. Sharpen
blades etc. Will also
mow yards. Call 753
0169.
Fire Wood. 'Tree trimming arid 'removing
hedges and shrubs.
Free estimates.
753-5476.

Early Bird
Discount 10%
Roof P
garniaziwil
004101
a 441•21
Get a second opinion.
Free Estimates. Excellent references.
Call
Hash Outland
759-1118 759-1135
Tr -City Construction.
New houses, garages,
additions, decks, pole
barns, horse barns,
wood interiors and exteriors. Phone Bob
Washam, 1-328-8706.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co Rte 2 Box
409 A, Paducah Ky
42001, or catt 1-442-7026.
Will do plumbing, carpentry, painting, hauling and roofing. Call
753-2211.
Will haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal.
Call Layton Hutson
753-4545.

LIME
Naaling and costem
Spreading
Bobby Mohler
753-6692.

Need work on your
trees? Topping, pruning, shaping, complete 56, Free Column
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE Australian Shepherd,
SERVICE for Pro- German Shepherd
fessional tree care., mixed, male, 8 wks. old.
436-2102.
753-0338.

WALLIS DRUG
'mamma *FREW FRUIT DRINKS
•NOSPETAISIIPPOISFOR RUST AND SALE
WADING BRANDS Of COSMETKS
*NOUMEA OST,MT PRODUCTS
fres'dewy so Proscriptions la City Units
WANTED
Listings of single family residences im
/Amoy to rent. Please write or
tole-pleas collect to Ky Dept. of
Highways, P.O. Box 3010, Paducah, Ky.
,42001. 502-8911-2431. Ask for Joe
Wilson or Bob Russell.

-
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Attorney says recording may reverse sentence of convicted murderer
"We have discovered
some evidence which has
flatly reversed the decision of the judge, in my
opinion," Burns said.
"We have it.on tape,"
Burns said."The judge in
a press interview stated
that he had called the
parole board in Frankfort
and they said eight years
is all that Mr. Bevins
could get under five life
sen1ences, that he would
be out (of prison) in 642
years," Burns said.
"And the judge said he
may get back out on the
street and kill someone,
so that was one of the
main reasons that he
gave him death. We have
him on tape saying that.
That's improper. He
should not have done
that, and that — it alone
— will reverse his
sentence.
In reading the jury's
final sentence Friday,
Atkinson said that based
on all the evidence
presented, there was only
one penalty.
"I therefore sentence
William 0. Bevins to
death in the Kentucky
electric chair for the

GREENUP, Ky. (AP)
— The defense attorney
for William "Okie”
Bevins says he has tape
recordings that will ensure a reversal of the
death sentence handed
down against his client.
Greenup Circuit Judge
James D. Atkinson Jr.
pronounced the death
sentence against Bevins
on Friday after a jury
returned its verdict in the
punishment phase of
Bevins' murder trial.
Bevins pleaded guilty in
April to killing five men
and wounding three
others at the Mountain
Truck Parts Store in
Allen, Ky., in October
1981.
Under Kentucky law,
death sentences are
automatically appealed
to the state Supreme
Court under Kentucky
law.
Shortly after the
sentence was handed
down, defense attorney
Lester Burns said
statements made by
Atkinson during the trial
were improper, and
would "guarantee" a
reversal for Bevins.

Boys protesting code
wear miniskirts to class

murders of Rqger Hatfield, Michael Halbert,
Garvey Hamilton, Rufus
Hamilton and Roger
Click," Atkinson said.
"I order the defendant,
William 0. Bevins, committed to the custody of
the Department of Corrections to await the
mandate of the Supreme
Court of the Commonwealth of Kentucky
this 22nd day of April

1983."
Prosecutor James
Allen said the commonwealth has given the
people of Floyd County
justice and "we feel the
court has given the only
penalty that fits this
crime — death."

was abundant evidence •he victim of a "severe
for sentencing Bevins to emotional disturbance"
die, but Burns had con- when he shot the eight
tended that Bevins was people.

OBITUARIES
Shirley Venson dies Friday
at Murray-Calloway hospital

During the arguments
over what punishment
Bevins should receive,
Shirley Viatin, 81, Rt.
Allen had said that there 3, died at 10:27 p.m. Friday at Murray Calloway
County Hospital.
He is survived by one
sister-in-law, Mrs.
Frances Vinson; - one
niece, Cynthia Vinson;
and one nephew, William

Dees Vinson Jr., all of
Paducah.
Mr. Vinson, a retired
farmer, was born in
Calloway County on Dec.
22, 1901 to Euphrates and
Mollie Roberts Vinson.
Friends may call at
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home after 3
p.m. today.
Funeral services will
be at 2 p.m. Sunday at
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home with the
Rev. Harold Council officiating and burial in Ivy
Cemetery.

Bynum
services
are today

DONATION TO SQUAD — Cowley Vernon
(right), Vernon's Frontier Trading Post, donated
$100 to the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad. Ed
Jennings accepted the donation. Vernon makes an
annual $100 donation to the squad since the squad
saved his home.

ST. PETERSBURG, in the week when a photo
Fla. (AP) — Hemlines of him in a miniskirt apare rising fast at central peared nationwide, missFlorida high schools, ed a national television
matching the tempers of appearance because his
administrators who don't parents "said I was on
like bare knees on boys — restriction." Struthers
or their miniskirted pro- was suspended from
tests against no-shorts school Thursday.
Central Florida dress
dress codes.
codes
vary, with some
Thirty-seven students
were suspended Friday permitting shorts and
after they wore shorts to other prohibiting them.
a rally at Lakewood High Some dress codes are
School here, where a countywide and others
handful of boys donned set by individual schools.
short skirts earlier this
week.
Three boys also wore
miniskirts to class Friday
at Lyman High School in
Longwood to dramatize
their objection to a school
policy allowing skimpy
girls' clothing but bann,
ing shorts for both
14 It
.-,
, 4
genders.
Miniskirts were also
ft/sr .5PetCrY MART
worn by about a dozen
N1,,
•
male students Friday at
,--....---..... .
Seminole High School
t
just north of Orlando, and
it.
three at Largo High near
i icali
l a
tvit r
St. Petersburg.
Rules forbidding boys
THIS NEW CONVENIENCE STORE WAS
from wearing shorts to
school are "dumb," said
BUILT IN METROPOLIS, ILL. FOR H & F
Lyman sophomore Andy
SPEEDY MART. THE ENERGY EFFICIENT
Ellmore, sporting a
DESIGN OF THIS BUILDING IS JUST ONE
polka-dot skirt with a
matching top."We live in
BENEFIT YOU'LL ENJOY WHEN YOU
Florida," he said. "It's
OWN A
BONANZA COMMERCIAL
hot."
Scott Enterline, at
BUILDING.
junior at Lyman High,
said Friday he felt "pretty stupid" wearing girls'
clothes, but that it was
worth it if the dresscode
BONANZA
is changed.
BUILDINGS
"I think it's all got out
of hand," said Leo
Sullivan, Pinellas County s••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••;
School superintendent, •
•
•
•
who oversees St. •
Petersburg-area schools.
About 300 students and •
some mothers rallied at
Lakewood High School on
Friday, shouting "We
want shorts!" and carrying signs addressed to
Sullivan that read,
"Come on, Lee, let us
show our knees!"
Sullivan said he imposed 10-day suspensions
after 37 of the students
twice ignored instructions to give up their pro•
test and put on long b
pants. The dissidents will •
not be expelled, but •
Sullivan said he is requesting their transfer to
a different school after
reinstatement.
"This type of attire is
distracting and disrup•
ting — bathing suits, •
•
•
short-shorts, dirty- •
looking cutoffs and jeans
•
•
with strings hanging •
•
down,"Sullivan said.
•
Lyman High School •
Principal Carlton Henley
said Enterline was warned for wearing shorts,
although the boy actually
•
II
b
wore a miniskirt, and for •
S
skipping class.
•
"He can wear it 'til his •
nose bleeds," Henley •
•
said. "If he *sots publici- •
a
ty, I couldn't care lees.
•
•
•
But if he wears shorts,

Services for Jared
Evan Bynum, 14 days,
will be today at 2 p.m. at
the Poplar Spring Baptist
Church with the Rev.
Ronnie Adams officiating.
Honorary pallbearers
will be L.B. Parrish, Danny Parrish, Harold
Bynum and James Happy
Bynum.
Burial will be in
Barnett Cemetery.

will dance ta...
Friday, April 22
Gary Rushing and The Country
Feeling
Saturday, April 23
Lisa Allen with The Sounds of Tennessee Band

1. Must be 5 years of age 8z no older than 8, by August 1, 1983.
2. The contestant must wear a dress (street length or long).
3. The entry feels $15.00. Fee must accompany entry form.
4. Entries will be limited to 25 girls. So please send in applications ap soon as possible.
5. Entry forms can be picked up at Auto Laundry on Chestnut
St. - ( Across from Wendys). For more information call Rhonda
Rogers at 759-1871 or Karen Belcher at 753-1207 after 5 p.m.
6. The contestant must be a Calloway Co. resident.
7. Entry forms should be mailed to "Little Miss Fair Pageant"
P.O. Box 991 - Murray, Ky.42071. Entries must be postmarked by
May 5,1983!
8. Punch Party & Rehersal will be held on Sunday, May 29 at
2:00 p.m. in Jaycee Building. The participants will not be judged
on this day so please dress comfortably.
9. Pageant will be held on Monday May 30 at 7:00 p.m. in the
Jaycee Building. Please have children dressed and at the
building by 6:15 p.m.
10. Participants will be judged on the following:
A. Personality
B. Appearance
C. Poise
D. No modeling or make-up is allowed. If participant is found doing either they will be disqualified.
E. A short pre-selected nursery rhyme must be recited on Monday night. This rhyme will be done individually.
F. There will be three judges Selected from outside Calloway Co.
G. Each participant will receive a gift and appropriate prizes will
be given to the winners.
11. No photographs willbe necessary.
12. Winner will receive in expense paid trip to the state fair in
Loillsville, Ky. at that time she will be entered in the State Little
Miss competition.

Sunday, April 24
10:45 A.M.

ANOTHER
I BONANZA BUILDING

AMVETS POST 45
Paris, TN.

1983 MURRAY-CALLO WAY CO. FAIR
LITTLE MISS PAGEANT RULES

First Baptist
Church

K&K
!STUMP
REMOVAL
We can remove stumps up
to 24 below the ground,
435 1343 or 435.4319
—
— _

•

CONSTRUCTION
EC.CATES
502 443-8562

••.,
••.•
•••
•••
•••
••

SEMI-ANNUAL
FLOOR COVERING SALE
1 Week Only
Sale Ends 4-3013

•••
••••
••
.
.
•

1 7 Carpet Lines
20% Off Retail
Congoleum

.
••••
••
••
•

.
.

•
•
•
••
•

Spring and Pacemaker

••

••
••

bellbe &silt wNh."
Meanwhile, Jeff
Struthers, a 17-yealLoid
Lakewood senior who
started the gwear earNer

GO

fiEAR

8

••
••
••
••
•.••
••
••

•

,L,

20% Off

Manni_ngton
Aristocon and Duracon

20% Off

Shop and Compare Alf Products

••
•
•
•
•
•
•

••
•

•
•
I• Terry's Paint & Decorating Center ••••
••

Seaside Maw
Murray
153-3371
•
.
m••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.

AS ADVERTISED
ON TELEVISION

Palysteel Radicals
Save On
Car —Choose
Far Your Popular
Sizes
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apPreciate the
_
rain: You'll
steel belted
or interconfidence this

car,
.•
...mile after
Big car, small
are your
radial delivers
mediate. Chances and it's a
mile.
priced,
mile after
save
size is sale
your car, and
whitewall.
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has
one
Polysteel Radial
with number
Custom
tire
reputation as the
its
the
earned
feet even in
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Scale Ends
$50.00_ _
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$51.00
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Wheel Alignment
maw= $1750
-Season
Wrangler All
Every
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Novv
Radial
Saturday,
Sale Through
April- 30.
Terrain. All
Season. All
Goodyear.
All
Position,All
Wheel Pick-up & Van
Foe you

RUDOLPH TIRES
& ALIGNMENT
753-0595 721 S. 12th
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a.low tires
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.90 Days Same As Cosh
.6,12, 11, 24, 36 me. To Pay
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Planning Home
Improvements?

tv wee
The Weekly Entertainment Section of the Murray edger & Times

Home improvements increase the value of your
home more comfortable for the entire family.
Whether you are planning small repairs or major improvements — labor and materials. Improving your
home is a smart financial move that will more than
pay for itself in future years. Let us help.

is
Y.

Talk To Us
About A Loan!

•••••

SHALL WE DANCE? — Bill Murray guest stars as a substitute teacher who becomes
popular with the kids at Weemswee — especially Patty Greene(series star Sarah Jessica
Parker) — on "Square Pegs," ainng Wednesday on CBS.

ar-Tm
liva Bank of Murray
in! "THE F1,11321d.BANK"

Saturday April 23, 1983
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forces which draw us toward some people and
away from others
10:30 A.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Star Trek II:
The Wrath of Khan' The
crew of the Starship Enterprise leads the wicked
Khan into a lethal battle of
wits.
William
Shatner,
Leonard Nimoy, Ricardo
Montalban
1982

5:30 A.M.
Reptiles
and
Amphibians Some of the
world's most fascinating
creatures are examined

•

O

6:30 A.M.
0- HBO Theatre: Barefoot
in the Park Two newlyweds
learn to live with each
other
•

8:00 A.M.
- Hour Magazine
Gary Collins and Bonnie
Strauss talk with Dr. Joyce
Brothers, actress Jamie
Rose and Dr Steven Rosenblatt
- MOVIE: 'Valley of
Mystery' Passengers and
crew are pitted against jungle perils and personal conflict when their plane
crashes Richard Egan, Peter Graves, Jody Baker.
1967

12:00 P.M.
0 MOVIE: 'The
Plainsman'
Wild
Bill
Hickok, Buffalo Bill and Calamity Jane foil Indians and
gunrunners. Don Murray,
Guy Stockwell, Abby Dalton 1966.
12:30 P.M.

- Standing Room Only:
o
Willie Nelson and Family
Willie performs with a band
made up of family and
friends.
_ MOVIE:'Lust For Gold'
A woman schemes to kill
her husband in an effort to
win the riches of the famous
Lost Dutchman gold mine.
Ida Lupino, Glenn Ford, Gig
Young 1949.

8:30 A.M.

_ Spidermen
9:00 A.M.
A1- Phil Donahue Nathan
Perlmutter, national director of the Anti-Defamation
League of B'nai B'rith, discusses the media's responsibility to provide opposing
sides of controversial issues
- MOVIE:'Carbon Copy'
A white executive's life
takes an unexpected turn
when his unknown black
son shows up George Segal, Susan Saint James,
Jack Warden Rated PG
O T. - Phil Donahue
Psychotherapist-author Dr
Theodore Isaac Rubin explains the 'unconscious

2:00 P.M.
MOVIE: 'Beyond the
Reef' A pet tiger shark
helps a young man and his
sweetheart save some fabled black pearls. Dayton
Ka'Ne,
Maren
Jensen.
Rated PG.

O

o

-

3:30 P.M.
0 Reptiles
and
Amphibians Some of the
world's most fascinating
creatures are examined.
4:15 P.M.
0- Video Jukebox

We
'
re
Holland Medical
sod we offer • NI TIM ef dew** medical espripmesrt 'Amide may be used isi the patients Memo s.. rental Of perches. basis. We ere elsie
MAID Certified Fecifity for Was fitting of sergicel sodlieeltb siopports
sod mmillosices.
MIST, Steckiogs end other genoriots fitted. In eiditiosi, Holleod's has beep
chosee by Ames tobeeteries Inc. es a STC
(Self Testing Center) for iotstroctioo of
patient mid sale of Ames' Giocemieter, e
blood glucose monitoring system. Tbe
e partial listing of
fellowisig reps,
egeipment mid services effereil by
liollend Medical
HAL KE411! Operations Mgr.

or

1) Nome Oxygen, Respiratory Equipment, end Supplies.
2) Complete Line of Home Health Core Equipment Beds, Wheelchairs, Bedside Commodes, Etc.
3) Diabetic Supplies & Home Glucose Monitoring Equipment.
4) Disposables - Underpins, Incontinent
°stony Supplies, Etc.
We Bill Medicare And Other Private
Insurance Companies For You.
FREE DELIVERY & SET-UP

Pants,

LLAND MEDICAL
HAL KEMP,
Cuppfiers 0/ Home Meeks' kpoperem for Writ Sy

753-1465

Pi

4:45 P.M.
MOVIE: 'Fugitive
Family' A government witness against a crime syndicate boss is forced into
hiding with a new identity
Richard Dearden, Kirby Cullen,

_

In

Emergencies

IMO

Lifesaver

5:00 P.M.
0- Andy Griffith
(21) - Tuned-In

When Earl Edwards (Howard HessRman, front) is
choking and Sidney (Tony
Randall) saves his life, Earl
becomes unbearable on
NBC's "Love, Sidney,"
Monday, April 25.

5:30 P.M.

Pyle
o - Gomer
- Business Report

0

6:00 P.M.

OCEOCUMCCO
CL)0_ News
O Carol Burnett

o

(Stations reserve the right
to make lest-minute changes-)

-

EL - Business Report
0 (21 - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
a)- Charlie's Angels
OD CED - CBS News
22)- In Search of....
6:30 P.M.
OES al)(27) - Entertainment
Tonight
es aD co - Family Feud
- Tic Tac Dough
O - Bob Newhart Show
Fraggle Rock Visit the
world of Fraggle Rock underneath the basement of
an eccentric inventor.
a- Jeffersons
CeD - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
0 121) - In Search of a
Winner
09 CZ - Composite
7:00 P.M.
cz CZID 0 - That's
Incredible! Tonight's program features a cerebral
palsy victim who completed
the New York City marathon and a barber who cuts
people's hair as they hang
upside down.(60 min.)
U au ag I:3f) - Archie
Bunker's
Place
Archie
dumps his blind date into
the 'care' of Harry.
MOVIE:
'The
Disappearance of Sister
Aimee' The courtroom hearing, the sensational disappearance and reappearance of the famed preacher,
Aimee Semple McPherson,
in 1926 is depicted. Faye
Dunaway, Bette
Davis,
James Sloyan. 1976.
EL 0EL - Love, Sidney
Sidney plays psychiatrist to
a lonely stranger
- MOVIE: 'Star Trek II:
The Wrath of Khan' The
crew of the Starship Enterprise leads the wicked
Khan into a lethal battle of
wits.
William
Shatner,
Leonard Nimoy, Ricardo
Montalban
1982 Rated
PG.
0EL - All Creatures Great
and Small
(Da_ Frontline 'Crisis in
Zimbabwe.' Charles Cobb
reports on the newly independent African country
that-faces a crisis in leadership (60 min ([Closed Captioned]

o

a)

24 Hr. Phone
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4:30 P.M.
- Starcade

_

MOVIE:
'The
Moneychangers' Part 1 The
announcement that the
president of the First Mercantile American Bank is
dying of cancer comes like
a bolt out of the blue and
precipitates an intense, noholds-barred struggle for
succession between vice
presidents Roscoe Heyward and Alex Vandervoort.

Christopher
Plummer,
Lorne Greene, Timothy Bottoms, Kirk Douglas, Helen
Hayes, Anne Baxter, Joan
Collins, Jean Peters, Ralph
Bellamy, Susan Flanery.
1976
(1) - Men's Gymnastics:
UCLA at Nebraska
(27) - To Be Announced
7:30 P.M.

O c3D D(12) _ Foot in the
Door Jonah loses track of
Mrs. Griffin's nephew.
CC0COD - Family Ties An
old friend of the Keatons
makes a pass at Mallory.(R)
8:00 P.M.
O C2D CY 0 - MOVIE:
'Wanda Nevada' A con man
wins a young lady in a
poker game and the two set
out to search for gold. Peter
Fonda, Brooke Shields
1979.
0OE 1F (j _ MASH
CC0CC - MOVIE:'How
to Beat the High Cost of
Living' Three housewives
try to beat inflation by robbing from a local mall. Susan Saint James, Jane
Curtin,
Jessica
Lange.
1980,
CD CI)- Frontline 'Crisis in
Zimbabwe.' Charles Cobb
reports on the newly independent African country
that faces a crisis in leadership.(60 min.)[Closed Captioned]
0(1) - Great Performances 'Dance in America:
The Magic Flute.' This acclaimed production is presented
a
in
special
performance.(90 min.)
_ Mary Tyler Moore
8:30 P.M.
- One Day at
a Time Barbara's plan to fix
up Ann with Mark's father
becomes an all-night affair
(R)
- Independent Network
News

• (3p

9:00 P.M.
- Cagney and
0CIF(B
Lacey Cagney and Lacey investigate the plight of elderly apartment dwellers.(R)
(60 min )
TBS Evening News
0-MOVIE:'Star Wars' An
orphan, a renegade and a
princess battle the evil
forces controlling the Empire. Mark Hamill, Carrie
Fisher,
Harrison
Ford
1978. Rated PG

o

-

- Great Performances 'Wagner's
Ring:
Siegfried.' Siegfried now
confronts the dragon that is
guarding the gold stolen by
Wotan.(90 min.)
0211) - Tympani
a)_ Starsky and Hutch
- All Night Show
9:30 P.M.
- Snap of Tap &
Razzarnatazz
10:00 P.M.

ea cu0CE)
cAD
CC0OD - News

O - All In the Family
(21 _ In Search of

a

Winner
a)- Benny Hill Show

O

-

Nightline

CD _ MOVIE:'Kisses For My
President' The story of the
first woman President of
the United States and the
first male 'First, Lady of the
Land.' Fred MacMurray,
Polly Bergen, Arlene Dahl,
Edward Andrews, Eli Wallach. 1964.
CD _ College Basketball:
Aloha Classic
(B
- MOVIE:'Columbo:
An Exercise in Fatality' Columbo suspects a physical
fitness expert of killing his
business partner. Peter
Falk, Robert Conrad, Phil
Bruns. 1974.

12:00 A.M.
- ABC News

10:30 P.M.

M'A•S'H
o EL _ Sanford

Profile
- Columbo

a aD_

and Son
- Barney Miller
O - Catlins
EL - Three's Company
0
- Tonight Show
Johnny's guests are David
Letterman
and
Sydne
Rome. (R)(60 min.)
- Wild, Wild West
COD - Business Report
CD - Mary Hartman, Mary
Hartman
CD i2 - Trapper John M.D.
Trapper is mystified by the
condition of a youth hit by a
car. (R)(60 min.)

o

1:00 P.M.
_ Nightline
as OD- Trapper John, M.D.
O - Catlins
- Barney Miller
- Standing Room Only:
Willie Nelson and Family
Willie performs with a band
made up of family and
friends.
EL PBS Late Night
This live talk show features
newsworthy guests from around the worlds of politics,
entertainment,
business
and sports with telephone
calls from viewers around
the country
eD - Aerobicise

cr

-

11:30 P.M.

O

MOVIE: '13 Rue
Madeleine' During WWII,
OSS agents attempt to locate a German missile site
in France James Cagney,
Annabelle, Richard Conte
1947.
EL0(F - Late Night with
David Letterman David's
guests are Andy Kaufman
and wrestler Jerry Lawler.
-

12:30 A.M.
- Here's Lucy
- News
GID 0 EL - NBC News
Overnight
- Not Necessarily The
News This show promises
to be everything the current
news is not.
O _ ABC News Profile

o

1:00 A.M.
News
C3D - Three Stooges
O - Yesterday Show Yesterday's news becomes today's comedy
in
this
program.

O EL _

O - News/Sign
CD 112) -

Off
CBS News

Nightwatch
1:30 A.M.
- Face to Face
CBS News
Nightwatch JIP
- MOVIE: 'City For
Conquest' A boxer sacrifices everything for his kid
brother, even his eyesight in
one fight too many. James
Cagney, Ann Sheridan, Arthur Kennedy. 1940.
(3D - CNN Headline News
MOVIE: 'Fugitive
O
Family' A government witness against a crime syndicate boss is forced into
hiding with a new identity.
Richard Dearden, Kirby Cul.
len.
CD _ Jim Bakker
O - College Basketball:
Aloha Classic
-

o

-

2:00 A.M.

O 1)- _ MOVIE:'Moonfire'

4

0

4
r

•

•

•

•

..•

•

•

•••—••••••••••••••••••••••••■*••••••■•••10*.

DAYTIME
O - Hour Magazine
13 !VI - Instructional

5:00 A.M.

_ ABC News This
B m-CBS Early Morning
Morning

News
0- TBS Morning News
CD - Early Today
I Love Lucy

win_
5:30 A.M.

0CI)- AG-Day

CC - Weather
a)- Sign On/News

M.
BC News

M.
ucy

News
- Cartoons
SuperStation Funtime
O CL - Early Today
11 - Jim Bakker
Carl Tipton Show
Breakfast Show

a)09 n_
6:30 A.M.

- News
Inside Business

0 Cep -

Today
Jimmy Swaggart

a)-

mrily The
promises
le current

3rofile

Good

bow Yes:omes toin
this

C4DOCL)-Today
o CE)- To Life: Yoga w/P.
Patrick

- Mr. Rogers'
Neighborhood
Great Space Coaster
- CBS Morning
News

a)-

7:15 A.M.
_ Weather
7:30 A.M.
Instructional

Programs
- Weather
Woody Woodpecker

0

Off
S News

7:45 A.M.
0

-

In

School

Programming

8:00 A.M.

O m- Hour Magazine
O - Movie
CO g3D - Sesame Street

fp- Muppet Show
8:30 A.M.
a)- Varied Programs

asketba II:

I.
Moonfire'

-

eg

Big Valley

Laverne

WNGE Nashville, TN
WSIL
Harrisburg, IL
Nashville, TN
WSM
WTVF
Nashville, TN
WPSD Paducah, KY
WDCN Nashville, TN
KFVS
Cp Girardeau, MO
WKMU Murray, KY
Viewers who receive
*sir televisions *awls vie
mitten.* should refer to
the white screen channel
isionners.

Nashville, TN
Nashville, TN
Atlanta, GA
Home Box Office
Paducah, KY
Jackson, TN
Nashville, TN
Murray, KY
Nashville, TN
USA Network
Cp Girardeau, MO

Viewers who receive
television signals vie
Merrily Cabievision should
refer to the Mock screen
channel members in the accompanying listing.

•- Andy Griffith
10:30 A.M.
o - That Girl
0 - Richard Simmons
a)- Honeymooners
11:00 A.M.
- Richard Simmons
0CL - News

3:00 P.M.
- Waltons
CL a- Edge of Night

Tush
CD - Channel 4 Magazine
O(E1 - Battlestars
All In the Family
- Young and the
0
Restless

- Beverly Hillbillies

•_

-

-

-

Shirley
CL - 700 Club
CAD - Phil Donahue
0CL - Donahue

Ryan's

0- MOVIE:'Carbon Copy'
A white executive's
takes art unexpected turn
when his unknown black
son shows up. George Segal, Susan Saint James,
Jack Warden Rated PG

Young and the

./
1
4 7%
411

.10

News

Search

3:30 P.M.
0CL - Family Feud

For

Tomorrow
Independent Network
News

_

12:00 P.M.
CE CID 0 - All

121) - Cartoon

Festival
- Leave It to Beaver
0CC - Eight Is Enough
O - Andy Griffith
O(I)- Over Easy [Closed
Captioned]
Flintstones
aS)
- Alice
127 - Scooby Doo

My

Children
O - Movie

a)-

CP(I)0(]t) - News

- 20 Minute Workout
12:30 P.M.
BMW (117.)- As the

4:00 P.M.
- Bonanza
0CI)- B.J./Lobo Show

World Turns
CAD - Search For Tomorrow
0 - Days of Our Lives
Movie

CL - Another World
1:30 P.M.
0CI) 139 1:2)- Capitol

CL - Addams Family
O - Brady Bunch
CAD - People's Court
0 (12- Little House on
the Prairie
0 0 - Mr. Rogers'
Neighborhood
Scooby Doo
1217) - Superfriends

o 4) CL 0 - General

4:30 P.M.
CL - Beverly Hillbillies
O - Varied Programs

•1:00 P.M.
B mmo_ One Life to
Live

CIE
a)-

- Another World
2:00 P.M.
a§ (it -

changes
after
the
schedules have been sent
to the newspaper.

_ Alice

IF) 112 - News

••••41."''
.

Ttatio..

p81.
professional
Secretaries international.
has designated

April 24-30
Professional
Secretaries' Week!
••

g
\•
•

s:te
(
j
ri
401q,
'

CAD - Wheel of Fortune
Here's Lucy
o

Guiding

CID -

CO at)0(21 - Electric
Company
Brady Bunch
Flintstones

O - SuperStation Funtime
2:30 P.M.
- Flintstones
0317) - Fantasy

a)-

5:00 P.M.

Varied Programs
- Little Rascals
1272 - Jimmy Swaggart

O m_ Live on 2

-

O CE - Good Times
CL - Hogan's Heroes
O - Andy Griffith

CL - Tic Tac Dough
- News
0
- Sanford and Son
Street
rn
Studio So.
Jeffersons
(I)- Varied Programs
Mr. Ed

o - Mission lmpoo.ible

1311)a)OD -

4:00 A.M.
Here's Lucy
Varied Programs
-

-

- Business Report

1217) - Independent Network

MONDAYcoNT.
3:30 A.M.
2:30 A.M.

a)- News/Sign Off
3:00 A.M.

Listings ore provided by
the TV stations, who
sometimes make program

Munsters

- Woody Woodpecker
ag - Tattletales

Restless

JDI

012,1

CL - Days of Our Lives
0 - Sesame Street

Light

end

".•

ED0- Family Feud

Hospital

Prairie

'City For
;er sacraDr his kid
,yesight in
James
ridan, Ar40.
ne News
'Fugitive
ment witme syndirced into
if identity.
Kirby Cul-

-

O

9:00 A.M.
- Little House on the

Face
S News

Boat

- Ca tl i ns

0 CC -

-

as

o

Hope

Morning America
0- My Three Sons

ap- Hazel
CIO -

CL - Love

0 CE CID

News

7:00 A.M.
OC2DMill-

0

o CID
supon_

11:30 A.M.

6:45 A.M.

BC News

- Electric Company
10:00 A.M.
0- Love Boat
Price Is

O _ People Now With Bill

ED - Morning Stretch
O - I Dream of Jeannie

-

0CC 05 GO - Child's Play

Programs

6:00 A.M.
- CBS Morning

'Columbo:
tality' Colphysical
killing his
.
Peter
Irad, Phil

11112) _
9:30 A.M.

Non-Cable
Channels

0cc - Wheel of Fortune
O CU - Instructional

5:45 A.M.

lasketball:

WNGE
VVTVF
WTBS
HBO
WPSD
WBBJ
WDCN
WKMU
WZTV
USA
KFVS

Programs
- Jim Bakker
New $ 25,000
(F)
Pyramid

Right

- Ralph Emery Show
- CBS Early Morning
OD
News

CO

Cable
Channels

(1

WEEKDAYS

ma For My
ory of the
isident of
s and the
ady of the
acMurray,
lens Dahl,
Eli Wal-

-411111111111••*
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-

4:30 A.M.
0 122 - Health Field
- World/Large
4:45 A.M.
- Video Jukebox

5:30 P.M.

O CU CI)

- ABC News

0CL - CBS News
O - Gomor Pyle
C430Co - NBC News

,

•

Professional Secretaries'
Day is Wednesday
April 27.
"Remember Your Secretory"

Mirrray Ledger & Times
753-1916

-

_
_

•

PAGE 4

TUESDAY
4/26/83
5:15 A.M.
MOVIE: 'Treasure
Island' A young boy finds a
map to hidden treasure. Orson Welles, Kim Burfield,
Walter Slezak 1974 Rated

031 -

7:00 A.M.
MOVIE: 'Absence of
Malice' An overzealous reporter harasses a man suspected of committing a
crime. Paul Newman, Sally
Field, Melinda Dillon Rated
PG

0-

8:00 A.M.
110
- Hour Magazine
Gary Collins and Bonnie
Strauss talk with actor Ted
Danson, New York photographer Ruth Orkin and psychiatrist Dr William Rader.
MOVIE: 'Love Me
Tender' A Southern family
is parted by the Civil War
and divided by love as
brother fights brother and
each seek the love of one
woman Elvis Presley, Richard Egan, Debra Paget
1956

as _

come tax resister Charles
Riley discusses his successful attempt to defend his 13
year opposition to pay income tax.
10:00 A.M.
MOVIE: 'The Four
Seasons' The change of
seasons marks the changing relationships of three
married couples. Alan Aida,
Carol Burnett, Len Cariou
1981 Rated PG

o

-

12:00 P.M.

- MOVIE:'Company of
o
Killers' A detective tries to
track down a psychopathic
killer loose in a metropolitan area Van Johnson, Ray
Milland, Robert Middleton
1969
113 - MOVIE:'Wonder of It
All' Rare animals from every
continent are filmed in this
documentary. Rated G.
12:30 P.M.
MOVIE: 'Spanish
Affair' An American architect traveling in Spain falls
in love with his Spanishspeaking
secretary_
Richard
Kiley,
Carmen
Sevilla,
19
Jose Guardiola

a) _

8:30 A.M.

a)- Superheroes

9:00 A.M.
- Phil Donahue Gary
Crosby, the eldest son of
Bing, discusses how his family's public image differed
from the conflict and alienation which shaped his childhood
O - Philip Marlowe,
Private Eye 'Finger Man.'
Marlowe
becomes
the
prime suspect in the death
of a city official.
Cf), - Phil Donahue In-

o

1:30 P.M.
O - MOVIE: 'Absence of
Malice' An overzealous reporter harasses a man suspected of committing a
crime Paul Newman, Sally
Field, Melinda Dillon Rated
PG
3:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'Treasure
Island' A young boy finds a
map to hidden treasure. Orson Welles, Kim Burfield,
Walter Slezak 1974. Rated

O
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4:30 P.M.
Seasons= The change of
pected of committing a
ject of practical jokes until
seasons marks the changcrime. Paul Newman, Sally
- Bewitched
black magic and computer
ing relationships of three
Field, Melinda Dillon. Rated
science combine for re5:00 P.M.
PG.
married couples. Alan Aida,
venge. Clint Howard Rated
O - Andy Griffith
Carol Burnett, Len Cariou.
- Aerobicise
- Tuned-In
1981. Rated PG.
O - News/Sign Off
11:30 P.M.
5:30 P.M.
0(ID - In Performance at
0
- CBS News
eLa
rm
teanNigp
avid
i
th
,s
ht
w
Gomer Pyle
the Whits House Itzhak
Nightwatch
C3
Davla
id (FLettPerlman presents the JuilMOVIE: 'Savage
O
guests are novelist Barbara
1:30 A.M.
hard String Quartet and a
Harvest' Man-eating lions
Cartland and Andy KaufAnn Holt at Large
string
quartet of young perattack a Kenyan plantation.
man.(60 min.)
O
CBS News
formers.(60 min.)
Tom Skerritt, Michelle PhilNightIine
Nightwatch JIP
lips. Rated PG.
(21) American
MOVIE: 'Oceans 11'
- CNN Headline News
Playhouse 'Wings: ToBusiness Report
O
Eleven
ex-paratroopers,
Jim Bakker
night's program is an adap6:00 P.M.
who rob several Las Vegas
tation of Arthur Kopit's play
2:00 A.M.
Casinos in one night, must
C2D
CU CE CD0
about an aging aviatrix.(90
O
MOVIE: 'The
find a way to get the loot
News
min.)[Closed Captioned]
Trojan Women'The story of
Out of the city. Frank SinaO - Carol Burnett
(2/) - Samine
captured Trojan women
tra, Dean Martin, Sammy
0CID - Business Report
destined to become concuP.M.
8:30
Davis, Jr. 1980.
MacNeil-Lehrer
bines of the Greek soldiers.
CID
0
(11D
to
5
Dora9
MOVIE:
'McMillan
Report
Katharine Hepburn, Genelee's boyfriend arrives to
& Wife: The Devil You Say'
- Charlie's Angels
vieve Bujold, Vanessa Redtake her back to Tennessee.
Mac uncovers a connection
CBS News
grave,
Patrick
Magee.
between satanism and the
(R)
1972
2)- In Search of....
Halloween
gifts
Sally
sent
9:00 P.M.
every year while investigat6:30 P.M.
2:15 A.M.
Ma)GP- Hart to Hart
ing a murder. Rock Hudson,
O CE) - Entertainment
MOVIE: 'Storm In
O
Jennifer discovers she has
Susan Saint James, Keenan
Tonight
Jamaica' A tropic schoola bag that holds a fortune.
Wynn. 1973.
master's love-starved wife
CC-Family Feud
(R) (60 min.) [Closed Cap12:00 A.M.
makes a play for a young
tioned]
- Tic Tec Dough
teacher. Bill Travers. Virgi(2D (1) - ABC News
1:11 0 C1) - NBC White
O - Major League
nia McKenna. 1958.
Profile
Baseball: Philadelphia at
Paper Crime and Insanity
McMillan and Wife
Atlanta
Edwin Newman reports on
2:30 A.M.
the role of psychiatric testiO - MOVIE: 'Omar
O - Jeffersons
O - MOVIE: 'Savage
Khayyam' An adventurer
mony and the validity of the
Harvest' Man-eating lions
0 CID - MacNeil-Lehrer
and poet battles a gang of
insanity defense. (60 min.)
attack a Kenyan plantation.
Report
assassins who intend to
Tom Skerritt, Michelle Phil(E1 - Giulini Concerts
0(23 - Kentucky Regional
take over Persia. Cornel
The Los Angeles Philharlips. Rated PG
Rpt
Wilde, Debra Padget, Raymonic performs Tchaikov0- News/Sign Off
12)- MASH
mond Massey 1957.
sky's Symphony No. 6 at
7:00 P.M.
the famous Osaka Festival
12:30 A.M.
3:30 A.M.
Happy Days
O(2:),(1)
Hall in Japan.(60 min.)
(I)- NBA Playoffs
Here's Lucy
A shopping mall threatens
0- Starsky and Hutch
•- News
4:00 A.M.
to put the Cunninghams out
- All Night Show
CC 0
- NBC News
of business. (R) [Closed
Here's Lucy
Overnight
9:30 P.M.
Captioned]
O - Varied Programs
113 - TBS Evening News
O ABC News Profile
OM0I2 - I. Leonardo
- Going For Laughs Co• - NHL Stanley Cup
Raphael Soyer 'A
Richard Burton hosts this
medians Paul Reiser, ArPlayoffs
New York Artist.' Tonight's
special look at the many talsenio Hall and Barry Sobel
program looks at the
ents of Leonardo Da Vinci.
perform
1:00 A.M.
Russian-born painter and
(60 min.)
- Prog cont'd
News
O
his
work.
0EL I - A Team B.A.
- Throe
4:30 A.M.
shanghais his fellow A
10:00 P.M.
MOVIE: 'Evilspeak" A
Health Field
Team members into a priCE0ICC CU OD0
cadet is the unwilling obNice People
son to save the life of a conCC009 17.) - NOWS
vict. (R)(60 min.)
O Going For Laughs CoPhilip Marlowe,
medians Paul Reiser, ArPrivate Eye 'Finger Man.'
senio Hall and Barry Sobel
Marlowe
becomes
the
perform.
prime suspect in the death
- Business Report
of a city official.
O 12J1 - Kentucky Regional
0
- Word on Words
Rpt
O (2j) - Nova 'Adventures
0- Benny Hill Show
of Teenage Scientists.'
- NBA Playoffs
- MOVIE: 'The
Moneychangers' Part 2
10:30 P.M.
- NHL Stanley Cup
O(I)- MASH
Playoffs
- Sanford and Son
0
(ZZ - To Be Announced
(1)- Barney Miller
7:30 P.M.
O Catlins
(3)- Three's Company
Lav•rn• &
Shirley Laverne tries to res0 (1) - Tonight Show
cue Squiggy from kidnapJohnny's guests are Sammy
pers. (R) [Closed CapDavis Jr. and Charles Neltioned]
son Reilly. (80 min.)
0CIO - Dishes and Diesels
O Wild, Wfld West
The evolution of 'multipur(I) - PBS Late Night
pose corporations' in our
This live talk show features
society is examined.
newsworthy guests from around the worlds of politics,
8:00 P.M.
entertainmeqt,
business
C2D CD 0 - Three's
By Teresa Byrne-Dodge
and sports with telephone
Company Janet and Mr.
calls from viewers around
Furley believe Tern's date is
Raymond Burr starred in 1957-66 as Perry Mason, the
the country.
a murderer. (R) [Closed
famous attorney-sleuth who was first introduced to the pub0- Mary Hartman, Mary
Captioned]
lic via the novel "The Case of the Velvet Claws," in 1933.
Hartman
MOVIE:
0 12 - Quincy Quincy,
'Killjoy'
A
suspenseful
1) Who was the author of the famed murder mysteries and
asked
to
examine
drama revolving around
a
creator of Perry Mason'
mummy, becomes involved
love, murder and the disap2) William Hopper (son of Hollywend columnist Hedda
with a smuggling caper.(R)
pearance of a beautiful
Hopper)
portrayed Mason's assistant. What was his charac(60 min.)
young woman. Kim Basinter's name?
ger, Robert Culp, Stephen
11:00 P.M.
3) Who starred as Mason's loyal secretary, Della Street?
Macht 1981.
Nightline
0(2)
Remington
Quincy
Steele A man who claims w
0 7 Portrait of America:
ale11 eitN-Inf (E
be a CIA agent seeks RePuerto Rico '
aei r"cl(2
mington and Laura's help in
(1)- Berney Miller
JauPIPO AaluvlS a1r3(1
order to stay aliVe. (R)(60
111 - MOVIE: 'Abeenoe of
min.)
Mello, An overzealous noMOVIE: The Faiii
porter harasses a man sus-

o

o
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boatmen .aboard a riverboat
on the Mississippi River. Bo
Hopkins, Tim Matheson,
Jim Davis. 1975.
world of Fraggle Rock un0CL - Sea Power
derneath the basement of
an eccentric inventor
8:00 P.M.

WEDNESDAY

4/27/83
News

5:30 A.M.
O -

t Large
News

HBO Rock: Shenna
Easton in Concert Sheena
performs her big hits videotaped at Hollywood's Palace Theatre.

6:30 A.M.

News

'The
tory of
vomen
concuildiers
Genea Redttagee.

rm In
choolI wife
young
Virgi-

avege
lions
tation.
a Phil-

is Cor,, ArSobel

in, the
e pub13.

es and

Hedda
Same-

(t
led (L
(T

O - Fraggle Rock

Visit the
world of Fraggle Rock underneath the basement of
an eccentric inventor.

7:00 A.M.
- MOVIE:

O

The
Salamander' An intelligence officer and an industrialist thwart a fascist coup
d'etat in Italy. Anthony
Quinn, Franco Nero, Martin
Balsam. 1981

8:00 A.M.
0 CE) - Hour Magazine
Gary Collins and Bonnie
Strauss talk with consumer
advocate David Horowitz,
Mr. Universe Steve Reeves
and Dr Isadore Rosenfeld.
0- MOVIE:'Oh Menl Oh
Womenr A psychoanalyst
becomes so involved with
his patients that he cannot
cope with his own emotional problems. Tony Randall, Ginger Rogers, Dan
Dailey. 1957.

8:30 A.M.
_ Spidermen
900 A.M.
- Phil Donahue Richard
De Vos and Jay Van Andel,
co-founders of AMWAY,
discuss why their personal
philosophy has made their
business Such a success.
0- Women's Gymnastics:
1983
Gainers
Palace
Invitational
O(r- Phil Donahue First
of two parts. Rev. Jerry Falwell and Cong. Edward J.
Markey (D-Ma) debate on
nuclear weapons freeze.

10:30 A.M.
a_

HBO Magazine

11:00 A.M.
0- MOVIE:'McLintockr A
tough cattle baron meets
his match in a strong-willed
woman. John Wayne, Maureen
O'hara, Stephanie
Powers.

12:00 P.M.
0-

MOVIE: 'Chief Crazy
Horse Crazy Horse followed a path to destiny as
the greatest of all the Sioux.
Victor Mature, Susan Ball,
John Lund. 1955.

12:30 P.M.
- MOVIE: 'You'll Never
Get Rich' A dance director
gets drafted before he can
adjust to a romantic involvement. Fred Astaire,
Rita Hayworth. 1941.
1:00 P.M.
O

-

Video Jukebox

1:30 P.M.
O

MOVIE: 'The
Salamander' An intelligence officer and an industrialist thwart a fascist coup
d'etat in Italy. Anthony
Quinn, Franco Nero, Martin
Balsam. 1981
-

3:30 P.M.
(1) CU 9 -

ABC
Afterschool Special 'Tough
Girl.' A 16-year-old girl
meets a deaf student who
inspires her to accept herself. (R) (60 min.) [Closed
Captioned]
- Fraggle Rock Visit the

4:00 P.M.
0-

MOVIE: 'The Looney,
Looney,
Looney
Bugs
Bunny Movie' Bugs Bunny
recalls some classic moments from his film career.
1981. Rated G.

4:30 P.M.
Major
League
Baseball: Philadelphia at
Atlanta
O Andy Griffith
-

-

5:00 P.M.

o(21)- Tuned-In
5:30 P.M.
HBO Rock: Shenna
o
Easton
-

in Concert Sheena
performs her big hits videotaped at Hollywood's Palace Theatre.
- Business Report

6:00 P.M.
0CL - Newswatch
0 CU a1D GU 0CC0
News

O CE)- Business

Report
0 (21f) - MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
- Charlie's Angels
ID (2)- CBS News
(71) - In Search of....

6:30 P.M.
a cu lun_ Entertainment
Tonight

0(1)0

- Family Feud
C3D- Tic Tac Dough
O - HBO Magazine
O - Jefferson,
0
- MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
(1 - Kentucky Journal
MASH

o

C[2) -

7:00 P.M.
O go a - Fall Guy

Colt
takes a bail jumper on a
cross-country train trip. (R)
(60 min.)
O cfo9(1)- Zorro and
Son Commandante Pico believes he's discovered Zorro's identity.
CL - Lifeline to a Dying
World
(1
- 0- Real People ToC.41)0
night's program features a
Zucchini Festival, an actor
who dresses up like King
Kong and a look at a female
drill instructor at West
Point.(60 min.)
0- MOVIE: Wolfen' Spiritransform
Indians
tual
themselves into wolf-like
beings and terrorize New
York City. Albert Finney,
Gregory Hines, Diane Vendors. Rated R.
0al)- Help Wanted
CO
Barbara
21)
Woodhouse
to
Goes
Beverly
Hills
Barbara
Woodhouse journeys to
Beverly Hills to visit some
Hollywood celebrities and
their pets. (60 min.)
9-MOVIE:'Reflections of
Murder' A wife and mistress
conspire to murders school
teacher. Sam Waterston,
Tuesday Weld, Joan Hackett. 1974
eD - NBA Playoffs
(27) - To Be Announced

7:30 P.M.
0 Cl)0
- Square
Pegs The free-wheeling
style of a substitute teacher
creates some repercussions
at Weemawee.(R)
0- MOVIE: The Runaway
Barge' Three men try to
earn a living as modern-day-

CE a_ Ryan's Four
Dr. Sorenson deals with a
woman who refuses to admit that her husband beats
her.(60 min.)
amova_ MOVIE:
'Muggable Mary: Street
Cop' A divorced mother
puts her life on the line as
undercover
an
policewoman. Karen Valentine,
John Getz, Anne DeSalvo.
1982.
GID 0(C - Facts of Life
The girls embark on an allnight study session for final
exams.
Barbara
CID
Woodhouse
to
Goes
Beverly
Barbara
Hills
Woodhouse journeys to
Beverly Hills to visit some
Hollywood celebrities and
their pets. (60 min.)
- Mark Russell
0
Comedy Spec. Mark Russell
turns the day's worrisome
news into fuel for laughter.
(2/) - Glen Campbell Show
8:30 P.M.
Gip - Drug Abuse Test
0ceD _ Taxi The cabbies
help Jim explain to his family that his restaurant purchase was not squandered
money
- Steady as She
0
Goes George Fulfit demonstrates the art of building a
ship in a bottle.
_ Independent Network
News

9:00 P.M.
O cL Ey a _ Life's Most
Embarrassing Moments
0- TBS Evening News
- Quincy Quincy
CC0
is the victim of a brutal mugging.(60 min.)

0- MOVIE:'An

American
Werewolf in London' Two
American students, backpatking on the English
moors, are viciously attacked by a weird beast.
Naughton, Jenny
David
Agutter. Rated R.
01:r - To Be Announced
- Voices of Native
Americans Tonight's program focuses on current issues
facing
American
Indians.(60 min.)
Starsky and Hutch
- All Night Show

o

-

9:30 P.M.

CE) -

Steady as She
Goes George Fulfit demonstrates the art of building a
ship in a bottle
10:00 P.M.
C2D0CIO CD C4D0
a) 0(12 - News
0- All In the Family
Business Report
O ati) - Kentucky Journal
- Benny Hill Show
O

-

10:30 P.M.
- M•A*S'il
Cr)- Sanford and Son
(3)- Barney Miller

e
cu = Three's
tlin Company
_ Yesterday Show Yes-

o
terday's

news becomes today's comedy
in
this
program.
O OID - Tonight Show
- Wild, Wild West
0 CID - PBS Late Night
/Phis live talk show features
newsworthy guests from Sr-

Teacher
Bill Murray guest stars as a
substitute teacher
on
"Square Pegs," Wednesday,
April 27 on CBS. .
(Stations reserve the right
to make iast-monute changes

ound the worlds of politics,
entertainment,
business
and sports with telephone
calls from viewers around
the country.
0- Mary Hartman, Mary
Hartman
ED
- Hart to Hart A demonstration
of
French
cooking turns into a murder
mystery. (R)(60 min.)
1 1:00 P.M.
- Nightline
0CID - Hart to Hart
Cries From the Deep,
Part I First of 2 parts. Captain Jacques Cousteau and
his crew explore the geological and archeological
history of the Labrador
whaling community. (60
min.)
- Barney Miller
- MOVIE: 'Rich and
Famous' Two women go
through many changes during a twenty-year friendship. Jacqueline Bisset,
Candice Bergen
1981.
Rated R
- Aerobicise

0Go
-

11:30 P.M.
@DO CC- Late Night with
David Letterman David's
guests are Tom Dressen
and writer Emily Prager.(60
min.)
Nightline
MOVIE: 'Rome
Adventure' An American
girl goes to Italy to learn
about love. Troy Donahue,
Angie Dickinson, Suzanne
Pleshette. 1962
O - Men's Gymnastics:
U.S.S.R. vs. Japan vs.
Nebraska
CEZ - MOVIE:'Flash and
construction
Firecat' A
worker and a woman raise
hell with the 'smokies' on
their tail. Roger Davis, Trice
Sembera.
GD

-

0

12:30 A.M.
- Here's Lucy

CI)- News
AD 0 CC - NBC News
Overnight
_ ABC News Profile

o

1:00 A.M.
0CL - News
- Three Stooges
0 - HBO Rock: Shenna
Easton in Concert Sheena
performs her big hits videotaped at Hollywood's Palace Theatre
O - News/Sign Off
(12) - CBS News
•Nightwatch

1:30 A.M.
a go - MOVIE: 'Death
Dream' 1972
CL - CBS News
Nightwatch JIP
- CNN Headline News
Jim Bakker

9

1:45A.M.
a_ MOVIE:'Flowing Gold'
A young drifter in Texas is
befriended by a foreman
and then overcomes all
odds to save the burning oil
wells. John Garfield, Pat
O'Brien, Frances Farmer.
1940.

swinging newlywed finds it
hard to give up women. Tim
Matheson, Kate Capshaw,
Edward Herrmann 1982.
Rated R.
- NBA Playoffs

2:30 A.M.
CD - News/Sign Off
3:00 A.M.
MOVIE: 'The
Electronic Monster' An insurance investigator, inquiring into the death of a
film star, traces the trail to a
psychiatric clinic. Rod Cameron, Mary Murphy, Meredith Edwards. 1958.
-

3:30 A.M.
- Mission Impossible
3:45 A.M.
0- MOVIE:'Soup for One'
A newswriter begins an obsessive pursuit of his
'dream girl' after researching a series on the singles
life.
Marcia
Strassman,
Saul Rubinek, Gerrit Graham Rated R.

4:00 A.M.
IE)- Varied Programs
- Prog cont'd
4:30 A.M.
O CL _ Health Field

2:00 A.M.
0-MOVIE:'A Little Sex' A
WNGE
VVTVF
WSIL
WTBS
WSMV
HBO
WPSD
WBBJ
WDCN
WK MU
WZTV
USA
KFVS
WOOD

- Winners
- NBA Arm Wrestling

Nashville, TN
Nashville, TN
Harrisburg, IL
Atlanta, GA
Nashville, TN
Home Box Office
Peduc,ah, KY
Jackson, TN
Nashville, TN
Murray, KY
Nashville, TN
USA Network
Cp Girardeau, MO
Marion, IL

12:00 A.M.
O CL_ ABC

News
Profit*
0CID - MOVIE: 'Love for
Ransom' Roger Quentin
and his partner are hired by
a millionaire to find his kidnapped daughter
John
Davidson, Barry Primus, Richard Lynch_ 1977
0-MOVIE:'Inferno' A millionaire's faithless wife and
secret lover plan his 'accidental' death leaving him
stranded in the mountains.
Robert Ryan, Rhonda Fleming, William
Lundigen
1953.
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Tonight

THURSDAY

4/28/83
5:00 A.M.
• -

Colgate Women's
Games Coverage of this
track and field meet is presented
from
Madison
Square Garden, New York,
NY (60 min )

5:30 A.M.
O - Staying Alive Samantha Eggar hosts this look at
famous stuntmen

6:30 A.M.
0- MOVIE:'For Your Eyes
Only' Agent James Bond
tracks an underworld figure
who has stolen a crucial British defense mechanism
Roger Moore, Topol, Carole
Bouquet 1981 Rated PG

8:00 A.M.
_ Hour Magazine
Gary Collins and Bonnie
Strauss talk with Kathryn
Crosby, financial authority
Paula Nelson and chef Bert
Greene.
O - MOVIE:'Lifeboat' This
Alfred Hitchcock film offers
penetrating
revelations,about shipwreck survivors
adrift in a lifeboat during
WWII Tal;ulah Bankhead,
John Hodiak, William Bendix 1944

•

8:30 A.M.
a)- Superheroes
9:00 A.M.
- Phil Donahue

Linda
Evans of television's DYNASTY discusses what success means to her and how
it feels to be 40
HBO Theatre: Barefoot
in the Park Two newlyweds
learn to live with each
other
Phil Donahue Conclusion Rev Jerry Falwell
and Cong Edward J Markey (0-Ma) conclude their
debate on nuclear weapons
freeze

o

-

o cc

O _

MOVIE: 'Savage
Harvest' Man-eating lions
attack a Kenyan plantation.
Tom Skerritt, Michelle Phillips Rated PG

o
Road'

lead a herd of elephants
from a large valley about to
be flooded when a dam is
completed Jock Mahoney,
Mar Dana, Leon Gordon
1962

1:00 P.M.
Philip
Marlowe,
Private Eye 'Finger Man '
Marlowe
becomes
the
prime suspect in the death
of a city official

CP

-

o
Game

2:00 P.M.
-

Baseball

Pre-

O - Standing

Room Only:
Willie Nelson and Family
Willie performs with a band
made up of family and
friends

2:30 P.M.
Exhibition
11211
-

Baseball: New York Yankees vs. Nashville

0

3:00 P.M.
- Sesame Street
3:30 P.M.

0- Luck of Roaring Camp
A giant and his miner pals
adopt an orphaned baby.

4:00 P.M.
O

-

Staying Alive Samantha Eggar hosts this look at
famous stuntmen.
- Mr. Rogers'
ID
Neighborhood
-

4:30 P.M.

o - Bewitched
0 - Electric Company
5:00 P.M.
O Andy Griffith
0- Kamikaze 'Mission of
-

Death: This World War II
tactic is examined through
personal testimony and interviews.
0(23) - Tuned-1n

12:00 P.M.

MOVIE: 'Thunder
A daredevil war hero
joins his whiskey-making
mountain folk, becoming a
notorious moonshine runner. Robert Mitchum, Gene
Barry, Keely Smith. 1958

5:30 P.M.

o - Gomer Pyle

O - MOVIE:'Carbon Copy'
A white executive's life
takes an unexpected turn
when his unknown black
son shows up. George Segal, Susan Saint James,
Jack Warden. Rated PG
0 - Business Report

6:00 P.M.
• CU0CI) GC CC0
(I)0- News
O - Carol Burnett

12:30 P.M.

- Business Report
0 (211) _ MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
a)- Charlie's Angels
09 cit - CBS News
(n
I )- In Search of....

_ MOVIE:'Tarum Goes
To India' Tarzan attempts to

6:30 P.M.
0CZ (21) - Entertainment

CHECKING KCCOUNTS...SAViNGS ACCOUNTS...CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT
...IRA ACCO4JNTS...24-HOuP TELLER...MONEY MARKET CERTIFICATES..
CARDS...COMMUNITY ROOM..
T.v. DRIVE -,N...NOW ArrOu
OW ACCOUMTS....BANSAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES.
CLUB....IRA ACCOUN
INGS ACCOUNTS...
DRIVE-IN...NOw
CERTIFICATES OF
DS...BANCLue
ACCOUNTS....M
Iry Room...
...TRAVELERS
S CLUB...
NOW ACC0uNT
DEPOSIT
CHECKING A
BOXES...
...CHRIS'
L..LOANS
LOANS...m
..mONEY
T.V. Oftly
ITy
MARKET CF
TS..IRA
ROOM...ME
AvELERS
ACCOUNTS.
.BANCLUO
CHECKS...
..2 -HOUR
SAFETY DEP
CHRISTAAS,
TELLER...T.
.TRAVELERS
CLUB...SAvi
mFRINFR
CHECKS...IRA
..IRA ACCOUNTS
...NOw ACCOUNT
MONEY ORDERS
NEARER FDIC...T.
..SAFETy DEPOSIT NO
Ow ACCOUNTS... IRA
OUNTS...CREDIT
CARDS
..CHECKING
AC
ACCOUNTS.
T...24-4'$OUR TELLER...LOANS
MEMBER FOIC...CERTIFICATES Of 0
...COMMuNITY ROOm...T.V. DRIVE-IN...TRAVELERS CHECKS...BANCLUB
MONEY MARKET CERTIFICATES...NOW ACCOUNTS...CHECKING ACCOUNTS..
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS—IRA ACCOUNTS...CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT.. IRA
ACCOUNTS...CHECKING ACCOUNTS...SAFETY DEPOSIT 110XES..COmMUNtTy

Lonely

Benson's brother Russell
comes to town. (R) [Closed
Captioned]
Magnum,
O
P.I.
- MOVIE:'The Southern
Star A priceless diamond is
stolen from a wealthy diamond king during a party in
West Africa, George Segal,
Ursula
Andress, Orson
Welles. 1969.
X 0 CE - Fame Reardon's favorite student questions his abilities as a
teacher and Julie is visited
by former classmates (R)
(60 min.)
O Standing Room Only:
Willie Nelson and Family
Willie performs with a band
made up of family and
friends.
CO
Computer
Programme
2:1 - Sneak Previews
Co-hosts Neal Gabler and
Jeffrey Lyons take a look at
'The Hunger' and 'Something Wicked This Way
Comes.'
ED - MOVIE: 'Tell Them
Willie Boy Is Here' An American Indian searches for
identity. Robert Redford,
Katherine
Ross, Robert
Blake. 1969.
NHL Stanley Cup
Playoffs
ett_ To Be Announced
-

03

o

-

o

IED

-

7:30 P.M.
ammo-Condo

-

Tennessee
Outdoorsmen
(21 - Freedom to Speak
'The Delicate Balance.' The
division of power among
the three branches of government is debated.
[Closed Captioned]

o

8:00 P.M.
O CE (1)0- Too

Close
for Comfort Henry discovers his friend's bride-to-be
is young enough to be his
daughter.
cs) OD (It - Simon &
Simon A.J. and Rick are
hired to recover a trained
dolphin. (R)(60 min.)
@DO CE - Gimmo A Break
Nell persuades a delicatessen owner to let a young
shoplifter work off her debt.
Sneak Previews
Co-hosts Neal Gabler and
Jeffrey Lyons take a look at
'The Hunger' and 'Something Wicked This Way
Comes.'
0(21 - Mystery 'We, the
Accused' Paul decides to
make a run for it and Myra
agrees to go with him. (80
min.)[Closed Captioned]
(27) - Outdoor Life

o

o

CE)

-

8:30 P.M.
c21) au0 _ It

Takes
Two Sam's new computer
diagnoses all his patients'
ills and Molly loses a key
witness,
GID 0 CE1 - Cheers The
Coach brings his new girlfriend to Cheers. (R)
- Not Neoesearily The
News This show promises

•

10

Lt. Hunter (James B. Sikking) lets his guard down in
the locker room as he thinks
about his broken romance in
"Spotlight on Rico," an episode of NBC's "Hill Street
Blues," airing Thursday, April
28.

7:00 P.M.
O CU CE 0 - Benson

(53

123

O

Bob Newhart Show
- Jeffersons
- MacNeil-Lehrer
Report
Kentucky
0 in
Considered
ED CII) - MASH
o

-

11:30 A.M.
41.

0 0 - Family Feud
CE - Tic Tac Dough

14
18

(Stations reserve the right
to make last-minute changes.)

53

to be everything the current
news is not.
0CE - Portfolio
(27)_ Independent Network
News

9:00 P.M.
a co CID
20/20
-

- Tucker's
CL ai
Witch
CD 0 CE - Hill Street
Blues The temporary return
of a brutal narcotics cop
and the issuance of promissary notes causes unrest at
the station. (R)(60 min.)
0- MOVIE: 'I'm Dancing
As Fast As I Can' A Valium.
addicted TV producer's lifestyle falls apart when she
tries to quit cold turkey. Jill
Clayburgh, Nicol Williamson, Geraldine Page. 1982.
Rated R.
0CIE - Mystery 'We, the
Accused.' Paul decides to
make a run for it and Myra
agrees to go with him. (60
min.) [Closed Captioned]
(21 - KET Schol.
Challenge
ED - Starsky and Hutch
- All Night Show

9:15 P.M.
TBS Evening News

9:30 P.M.
0(21)- Writers' Workshop
10:00 P.M.
OCEOCECUX0
CU0
- News
O - Woman Watch
0(}D - Business Report
- Kentucky
0
Considered

ED - Benny Hill Show
ED - Major League
Baseball: Detroit at California

fla

10:30 P.M.
- MASH
- Rockford Files

CE - Barney Miller
a- Catlin*
CE - Three's Company
-

Tonight Show

a- Wild, Wild West
0 CL - PBS Late Night
This live talk show features
newsworthy guests from around the worlds of politics,
entertainment,
business
and sports with telephone
calls from vie/pars around
the country
ED - Mary Hartman, Mary
Hartman
- Quincy Quincy
0
falls in love with a beautiful
young widow (R)(60 min )

10:45 P.M.

o

Philip Marlowe,
Private Eye 'Finger Man.'
Marlowe
becomes
the
prime suspect in the death
of a city official.

1 1:00 P.M.
- Nightline
O rx
O Cries From the Deep,
-

Part II Conclusion.
C43
- - Barney Miller
433 - Aeroblcise

11:30 P.M.
- Kojak
CI)0CC - Late Night with
David Letterman David's
guests are Gunther GebelWilliams and Louise Lasser. (60 min.)
Nightline
ED - MOVIE:'The Bramble
Bush' A doctor returns to
his home at the request of
an incurably ill friend who
wants him to perform a
mercy killing. Richard Burton, Barbara Rush, Jack
Carson. 1960.
012)- MOVIE:'McCloud:
Avenue
Park
Pirates'
McCloud investigates a
ruthless recording executive who will do almost anything to sign recording
artists. Dennis Weaver, Jessica Walter, Barbi Benton_
1975.
-

11:45 P.M.
O

1:30 A.M.

-

MOVIE: 'Southern
Comfort' Rookie National
Guardsmen are involved in
a bloody confrontation with
the Cajun natives. Keith
Carradine, Powers Boothe,
Rated R

"
Survivors
M P-leaM
se9C
V rie
E:a

tu'rNeos

from another planet cause
accidents on earth in order
to occupy the bodies of the
victims. Maria
Perschy,
Robert Cunningham 1964.
120 - CNN Headline News
ED - Jim Bakker

SF

1:45 A.M.
0-

MOVIE: 'Conan, the
Barbarian' A strongman
seeks revenge against the
evil master Thulsa Doom.
Arnold
Schwarzenegger,
James Earl Jones. Rated R

2:00 A.M.

o- MOVIE:'To the Victor'
2:30 A.M.
(13 - News/Sign Off

Detroit at CaliforBaseball:
z
r

The

A.M.
Varied Programs
ol
ried
co
ED

4:15 A.M.
a_

Nice People

4:30 A.M.
0_GDKam
- Hik
ee
ez
lteh Field

-

4:45 A.M.
0- World/Large

News
Profile
0- MOVIE: 'The Burning
Hills' A young man, escaping from a ruthless cattle
baron, finds love and aid
with a half-breed girl Tab
Hunter, Natalie Wood, Eduard Franz. 1957.

12:30 A.M.
0C231 - Here's Lucy
0CID C3D - News
IT)0 CE) - NBC News
Overnight
News Profile
1:1) - NHL Stanley Cup
Playoffs

:00 A.M.
News
- CBS News
O CU
Nightwatch
CE - Three Stooges

)
fa (21

2 T1
3 TI
45B
6N
78 Pvl
9T
10 A
11 S
13 P
19 id
21 N
22 P
2714
28 29,
30 C
33 C
34 N
36 fq
37 P
38 F
39 C

12:00 A.M.
0 CE CID - ABC

a - ABC

18 8(
20 Tt
22 B.
230
24 25 PI
260
29 M
31 G
1 PI

CE-10
E:."Wi
Sh's Beast'
.00
viA
3:30 A.M.
ED - Major League
34
4:
:00
5 AM.
News Not Necessarily
0-

1,5
Dy
10 Fir
12 MI
14 PI
ini
15 Kt
16 Ft
17 M

EUNICE — Eunice (Carol
Burnett) takes a self-help
course in assertiveness
training in "Positive
Thinking," an episode of
NBC's "Mama's Family,"
airing Saturday, April 30.

HAI
watchi
ghosts
age nit
Home'
was"'
identic
(ion at
As
sinula
book.'
"11
Stanw;
Rtehai
Produi
Moxey
sleuth)
(Pie
Vie we
102. A,
marl r

a-
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wkms-fm highlights
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1

17

111
*' }
16
2.0 11

14

n

Saturday, April 23
9 a.m. A Mixed Bag. Irish music with
performances by De Danann, the Clancy Brothers, The Chieftains. Howling
Gael and The Boys of Lough.
12:30 p.m. Singer's World. Fritz

12

Wunderlich in song.
1 pm World of Opera. The Lyric
Opera of Chicago broadcast season
opens with F'uccini's Tosca featuring
Grace Bumbr)' as Tosca and Placido
Domingo as Cavaradossi.

CBS chairman retires

2
27 2830
3-,

1

3

34

a
u

.,

I 35

NEW YORK ( AP) —
CBS Inc., created 55
36 37

1
74
42
or39 41

a

i50

53

55
57

.

43

51 ll52
56
,

58

30

: 'No
atures
cause
order
of the
rschy,
1964

dews

n, the
igman

st the
Doom
egger,
ited R

Victor'

Beast'

sago*
allfor-

y The

Carol
1-halp

MINS

Wive
de of

Shown, Jeff on
Dynasty
10 Ross on Happy Days
12 Miss Newton-John
14 Played Ed Norton •init,
15 Kickoff prop
16 Fabray, to pals
17 Miss Lamour's
sign'off
18 Schuss
20 The Days of Our -22 BJ — the Bear
23 Cached
24 — Vegas
25 Played Maude
26 Over —
29 Miss Heatherton
31 Gold symbol
1 ,5

1 Played Ralph
Kramden
2 Take It — Leave It
3 The — Parade
4 — Harrison
5 Buddy Ebsen role
6 Neighbor of Can
7 — and Bill
8 Mr Villella's insigne
9 Tony Randall role
10 Alda's show
11 Sedaka or Diamond
13 Plays Hawkeye
19 Miss Lupin°
21 Neighbor of Md
22 Played Det Fish
27 Mr. Mineo
28 — Brynner
29 gonch's pal
30 Dollar bill
33 Chachi's love
34 Newhart's Stratford
36 Miss Rehan
37 Plays Elena
38 Filthy —
39 OE II or Love Boat

ACROSS
32 Switch setting
33 Vicki on Love Boat
35 Uncluttered
38 Glass or Ely
39 Role for Sanders
42 Boomer, e g
44 Janis —
45 Guiding —
47 You — There
48 Miss Nesbit's
sign-off
49 Ages and ages
50 Mork's planet
52 Mr Egan's ID
53 Actor Pat —
55 Played McCloud
57 Samantha —
58 The — of Laura Mars
DOWN
40 — — Marshall
41 — Business
43 Played Zeb Walton
45 Miss Falana
46 A — Grows in
Brooklyn
49 Mork's vehicle
51 Nancy on Eight is
Enough
54 Not acceptable
abbr.
56 Mr. Edwards ID

SOLUTION

MOAWM
MtWOr161
VWEINE
ka ME MEM OE
WM MAW ZOO
Ma &EN ZOM

nolipm
we
im•
mwori
wsw

LJ
rii.
ttla ER
OMI 0 MEMO
EKON

10.1

411]

HAUNTING EXPERIENCE — About eight years ago, I
watched a movie on TV about a house that was possessed by
ghosts that entered the bodies of a woman and her collegeage niece. I've also read a similar book called "Annie. Come
Home" by Barbara Michaels. I think the name of the movie
was "The - House that Wouldn't Die," but it was virtually
identical to the book. Could you please give me any information about the film. — T.S., Spy Hill, Sask.
As you obviously suspected, there's good reason for the
similarity: That 1970 TV movie was indeed based on that
book. The chiller (originally produced for ABC's then-innovative "Movie of the Week- anthology series) starred Barbara
Stanvryck as the woman and Kitty Winn as the niece, with
Richard Egan and Michael Anderson Jr. in supporting roles.
Produced by Aaron Spelling and directed by john Llewellyn
Moxey, the teleplay was adapted by Henry Farrell. Good
sleuthing work, T.S.!
(Please address questions to Jay Bobbin. Canadian
Viewers' Voices. TV Data Inc., 6513 Mississauga Road, Suite
102, Mississauga, Ont. L5N 1A6. Because of the volume of
mail received, personal replies cannot be sent.)

years ago from "a pat-"4
chwork, money-losing little company," got its first
new boss in 55 years
Wednesday when founder
William S. Paley retired
as chairman.
Thomas H. Wyman, a
former Pillsbury Co. executive who has been
president and chief executive of CBS since June
1980, was preparing to
succeed .the 81-year-old
Paley as the, company's
directors gathered in St.
Louis for the annual
shareholders' meeting.
Paley, who announced
his decision to step down
as --chairman last
September, will remain
with CBS as a director
and as chairman of the
board of directors' executive committee. He
will also serve CBS as a
consultant.
Wyman takes over with
the CBS television network dominating In
prime time and rising in
corporate income. CBS
recently began expansion
into new areas of communications, such as
teletext and personal
computer software, and
only the failure of the
CBS Cable network in
September marred
Paley's last months as
chairman.
The CBS empire, built
by Paley, a cigarmaker's
son, on the struggling
United Independent
Broadcasters radio network he purchased in
1928, now includes
theatrical films, records,
musical instruments,
toys, books and
magazines.
But it was pleasing the
public with top-quality
entertainment, first in
radio, later on television,
that was Paley's
strength.
"Quite early in the

game," he said in his
autobiography, published
in 1979, "I had evaluated
the essential elements of
broadcasting and come to
believe that the crux of
this business was programming
That meant, in the early years, attracting
radio's best-known personalities to CBS, people
such as Jack Benny, Fred
Allen, Red Skelton and
Bing Crosby. Later,
television programs such
as "The Beverly
Hillbillies," -All in the
Family," -The Waltons"
and "The Mary Tyler
Moore Show" would
make CBS a leader in the
field.
"The biggest victory,"
Paley said in an interview in 1979,"is when you
get ... quality and
popularity. When they
come together, it's just
beautiful."
Born in Chicago in 1901,
Paley graduated from the
University of Pennsylvania in 1922 and went
to work for his father's
Congress Cigar Co. in
Philadelphia. He became
interested in radio in 1928
when he saw how sales
jumped after the company's La Patina cigars
were advertised over the
air.
His $400,000 investment
in United Independent
Broadcasters — known
on the air as the Columbia Broadcasting System
— had, by the early 1980s,
become a vast communications network of
350 radio and more than
200 television affiliates.
In addition to his continued relationship with
CBS, Paley will become a
partner in the Whitcom
Investment Co., One-third
owner of the International Herald Tribune,
the English-language daily newspaper published
in Paris.

HAIL, HEATHER — I would like to know how old Heath;
er Locklear is, and I would also like to know her address.
Please tell me soon, because I must know right away. —
R.R., Kelowna, B.C.
Well, if you're a prospective suitor, here's some bad news
Lovely Heather seems to be fairly steady at the moment
with Scott Baio. yes, Chachi himself. However, she's 21
years old, an incredible fact to digest when one considers
that she has two ongoing series roles (in "T J Hooker- and
"Dynasty-). Since both programs come from the same
company, you can write her at Aaron Spelling Productions,
1041 North Formosa Ave. Los Angeles, CA 90046.

Sunday, April 2A
9;30 a.m. Saint Paul Sunday Morning
Soprano Lucy Shelton and members of
the Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra perform works by Mozart. Bach and
Hertel.
1 p.m. "I'm Getting my Art Together
and Taking it on the Road," is featured.
2 p.m. Big Band Era. Stan Kenton,
Elgart Brothers, Buddy Rich, Jimmy
Dorsey and Margaret Whiting.
5 p m The Most Dangerous Game
-Soviet Perspectives on Nuclear War,"
Russian defense tacticians, teachers,
and war veterans reveal concerns over
a possible East-West nuclear confrontation.
8 p.m_ Los Angeles Philharmonic
Simon Rattle conducts Peter Maxwell
Davies' Black Pentecost i American
Premiere I and Mozart's Symphony no.
41,"Jupiter."
10 p.m. Easy Street, Joe Pass, Charlie
Margulis, Frank Sinatra, Mary Lou
Williams. Al Cohn and Darnita Jo.
Monday, April 25
7 15 a.m. Voices of Times Past.
Delegates meet in San Francisco to
organize the United Nations, 1945
lb m. Adventures in Good Music ''As
You Like It," Has is the second 4 two
programs featuring works based on
Shakespeare's writings.
5.30 p.m Being single in today's
society with sociologist Lillian Rodgers.
6.30 p.m. The Incredible Adventures
of Jack Flanders. "The Curse of the
Velvet Chair, when, young Jack
Flanders settles into an elegant green
velvet chair, he encounters a beguiling
world of pirates and mustachioed Mona
Lisas.
p.m International Festival The
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra with
chorus performs Mahler's Symphony
no. 8 in E-flat Symphony of a Thousand
10 p.m. Easy Street. Earl Hines,
Johnny Hodges, Keely Smith, Dave
Brubeck, Art Farmer and Nancy
Wilson.
Tuesday, April 26
9 a.m Adventures in Good Music
-Transitional Notes,- Haas discusses
and illustrates various ways in which
composers proceed from one movement
to another in large scale compositions
5 .30 p.m. Speak Easy. Coping with
feat' of driving with Kentucky State
Trooper Richard Wright
630 p.m. Joe Frank. "The Decline of
Spengler," winner of the 1963 Broadcast

Media Award for Best Drama, this compelling segment of a two-part tale
follows the pilgrimage of Oswald
Spengler, and his search for immortality.
Wednesday, April 77
7 15 a m Voices of Tunes Past.
Baseball great is honored as Babe Ruth
Day is held at Yankee Stadium, 1947
9 a m. Adventures in Good Music.
"Inspiration or Perspiration," Karl
Haas considers the results of natural
creativity in music and how it expresses
itself in the works of masters
8 p.m. Chicago Symphony Guest conductor Eugene Ormandy directs and
all-Beethoven program featuring Symphony no 8 in F and Symphony no 9 in
D Minor
10 p_rn Easy Street Duke Ellington,
Coleman Hawkins, Edye Gorme, Art
Blakely and Cleo Lame.
Thursday, April 28
9 a m. Adventures in Good Music
-How Low Can You Get" continuing
the series devoted to various instruments, today's program highlights
the music and the many uses of the double bass, repeated at 7 pm.
6_30 p.m Lord Peter Wimsey. "The
Unpleasantness at the Bellona Club —
Exhumation," Lord Peter suspects foul
play as General Fentiman's body is exhumed_
10 p.m Easy Street George Shearing, Doc Severinson, Al Hibbler, Oscar
Peterson and Carmen McRae.
8 p.m. Jazz Alive' -25 Annual
Monterey Jazz Festival," Woody
Heman and his Thundering Herd
engage in an electrifying ensemble collaboration
10 p.m. Portraits in Blue Bob Porter
features the blues side of the Azz organ
with Jimmy Smith and friends.
Friday, April 29
9 a m Adventures in Good Music
Conductor's Workshop," listeners are
invited to eavesdrop on the rehearsal
methods of various conductors.
1 pm. Segovia' "The Magic World of
Granada.- Segovia moves to Granada
where his musical gifts blossom in the
city often called "the soul" of Andalusia,
6 30 p m. Joe Frank, "The Decline of
Spengler, Part II," Oswald Spengler
continues his search for immortality in
the final segment of this two-pan tale,
winner of the 1962 Broadcast Media
Award for Best Drama

Thank You...
Murray and
Calloway
County
for all the
Supportgiven
during the
Spring Friendship
Festival

,
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FUN IN 111
4

Our town

COMMERCE CENTRE

ROY STEWART STADIUM

ce Tou

Family Steak House

SUN -MRS
11 AM-10 PM
FRI -SAT
11 AM-11 PM

753-0003
1;506 N. 12th St.
MURRAY, KY

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY FIELDHOUSE
HOY SCOUT MUSEUM

CLARA EAGLE GALLERY

ROBERT E. JOHNSON THEATRE
LOVETT AUDITORIUM

WEST KENTUCKY FA SEU

4

•

•

•

•

•

•

it•
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r IN MURRAY

l

ourtown
.
.
.
7
, c ,

PLAYHOUSE IN THE PARK

in the Murray Holiday Ian,

Breakfast Special
)1.99
Daily Luncheon Special (Mon.-Sat.) $2.95
(includes Soup, Appetizer, Rice,

in Cant)

Chinese and American Sunday Buffet $5.50
(iaclodes Salad Bar arid Brisk) Child's plate -12 & Baler $3.15
Open Sun.-Thurs. 6 a.m.-10 p.m. Fri.-Set. 6 a.m.-11 p.m.
Gra,Parties and Carry Out Orders Welcome

753-4488

6

JOHNS,
TACO
EVERY TUESDAY IS
Taco Tuesday
2 Tacos
for only99C
Central Shopping Center
Across from the Stodiurn

fin

Fondly Stook Hoes*

11.77 Lunches Sorted

Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m.-4 p.m.

DIMS,Nightly-Son:Mors.5 p.m.-9 p.m.

Fri. oniSot.5 p.m.-10 p.m.
753-0440S. 12th Murray

•

4

FRIDAY
4/29/83

night time television's most
handsome heroes.

5:15 A.M.

10:30 A.M.

0-

MOVIE: 'Treasure
Island' A young boy finds a
map to hidden treasure. Orson Welles, Kim Burfield,
Walter Slelak. 1974. Rated
,G

7:00 A.M.

MOVIE:
'The
o
Salamander' An intelligence officer and an industrialist thwart a fascist coup
d'etat in Italy. Anthony
Quinn, Franco Nero, Martin
Balsam, 1981.

8:00 A.M.
0 CF - Hour Magazine

•

t_

Gary Collins and Bonnie
Strauss talk with Gary
Crosby, gerintologist Virginia Boyack and former dancer Jay Jenkins.
O - MOVIE: 'Stopover
Toyko' The orient is the
backdrop for murder, intrigue and occasional embraces. Robert Wagner,
Joan Collins, Edmund O'Brien. 1957,

8:30 A.M.
ED - Spiderman
9:00 A.M.
- Phil „Donahue

Rev.
Jesse Jackson and Hamilton Jordan discuss the advantages and disavantages
for both Black Americans
and the Democratic Party if
a Black candidate runs in
the 1984 Presidential primary.
- MOVIE:'Wonder of It
All' Rare animals from every
continent are filmed in this
documentary. Rated G.
0CF - Phil Donahue Donahue talks with several of

tr.
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ale detective.(60 min.)
0 Major
League
0CF - Nova 'Adventures
Baseball: Atlanta at New
0- Bewitched
of Teenage Scientists.'
York Mots
Fraggle Rock Visit the
o(y_t_ Enterprise
gp 0 CF - Candid
world of Fraggle Rock unCamera-Now and Then Al(21) - Outdoors USA
derneath the basement of
len Funt and Angie Dickinan eccentric inventor.
8:30 P.M.
son host this look at some
o
_ Electric Company
Yesterday Show Yesof the funniest moments in
terday's news becomes to5:00 P.M.
the history of the 'Candid
day's comedy in
this
Andy
Griffith
O
Camera' series.(60 min.)
program.
O - MOVIE:'Wonder of It 0- MOVIE: 'Evilapeek' A 0
alp - Inside Story NodAll' Rare animals from every
cadet is the unwilling obding Carter examines press
continent are filmed in this
ject of practical jokes until
performance involving one
documentary. Rated G.
black magic and computer
major news story.
0 - Tuned-In
science combine for re(ig)- Independent Network
venge.
Clint
Howard.
Rated
5:30 P.M.
News
R.
- Gomer Pyle
9:00 P.M.
0
CC
0
a
o
_ Business Report
elm 05 a_ Mississippi
Washington Week/Review
_ Sha Na Na
Paul Duke is joined by top
CD0(1)- Bare Essence
6:00 P.M.
Washington journalists anNiko is temporarily blinded
ODOCFCFC4DO
alyzing the week's news.
by a hit-and-run driver and
cp 0- News
Tyger chooses her mother
ED - MOVIE: 'Change of
to model a new fragrance.
0- Carol Burnett
Habit' Three novitiates un(60 min.)
dertake to learn about the
0
- Business Report
world before becoming full- MOVIE: 'Star Trek II:
o
_ MacNeil-Lehrer
fledged nuns. Elvis Presley,
The Wrath of Khan' The
Report
Mary Tyler Moore, Barbara
crew of the Starship EnterED - Charlie's Angels
McNair. 1969.
prise leads the wicked
- CBS News
Khan into a lethal battle of
05
4:0 - NBA Playoffs
wits.
William
Shatner,
_ In Search of....
27)- To Be Announced
Leonard Nimoy, Ricardo
6:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
Montalban. 1982. Rated
Entertainment
O
co au
_ At Ease
PG.
Tonight
oxen_ Wall Street
(3f) - Creativity w/ Bill
ocroci_ Family Feud
Week Louis Rukeyser anaMoyers
lyzes the '80s with a weekly
CF - Tic Tac Dough
_ Masterpiece
review of economic and inO - Bob Newhart Show
Theatre 'Private Schulz.'
vestment
matters.
0- HBO Magazine
Schulz falls once more un8:00 P.M.
- Jeffersons
der:the command of Major
ococoo_ MOVIE:
CE - MacNeil-Lehrer
Nauheim.(60 min.)[Closed
'Prophecy' A U.S. Health
Report
Captioned]
Service doctor comes face
0 a - Comment on
ED - Starsky and Hutch
to face with a terrifying
Kentucky
- All Night Show
monster stalking the Maine
ED CZ)- MASH
9:30 P.M.
woods. Robert Foxworth,
7:00 P.M.
Tails Shire.
0CE - Inside Story Hod0 CU CID 0 - Baby
ding Carter examines press
(1)0(12)- Dallas Lucy
Makes Five
performance involving one
blames Sue Ellen for Mickmajor news story.
_ Dukes of
ey's f!cident.(60 min.)
CF
Hazzard The Duke clan tries
GO0 CIO - Knight Rider
to nip Boss Hogg's get-rich
While trying to solve a case,
10:00 P.M.
scheme in order to free UnMichael
Knight's every
acoomapciu0
cle Jesse.(R)(80 min.)
move is frustrated by a fernCE)00(11)- News
O - IBS Evening News
O CU- Business Report
0 (21 - Comment on
Kentucky
ED - Benny Hill Show

4:30 P.M.

o - HBO Magazine

11:00 A.M.

O-

MOVIE: 'Absence of
Malice' An overzealous reporter harasses a man suspected of committing a
crime. Paul Newman, Sally
Field, Melinda Dillon. Rated
PG.

12:00 P.M.
0-

MOVIE: 'Beau Geste'
The French Foreign Legion
in a lonely Sahara outpost
battle with a sadistic commander and rampaging Arabs. Guy Stockwell, Doug
McClure, Leslie Nielsen.
1966.

12:30 P.M.
fiji _ MOVIE: 'Abandon
Ship' The survivors of a luxury liner disaster face the
problems of an overloaded
lifeboat. Tyrone Power, Mai
Zetterling, Lloyd Nolan.
1957.

o

o

o

ICZ

1:00 P.M.
0- Women's Gymnastics:
Caesars
1983
Invitational

Palace

2:30 P.M.

O

- MOVIE: 'Treasure
Island' A young boy finds a
map to hidden treasure. Orson Welles, Kim Burfield,
Walter Slezak. 1974 Rated
G.
_ New Shapes in
o
Education
ED - Wild Kingdom

3:00 P.M.
CED - Sesame Street
4:00 P.M.
(E) - Mr. Rogers'

o
o
Neighborhood

-

o

VVTBS and Cablevision think
programs that pay tribute to
people just like you are
important.
A state by state tour of our
country proudly salutes the
everyday folks who make
America great in Portraits of
America.
Winners takes a revealing look

at people who had a dream, and
with hard work and a little luck,
made it come true.
In The American Professional
people in regular jobs just like
yours are the star of the show.
Cable Channel 4:

10:30 P.M.
O CF _ 1101*A'S•ff
0 CID 05 Cat -

NBA
to bei

Playoffs: Teams
Announced
(1)- Barney Miller
0- Catlins
Gip - Three's Company
0CF - Tonight Show
- Solid Gold
0 CL) - PBS Lat. Night
This live talk show features
newsworthy guests from around the worlds of politics,
entertainment,
business
and sports with telephone
calls from viewers around
the country.
ED - Mary Hartman, Mary
Hartman

11:00 P.M.
0(2) - NIghtline
0-MOVIE:'In Ulm Flint' A
conspiracy of women set
out to take over the government and control the world.
James Coburn, Lee Cobb,
Jean Hale. 1987.

CF - Barney

Othe

_

Miller
MOVIE: 'Sword and
Sorcerer'
Aerobicise

11:30 P.M.
C4)0CID - Late Night with
David Letterman
0- Wild, Wild West
ED - Best of Midnight
Specials

12:00 A.M.
0CE - ABC News Profile

CF - goad to Los Angeles
12:30 A.M.
CE - Here's Lucy
0
- News
(3D - Wrestling
o _ Nightline
ID- MOVIE:'Night Gallery'

ag

_ News/Sign Off
12:45 A.M.

o

MOVIE: 'The
Salamander' An intelligence officer and an industrialist thwart a fascist coup
d'etat in Italy. Anthony
Quinn, Franco Nero, Martin
Balsam. 1981.
1:00 A.M.
At The Movies
CA)0 1:6-3 - Nat News
Overnight

_

1:30 A.M.
a)CF -News
O- MOVIE:'Fort Worth' A
famous gunfighter decides
to battle frontier lawlessness via the town's newspaper. Randolph Scott, David
Brian,
Phyllis
Thaxter.
1951.
o- ABC News Profile

2:00 A.M.
co _ MOVIE:

'Lolly
Madonna' A feud erupts
when two families in the
moonshine trade both lay
claim to the same parcel of
land. Rod Steiger, Robert
Ryan, Jeff Bridges. 1973
CF - Three Stooges
- CNN Headline News
0- News/Sign Off

2:15A.M.
0- MOVIE:'Evilspeak' A
cadet is the unwilling object of practical jokes until
black magic and computer
science combine for revenge. Clint Howard. Rated
R.

2:30 A.M.
_

News/Sign Off

3:15 A.M.
- Mission Impossible
4:00 A.M.
O co- MOVIE:'Hercules'
Herculettand Jason,in their
search for the golden
fleece, encounter a savage
Cretan bull, apemen and a
dragon. Steve Reeves, Sylvia Koscina Fabrizio Mioni.
1959.
0-Women's Gymnastics:

1983 Caesars Palace
Invitational
4:15A.M.
_ Winners
4:45 A.M.
_ World/Large

CONTACTING CHAMBERLAIN — Canui yea kindly tell
me where to write Richard Chamberlain? — Mrs.
Brandon, Man.
After the huge ratings ratted up by "The Thorn Birds,"
we have the definite feeling we'll be getting this question a
lot in coming weeks... so for those who did wonder, are wondering or may wonder about it in the future, here's the info
The handsome actor has established his own production
company at Warner Bros. Television, where he'll be turning
out a pair of two-hour movies for CBS,so you can write him
there: 4008Wartser Blvd., Burbank,CA 91505.
4.1
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SATURDAY
4/30/83
5:00 A.M.
O X - Movie Cont'd
CA - TBS Morning News
5:30 A.M.
O - MOVIE:'McLintocla A
tough cattle baron meets
his match in a strong-willed
woman John Wayne, Maureen
O'hara, Stephanie
Powers
6:00 A.M.
0CZ - Health Field
- Mornings on 5
CF - Cartoons
0- Between the Lines
0
- Perspective
6:15 A.M.
CC) - Agriculture U.S.A.
6:30 A.M.
CZ - Children's Gospel
Hour
CF - New Zoo Revue
Romper Room
(12) - U.S. Farm Report

0_

6:45 A.M.
- Farm Digest

VS

- Weather

a)- Sign On/News
A

said

ly
ts
ie
Iv
Di
rt

A
b-

Br

e-

ell
IL,

la

ifo
on
ng
tm

7:00 A.M.
OMMIII-

Super

Friends
CE) IED (12) - Popeye/
Olive Comedy Show
O - Baseball Bunch
X
',
- Flintstone
Funnies
0- Spiderman

O

7:30 A.M.
0cr CI) - Pac

Man/
Little Reecels/R ichie Rich
C5D
Ca Pandemonium
O - MOVIE: 'King Kong
Escapes' Kong willingly
falls under the spell of a
beautiful girl from the UN
and saves her life from
monsters, on land and at
sea. Linda Miller, Rhodes
Reason, King Kong. 1968
CAD0CL - Shirt Tales
O - MOVIE: 'Fugitive
Family' A government witness against a crime syndicate boss is forced into
hiding with a new identity.
Richard Dearden, Kirby Cullen.

0- New Zoo Revue

performs her big hits videotaped at Hollywood's Palace Theatre
O CC - Victory Garden

o

10:00 A.M.

Mork &
Mindy/ Laverne & Shirley/
Fonz Hour
Bugs
O
Bunny/Road Runner Show
CD0CL - Incredible Hulk
and Spiderman
(11) - GED Course
0
- Interaction
0- Wild, Wild West
(121) (I)

cy

-

_

o
o

10:30 A.M.

MOVIE: 'Honky Tonk
Freeway' Residents of a
small town are unhappy
about a new expressway.
Beau
Bridges,
Beverly
D'Angelo, William Devane.
Rated PG.
0(23) - Interaction
-

11:00 A.M.

c2D cy 0 _

ABC
Weekend Special 'The Secret World of Og.' Five
brothers and sisters discover
underground
an
world of small green people. [Closed Captioned]
0 Cl)0(12) - Gilligan's
Planet
C4D0EL - Thundarr
American
M
Government
0
- American Gov't
Survey

a)-

11:30 A.M.
C29 (330- American
Bandstand
eieSDODU-New Fat
Albert Show
AD0CL - Flash Gordon
0 M
American
Government
0 (2111 - American Gov't
Survey

12:00 P.M.

nap_ Baseball Bunch
CID0M - Major League
Baseball: Teams to be
Announced
- America: Second
Century
0 123) - Everybody's
Business
- Twilight Zone
09 C1121 - Blackstar
(27) - That Teen Show

12:30 P.M.

8:00 A.M.

_

cu co

MOVIE: The
Alamo One hundred and
eighty volunteers fight to
the death against an army
of 7,000 Mexicans when
they come to the aid of
8:30 A.M.
Texas in its fight for freedom. John Wayne, Richard
- Bugs
0 ID
Bunny/Road Runner Show
Widmark, Laurence Harvey,
Richard Boone. 1960
Lone Ranger
0
CF - Outdoor Life
9:00 A.M.
1139 - Computer World
C3D 0 - Scooby,
O - Major League
Scrappy-Doo/ Puppy Hour
Baseball: Atlanta at New
Last Chance
York Mats
Garage
- MOVIE:'McLintockr A
0(21)- Building a Coalition
tough cattle baron meets
for Adult Literacy
his match in a strong-willed
- Daniel Boons
woman. John Wayne, Mau9:30 A.M.
reen
O'hara, • Stephanie
Powers
[330 C.12 - The Dukes
MOVIE:'PT-109' This •
- !iogen's Heroes
is the filmizwkois of the story
M - America: Second
of John F Kennedy, Naval
Century
hero of WWII and his exEverybody's
ploits in the Pacific. Cliff
Business
Robertson,
Hardin,
Ty
0 1211 - Children's Film
James Gregory 1983.
Festival
IAD0CL - Gary Coleman
- Music Magazine
Show
1:00 P.M.
0 - HBO Rock: Shenna
112 - NBA
Easton in Concert Sheens
O
Ca- Meatballs &
Spaghetti
AD ID CU - Smurfs
0Cl)- Six-Gun Heroes
Three Stooges

_

•_

an

o

-

o

0_

o

-
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Playoffs: Teams to be
Announced
- Eyewitness Magazine
- News
O (1159 Auction
0 CZ) - Understanding
Human Behav.
0- MOVIE: 'Chamber of
Horrors' A maniac, sentenced to die, cuts off his
hand to free himself and re•••
turns to seek vengeance on
those responsible for his
imprisonment.
Patrick
O'Neal, Suzy Parker, Cesare
Danova 1966.
1177) MOVIE: 'The Naked
Jungle' A South American
plantation owner and his
beautiful bride fight billions
of soldier ants eating everything in their path. Charlton
Heston, Eleanor Parker.
1954.

_

_

Country couple
Jessica Walter and Mel
Tillis star as husband and
wife in a special two-hour
episode of ABC's "The Love
Boat," airing Saturday, April
30.
(Stations reserve the right
to make last-minute changes)

1;30 P.M.
- At The Movies

a_ Public Affairs
0 12111

- Understanding
Human Behav,

2:00 P.M.
- Bill Dance Outdoors
O - Sportsbeat
M - Understanding
Human Behav.
0(2)- Land Where Blues
Began

2:30 P.M.

cmo_

Pro Bowlers Tour
0 - MOVIE: 'Fugitive
Family' A government witness against a crime syndicate boss is forced into
hiding with a new identity.
Richard Dearden, Kirby Cullen.
0
- Understanding
Human Behav.
(21 - Black Stream

2:45 P.M.

_ MOVIE:'Father Goose'
During World War II, a
beach bum manning a strategic watching station on
an island is invaded by a
French girl and seven little
charges. Cary Grant, Leslie
Caron, Trevor
Howard.
1965

3:00 P.M.
0(129- Road to LA.
- Bill Dance Fishing
- Liberty Mutual
Legends of Golf Coverage
of the semifinal round is
presented from the Onion
Creek Country Club, Austin,
TX.(2 hrs.)
0 CL - Magic of
Decorative Ping
0(21 - GED Series
- MOVIE: Texas Across
the River' A young Spanish
nobleman flees to Texas after being accused of killing
his sweetheart's fiancee.
Dean Martin, Alain Delon,
Rosemary Forsyth, Joey
Bishop. 1966

3:30 P.M.
O

C5D
Woody and
Friends
Wild World of Animals
CAD - Harold Ensley
0EL - Lap Quilting
GED Series
(12) - CBS Sports
Saturday Today's program
features a 10-round Lightweight bout between Tony
Baltazar and Gene Hatcher
and the F.I.N.A. World Cup
Diving.(90 min.) ,

a-

-

4:00 P.M.

arzczos_ Wide World
of Sports
OaD- Gunsmoke
O - This Week In Baseball
(4D - That Nashville Music

. .p.pregrIMIPIRP'

0 CI) - This Old House
[Closed Captioned]
(21) - Firing Line

4:30 P.M.

o

- Motorv.
,eek Illustrated
(i)- Grizzly Adams
0- MOVIE:'Carbon Copy'
A white executive's life
takes an unexpected turn
when his unknown black
son shows up George Segal, Susan Saint James,
Jack Warden. Rated PG.
- Magic of Oil
Painting

5:00 P.M.
O 110 - Glen Campbell
Show

o - World Championship
Wrestling
- Montage
0CID - Sawdust Therapy
Karate
ED - Kung Fu
(E) - News
- Hardy Boys/ Nancy
Drew

0 -

5:30 P.M.
O (21) - USFL Football
Highlights
- Hee Haw
- At The Movies
AD0@DI NBC News
O - Rolal,dMartin
Tony Brown's
0
Journal
Magic of Oil
O
Painting
- CBS News

1:211 -

6:00 P.M.
929 390M - News
(33 - Lawrence Welk
0 - HBO Rock: Shenna
Easton in Concert Sheena
performs her big hits videotaped at Hollywood's Palace Theatre
00
- Hee Haw
- Bobby Jones'
World
0(b) - Sneak Previews
Co-hosts Neal Gabler and
Jeffrey Lyons take a look at
The Hunger' and 'Something Wicked This Way
Comes '
ED - Dance Fever
(27)- To Be Announced

o

6:30 P.M.
O CF - Ann Holt at Large
Cl)- News
- Point to Point
0Cl)- Accent
O CL - Tennessee
Outdoorsmon
0 21) - KET Schol.
Challenge
ED - Nashville on the Road

7:00 P.M.

0c23430_ T.J. Hooker
Hooker pursues some criminals who have injured his
ex-wife. (60 min.)
emomn- Wizards
and Warriors Prince Erik
braves the Caverns of
Chaos to obtain a remedy
for his father,-(60 min.)
0 - MOVIE: 'Hell In the
Pacific' An American and a
Japanese, stranded on a
Pacific island, stalk each
other but finally join forces
to escape. Lee Marvin, Toshiro Mifune. 1969.
Duff rent
Strokes Arnold, after winning the role of Romeo,
learns that his arch rival,
Lisa, is Juliet.
'Southern
O Comfort' -Rookie National'
Guardsmen are involved in
a bloody confrontation with
the Cajun natives. Keith
Carradine, Powers Boothe.
Rated R
- Firing Line
0(7])- Life On Earth
Austin City Lm'ts
ED
Encore
O - NHL Stanley Cup
Playoffs
Solid Gold

cp 0 cc _

-

-

7:30 P.M.
gD0(I)- Silver Spoons
Kate discovers Ricky watching a X-rated film on television
ED- Popl Goss the Country
Club

8:00 P.M.
0X M0- Love Boat
Capt. Stubing and his crew
host a jamboree cruise. (2
hrs.)[Closed Captioned]
ecued2- MOVIE:
'Cowboy' A former teacher
returns to the peace and
tranquility of a Western cattle ranch only to be greeted

753-5940

by hostility. James Brolin.
1983.
a)
- Mama's Family
Eunice takes a self-help
course which helps her land
a part in a play
M - Austin City Limits
'Loretta Lynn.' A legend of
country music, Loretta Lynn
performs some of her classic hits. (60 min.)
- Undersea World of
0
Jacques Cousteau
0-MOVIE:'Streets of San
Francisco' A detective and
his partner search for the
murderer of a young girl.
Karl Malden, Robert Wagner, Kim Darby. 1972.
C27J - Laugh Trax

o

8:30 P.M.
@DO M - Teachers Only
9:00 P.M.
CAD0CL - Monitor
0 - Philip Marlowe,
Private Eye 'The Pencil.'
Marlowe confronts syndicate hit men while guarding
a gangster marked for
death.
0
M
MOVIE:
'Bluebeard' In the shadows
of 19th century Paris a brilliant painter turns to murder by killing his models
until he encounters the sister of one of his victims
John Carradine, Jean Parker. 1944.

01:21 _ Mystery 'We, the
Accused ' Paul decides to
make a run for it and Myra
agrees to go with him. (60
min.)[Closed Captioned]
- Independent Network
News

1

9:30 P.M.

_ wall St. Journal Rep
10:00 P.M.

GIP CZ0CID CI) C4D0
CID
- News
O - TBS Weekend News
ir CUSTOM KITCHEN
CABINETS 8
vaP
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

Solid Wood Cabinets & Raised Panel Door!,
Birch • Oak • Walnut • Cherry
Guncases • Mantles • 'Bookcases 'Kitchen
Cabinet Tops
Custom Built Furniture & Furniture Refinishing

- COMPETITIVE PRICES
DROP BY AND SEE OUR DISKO

1212 Main
Murray, Ky.
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5:30AM
9:00AM
1:00PM
2:00PM

—SPECIALS—
MONDAY
4/25/83

0—
—

Reptiles and Amphibians
5:30AM
6:30AM 0 HBO Theatre: Barefoot in the Park
12:30PM co_ Standing Room Only: Willie Nelson and
Family
3:30PM
Reptiles and Amphibians
4:15PM
Video Jukebox
Fraggle Rock
6:30PM
11:00PM 0— Standing Room Only: Willie Nelson and
Family
12:30AM
Not Necessarily The News
1:00AM
Yesterday Show
4:45AM
Video Jukebox

0—
0—
0—

0—
0—
—

TUESDAY
4/26/83
9:00AM
7:00PM

0— Philip Marlowe, Private Eye
axon_

I, Leonardo
Philip Marlowe, Private Eye
7:30PM
Dishes and Diesels
8:00PM
In Performance at the White House
9:00PM EL
NBC White Paper: Crime and
Insanity
— Giulini Concerts
9:30PM
Raphael Soyer
10:00PM0— Going For Laughs
4:00AM
Going For Laughs

0EL —
0EL —
0 —
0 —
0—

WEDNESDAY
4/27/83

0— HBO Rock: Shenna Easton in Concert
0— Fraggle Rock
0— HBO Magazine
0— Video Jukebox
fa 13 cy — ABC Atterschool Special

5:30AM
6:30AM
10:30AM
1:00PM
3:30PM

€10 — Fraggle Rock
— HBO Rock: Shenna Easton in Concert
HBO Magazine
Barbara Woodhouse Goes to Beverly Hills
8:00PM CD CU — Barbara Woodhouse Goes to Beverly Hills
Mark Russell Comedy Spec.
9:00PM U
a_ Life's Most Embarrassing
Moments
O (id) — Voices of Native Americans
10:30PM0— Yesterday Show
11:00PM0— Cries From the Deep, Pert I
1:00AM a_ HBO Rock: Shenna Easton in Concert

0—
lej(21) —
o

(0)
-

CZ) CI)

THURSDAY
4/28/83

-

o

Standing Room Only: Willie Nelson and
Family
3:30PM O
Luck of Roaring Camp
Staying Alive
4:00PM O
5:00PM O — Kamikaze
Standing Room Only: Willie Nelson and
7:00PM
Family
8:30PM
Not Necessarily The News
10:45PM
Philip Marlowe, Private Eye
11:00PM O
Cries From the Deep, Part II
3:45AM O
Not Necessarily The News
4:30AM
Kamikaze
-

—

-

o
o
0—
—
0—

-

0—
0(3)L0(21 —
0—
0—
0—

9:30AM
11:00AM0
3:00PM
3:30PM
6:00PM
9:00PM
10:00PM
2:15AM O

CE

-

SUNDAY
5/1/83

-

FRIDAY
4/29/83
10:30AM
HBO Magazine
2:30PM
New Shapes in Education
4:30PM 0— Fraggle Rock
6:30PM U
HBO Magazine
7:00PM ococc- Candid Camera-Now and Then
8:30PM
Yesterday Show
11:30PM CC
Late Night with David Letterman

—

—
0—
0(1) —

0— HBO Theatre: Barefoot in the Park
0— Two in a Box
0— HBO Magazine
0— Fraggle Rock
0— HBO Theatre: Barefoot in the Park
0— HBO Magazine
0C_C — America's Heroes: A Sports Chronicle
6:30PM -0 — Fraggle Rock
7:00PM CC0
— TV Censored Bloopers
5:15AM
7:30AM
10:00AM
10:30AM
11:00AM
3:00PM
6:00PM

11:30PM 0_ Going For Laughs

SATURDAYco
n
o CE

0- Not Necessarily The

News This show promises
to be everything the current
news is not.
- ABC News
Soundstage
Special
MOVIE: 'Cool Hand
Luke' A young man on a
chain gang earns the restakes his responsibility to the pect of his fellow prisoners
quartet quite personally, since when he defies the guards.
his own intern son committed Paul Newman, George Kensuicide as a result of job nedy, Jo Van Fleet. 1967.
stress; he's trying to prevent 27)- MOVIE:'The Victors' A
the same tragedy from occur- squad of American soldiers
ring again. Indeed, the interns fight hard, and love in the
do have their own traumas: same way. George HamilLisa Eilbacher's character, ton, George Peppard, Eli
Dr. Ingrid Sorenson, finds Wallach. 1963
problems in reconciling her
10:15 P.M.
vast professional knowledge
ABC News
CID
with her personal life.
Wrestling
"She's unable to cope with
10:30 P.M.
her love life in regard to her
career," says the actress,
Entertainment This
"and I think that's like most Week
women. I actually asked for
Gunsmoke
that story line, because I EL - MOVIE: 'The Harvey
know so many women who Girls' Young girls in a small
are in law school or whatever western town alter the town
and have no time for them- standards and the men.
selves. Until I started dating a Judy Garland, John Hodiak,
cinematographer, no one Ray Bolger. 1946.
understood my hours or my
O _ Tushl
leaving for three months to do
Saturday Night Live
a film."
One measure of "Ryan's" a_ MOVIE:'Honky Tonk
efforts to be innovative is its Freeway' Residents of a
cast, and Eilbacher is a prime small town are unhappy
example. Sometimes confused about a new expressway.
Bridges,
Beverly
with her younger actress-sis- Beau
ter Cindy, she resisted doing a D'Angelo, William Devane.
series for many years (though Rated PG.
That Nashville
she was a semi-regular on 0 CL
"The Hardy Boys"), and Music
- Dance Fever
veered toward such features
and specials as "An Officer
11:00 P.M.
and a Gentleman," "The
Austin City Lm'ts
Winds of War" and Charles Encore
Bronson's current "10 to
)12 Best of Midnight
Midnight."
Specials
However, the enthusiasm of
"Ryan's Four" executive pro11:15P.M.
ducers Henry Winkler — alias
MOVIE: To Be
Fonzie on "Happy Days" —
Announced
and David Victor, who had
11:30 P.M.
great success as the man
MOVIE:
behind "Marcus Welby, M.D.,"
Two drifters
changed Lisa's mind. "If the
scripts continue to be of this meet up and through their
caliber," she says, "I'll be friendship learn something
about life, love and caring.
happy to continue with „ it
Everyone's on pins and nee- Gone Hackman, Al Pacino.
dles about me, thinking I'm 1973
going to fly off because I pri- acr_ Solid Gold
marily deal in features. When a- MOVIE: 'The Man In
you've been doing just min- the Gray Flannel Suit' A Maiseries or features, it's herd to dison Avenue executive
get into a regular series. I'm struggles to get ahead to
not used to this pace. and I find meaning in his life. Gregive credit to all those people gory Peck, Jennifer Jones,
who maintain it It's hardy'
Fretffic March. 1956

New programs
have old themes
By Jay Bobbin
The new spring TV shows
might not seem all that new,
given their familiar subjects.
There are lawyers ("The
Mississippi"). detectives("Ace
Crawford, private eye") and
doctors. That last category,
though, includes one freshman
program striving for something different; everyone
involved in it is striving for a
rare degree of quality. The
series is ABC's "Ryan's
Four," the story of a medical
center's Director of Interns
(played by Tom Skerritt) and
his four young charges (Dirk
Blocker, Timothy Daly, Lisa
__Eilbacher and Albert Hall).
Dr. Thomas Abbott Ryan

o
0 (21 a) -

-

El(231 -

C49 -

Sea Otter
By
Ray Harm

1,000 Signed and Numbered 14"x24"

SATURDAY
4/30/83
HBO Rock: Shenna Easton in Concert
co_ ABC Weekend Special
GED Series
GED Series
HBO Rock: Shenna Easton in Concert
Philip Marlowe, Private Eye
Not Necessarily The News
Great Pleasure Hunt II

-

0—

€11 -

5:30PM
6:30PM
7:00PM

O — Staying Alive
O HBO Theatre: Barefoot in the Park
O — Philip Marlowe, Private Eye

Stop By To
View This
___:Print And Many
Others By Ray Harm

-

(19
CI CL -

-

'Scarecrow'

PHOTOGRAPHER: DAVID CELAYA

WELLS STUD!

216E. NORTH ST. 247-1851 MAYFIELD, KY. ,
SAT. 9-12:30 CLOSED MON.
OPEN TUES.-FRI. 9-5

- Saturday Night

Live

12:00 A.M.

Cf -

MOVIE: ThIF Gallant
Hours' This film is based on
events surrounding Adm.
William F. Hersey during
World War II. James Cagney, Dennis Weaver, Richard Jaeckel. 1960.
News/Sign Off

a)ao

-

12:15 A.M.

O

MOVIE: 'I'm Dancing
As Fast As I Can' A Valiumaddicted TV producer's lifestyle falls apart when she
tries to quit cold turkey. Jill
Clayburgh, Nicol Williamson, Geraldine Page. 1982.
Rated R.
-

12:30 A.M.

-

0CL America's Top Ton
EL - Three Stooges

1:00 A.M.

0EL - News

1:15 A.M.

CE - ABC News
1:30 A.M.
- News
2:00 A.M.
- MOVIE:'Zeppelin'
A young British soldier is
used by the authorities as a
spy to gain access to the detailed plans for Germany's
zeppelin. Elke Sommer, Michael York. 1971

2:15 A.M.

O- Great Pleasure Hunt II
Discover the pleasures you
can buy when money is no
object.

3:15 A.M.
-

MOVIE: 'Southern
Comfort' Rookie National
Guardsmen are involved in
a bloody confrontation with
the Cajun natives. Keith
Carradine, Powers Boothe.
Rated R

4:00 A.M.
Grj - MOVIE:'Terminal
Man' A brilliant computer
scientist suffers from blackouts in which he turns violently homicidal. Doctors
implant.electrodes in his
brain in an effort to stop the
fits, but he escapes from the
hospital before the treatment is complete. Now they
must find him and stop his
bloody -rampage. George
Segal, Joan Hackett, Richard A. Dysart, Jill Clayburgh 1974

4:30 A.M.

O - Agriculture USA.

•
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SUNDAY-

5/1/83

5:00 A.M.
O Week In Review
5:15 A.M.
-

HBO Theatre: Barefoot
in the Park Two newlyweds
learn to live with each
other

Mr. Rogers'
Neighborhood
0- Ernest Angley
(f2) - Jerry Falwell
1:10

9:15 A.M.
- Hamilton Bros

-

6:00 A.M.
- It's Your Business
Mornings on 5
CF - Cartoons
O - World Tomorrow

o

CE) -

6:15 A.M.
- Weather

6:30 A.M.
O m_ Face to Face

CF - Eyewitness Magazine
O - It Is Written

o

CC - Accent
0(li2) - Perspective

Night

'tient
ad on
Adm.
uring
Cag, Bin Off

icing
liumr's Iii she
y. Jill
ham982.

'Ten

er is
I as a
le deany's
r, Mi-

unt II
you
is no

them
tional
aid in
with
Keith
iothe.

minal
puter

ns victors
his
p the
rn the
treatthey
p his
'ergo
, RiClay-

6:45 A.M.
CAD - Farm Digest
7:00 A.M.
0(iZ) - World Tomorrow
O m- Jerry Falwell
CI) - Amazing Grace Bible
Class
O - Cartoon Carnival
CF - Community Worship
- Montage
Christ Gospel Hour
_ Sesame
O
o
Street
0 - America's Black
Forum
(12) - Robert Schuller
(21?) - Cartoons

o

-

7:30 A.M.
0ID 0
- Amazing
Grace
CF - Day of Discovery
CF - Bobby Jones Gospel
Show
0-Two in a Box The mime
team of Sheilds and Yarnell
perform.
a_ James Robison
- Old Time Religion

8:00 A.M.
0CE0C12- Jimmy
Swaggart
0CC - It Is Written
cr - James Robison
- Lost In Space
CAD - At Home With the
Bible
- MOVIE: 'Missing' An
American writer disappears
during a military coup in a
South American country.
Jack Lemmon, Sissy Spacek. 1982. Rated PG.
CF - Young at Heart
0- Trinity Tabernacle
- Undersea World of
Jacques Coustsa u

o

au_ Sesame Street
- Show My People
1
1 7)- Sunday Morning

8:15 A.M.
Street
8:30 A.M.
0
- James Robison
CID - Reborn
(4)0- Day of Discovery

9:30 A.M.
0CC - Two Rivers Hour
CF - World Tomorrow
MOVIE: 'Bullite A
tough, modern-day police
detective is involved in the
middle of Mafia dealing
and political intervention.
Steve McQueen, Robert
Vaughn, Jacqueline Bisset.
1968.
CF - Nashville Gospel
Show
0
- Herald of Truth
a- Oral Roberts and You
Electric Company
(22) - Jimmy Swaggert

o

-

_

10:00 A.M.
Rex Humbard
CI)- PTL Club
CAD 0- Jim Whittington
Religion
O - HBO Magazine
0
- Changed Lives
0 CC - Matinee at the
Bijou 'Wildcat.'
(1T - Sesame Street
0- Lone Ranger
- Southwest Championship Wrestling
- Oral Roberts
0

a c2D _

10:30 A.M.
0ID

- Baptist Church
Face the Nation
CF - This Week with David
Brinkley
- Fraggle Rock Visit the
world of Fraggle Rock underneath the basement of
an eccentric inventor.
- Christopher CloseUp
- Way of Life
(13 - MOVIE: 'Abbott and
Costello in Society' Two
plumbers and a girl taxicab
driver are mistaken for
guests at a swank party.
Bud Abbott, Lou Costello,
Kirby Grant. 1944
- Jim Whittington
Religion
Monument of Faith
Break Through

am_

_

11:00 A.M.
0CE)- Newsmakers
CF - Virgil Ward's Fishing
0-HBO Theatre: Barefoot
in the Park Two newlyweds
learn to live with each
other.
0 W 0 - First Baptist
Church
(21)- Over Easy [Closed
Captioned]
(1:2) - It's Your Business

o

11:30 A.M.
Week with
David Brinkley

0(23) - Sesame

0 CF - This

0
- Paducah Devotion
- Larry Jones Ministry

- Prime of Your Life
CID - Jerry Falwell
151:) - Meet The Press
0 W - Sneak Previews
Co-hosts Neal Gabler and
Jeffrey Lyons take a look at
'Dr Detroit' and 'Still Smoking.'
0
- Wall Street Week

9:00 A.M.
Kenneth Copeland
O.CC - Oral Roberts
- Kingdom Liming
- Lighter Side
- Silhouettes of The City
- Rev. David Paul
CID - Mystery 'We, the
•
Accused.' Paul decides to
make a run for it and Myra
agrees to go with him.(BO
min.)[Closed Captioned]
(21)-

•

•

•

Louis Rukeyser analyzes
the "80s with a weekly review of economic and investment matters.
(III -o Facer the Nation
- Wanted: Deed or Alive
12:00 P.M.
03)0 CM -NBA
Playoffs: Teams to be
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Announced
Computer
0 121) a_ Last of the Wild
Programme
CA)0 W - NBC Sports:
3:30 P.M.
Ringside Today's program
- Winners
O
features a 10-round light.
0- Women's Gymnastics:
heavyweight bout between
Palace
Caesars
1983
David Sears and Bob JenInvitational
nings. (60 min.)
0CC - America: Second
- Spiritual Uplift
Century
0
0
0
- To Be Announced
Washington Week/Review
Paul Duke is joined by top
3:45 P.M.
Washington journalists ancy 0 _ Wide World of
alyzing the week's news.
Sports
0- MOVIE:'Walking Tall4:00 P.M.
The Final Chapter' This film
O CF _ MOVIE: 'I'll Be
deals with the last months
Seeing You' A girl out of priin the life of Buford Pusser,
son and an emotionally upthe late Tennessee sheriff.
set soldier, find a new lease
Bo
Svenson,
Richard
on life during a ten-day roJaeckel,
Luke
Askew.
mantic interlude. Ginger
1977.
Rogers, Joseph Cotten,
- MOVIE:'Fort Apache'
Shirley Temple 1945
A colonel causes the masa_ Wild World of Animals
sacre of his military outpost
W - Focus on Society
by the Apaches due to his
(21) - This Old House
own stubbornness. John
[Closed Captioned]
Wayne, Henry Fonda, Shirley Temple. 1948.
4:30 P.M.
O - Jacques Cousteau
12:30 P.M.
- Focus on Society
0ID CF - USFL Football:
Teams to be Announced
- Woodwright's
Shop
O - Major League
"COWBOY" — James Brolin (r.) and Ted Denson star
Baseball: Atlanta at New
5:00 P.M.
in the contemporary western drama "Cowboy," a new
York Meta
O I)CAD0CF-News
made-for-TV movie airing Saturday, April 30 on "The
- Search the Scriptures
CF0- ABC News
CBS Saturday Night Movie."
0CL - Wall Street Week
a_ MOVIE:'Meatballs' An
Louis Rukeyser analyzes
funniest flubs and goofs
irreverent head counselor
looking 'Visitors' attempt to
the '80s with a weekly renever intended for public
befriends a summer-camp
take over the planet Earth.
view of economic and inviewing. (R)(60 min.)
misfit. Bill Murray, Chris
Marc Singer, Faye Grant,
vestment matters.
Makepeace, Kate Lynch.
0- MOVIE: 'Missing' An
Jane Badler. 1983.
1979. Rated PG.
American writer disappears
CDCC - Masterpiece
(21) - Comment on
during a military coup in a
0 CI) - Understanding
Theatre 'Private Schulz:
Kentucky
South American country.
Human Behav.
Schulz falls once more un1:00 P.M.
Jack Lemmon, Sissy Spader the command of Major
Victory Garden
cek. 1982. Rated PG.
Nauheim.(60 min ([Closed
CC 0
- SportsWorld
CD - Wonder Woman
Today's program features a
Captioned]
- Cosmos'Shores of
0
CD
(112) - CBS News
10-round heavyweight bout
the Cosmic Ocean: Dr. Carl
0 GEO - Masterpiece
5:30 P.M.
between Lee Canalito and
Sagan
takes
flight
a
Theatre 'Private Schulz
co
_ News
Scott Frank. (2 hrs.)
through space aboard a siSchulz is reunited with the
a_ This Week With David 0CI)- CBS News
mulated spaceship. (R)(60
rest of Nauheim's forgers
Brinkley
min.)
([Closed Captioned]
CF - Wild Kingdom
(60 min.) [Closed Capa- Nice People
- All Creatures Great
0CL - Sports America
tioned]
and Small
CilD0CC - NBC News
How to Be a
CD - Black Pulse
Financially Secure Woman
- Bill Dance Outdoors
CD Ernest Angley
(rt)- Entertainment Tonight
Those Amazing
o CC _ Understanding
1:30 P.M.
8:30 P.M.
Animals
Human Behav.
- MOVIE: 'Going Aper
acrin - Alice When
(21) - Magic of
Three orangutans compli7:30 P.M.
labor becomes manageDecorative Ptng
cate the life of their
a CID 4E) C121 - Newhart
ment, the girls discover that
Soup Man
guardian. Tony Danza, JesGeorge can't recognize his
life isn't all gravy at the disica Walker, Danny Devito.
old high-school sweetheart.
6:00 P.M.
ner.
1981. Rated PG.
(R)
- Ripley's
O ID
CD - Bryant Productions
Believe It or Not
2:00 P.M.
8:00 P.M.
9:00 P.M.
0CE)CD (f2)-80 Minutes
- To Be Announced
CE 12)C12) - Jeffersons
fEj (112) - Trapper
Louise and George breakup
Cep
a _ Best of World
American
John, M.D.
Championship Wrestling
after Louise tries to find a
Government
way to spend more time
O - TBS Weekend News
0
- Portraits In Pastels
CF - To Be Announced
with George
W - Masterpiece
0CL _ Amoriges Heroes:
2:15 P.M.
0- Week In Review
Theatre
A Sports Chrorlicle
CD _ MOVIE: 'Rosemary's
AD0CC - MOVIE:'V Part
- National Press
0
- Solid Gold
Baby' A pregnant woman
Some
spaceships
1
with
Club
•
CE)
Washington
realizes her husband is inthousands
humanof
Report
volved with a coven of
CD - Jerry Falwell
witches who have designs
0(21) - Life On Earth
on her unborn baby. Mia
- Hardy Boys/ Nancy
Farrow, John Cassavetes,
Drew
Ruth Gordon. 1968
Sr
a
\M-Ny
61
iti1
6:30 P.M.
2:30 P.M.
0- Fraggle Rock Visit the
- NBA
O CU al
world of Fraggle Rock unPlayoffs: Teams to be
derneath the basement of
Announced
an eccentric inventor
American
0 CI) - Great Chefs/New
Government
Orleans
0
- Rewiring Your
- NHL Stanley Cup
World
Playoffs
(27) - MOVIE: 'Home from
the pm. An illegitimate son
7:00 P.M.
saves his dad's life. Robert
▪ CE Ci)
- MOVIE

a

o

o

o

_

_

o

-

-

o

-

o

C5D

o

Mitchum, Eleanor Parker,
Everett Sloane. 1960.
3:00P.M.
CL)0 - Liberty Mutual
Legends of Golf Coverage
of the final round is pre
tented from Onion Creek
Country Club, Austin, TX.(2
hrs.)
0- HBO Magazine
0CI) - America: Second

Century

'1941' Panic begins in Cali
fornis following the Pearl
Harbor attack. John Belushi, Dan Ackroyd, Ned

Beatty. 1979
OW0912- Goodnight.

Boantov•n Matt and Jenny
are trapped by a flood
O - Nashville Alive
C3ID 0(I) - TV Censored
Bloopers Dick Clark hosts
this look at some of the

Italian Spaghetti
Special
S 1 49
•
Breed
RIO Garlic
Salad 59 Extra

Meals; Only

FFIPP Refills On Drinks

99' Special For Kids

Wednesday 11 AM 10PM

se .

•

•

_
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SUNDAY-CONT.

9:15 P.M.

O -

MOVIE: 'Victor/
Victoria' A female entertainer becomes a hit by posing
as a man in drag Julie Andrews, James Garner, Robert Preston 1982 Rated
PG

U

Live
lx
ED Open U p
MOVIE: 'Home from
the Hill An illegitimate son
saves his dad's life. Robert
Mitchum, Eleanor Parker,
Everett Sloane. 1960.
700 Club

9:30 P.M.

O - Sports Page

_

- Evening at the Improv
10:00 P.M.

:L. ;XiCFO
32, if)

_ News

O - Jerry

Falwell

O
O

Io - ABC News
O X - American

For Laughs Comedians Paul Reiser, Arsenio Hall and Barry Sobel
perform.
- NHL Stanley Cup
Playoffs
11:45 P.M.
O - Andy Griffith

a)-

10:15 P.M.

12:00 A.M.

-3- - ABC News
O - Jim Bakker

10:30 P.M.
11) CID - Live Tonight

CF - Directions
O - MOVIE: 'Flying

Down
to Rio'. Dancing girls cavort
on the plane's wing and Astaire and Rogers do 'The
Carioca' in their first screen
teaming Dolores Del Rio,
Ginger Rogers, Fred Astaire. 1933.

_ Rockford Files
Co

_

•

MOVIE: 'Doctor
Franken' A transplant specialist is1aced with rebuilding the shattered body of a
young man by using donor
ports and cells Robert
Vaughn, Terri Garr, Cynthia
Harris 1980
Movie
- MOVIE:'The Sons
of Katie Elder' Four brothers return home for their
mother's funeral and remain to find out what happened to her and their
ranch John Wayne, Dean
Martin, Earl Holliman. 1965

_
agT2J

-•

11:15 P.M.
Andy
:
Koik
Gariffith
11:30 P.M.

O - Going

Playhouse 'Wings • Tonight's program is an adaptation of Arthur Kopit's play
about an aging aviatrix (90
min ([Closed Captioned]
Wrap Around

CF - 700 Club
CF - Miller and

Larry King Show
1 1:00 P.M.
- Saturday Night

12:30 A.M.

02 - ABC News
O CE - News

1:00 A.M.
•u)- CBS News
Nightwatch
CD - CNN Headline News

'Mama's Family' is back

0

1:45 A.M.

- MOVIE: 'Victor/
Victoria' A female entertainer becomes a hit by posing
as a man in drag Julie Andrews, James Garner, Robert Preston 1982 Rated
PG

By Dan Lewis
HOLLYWOOD - Despite
modest to low ratings. NBC
has renewed "Mama's
Family- for next season, a
gesture of faith in the series
that the television audience
has yet to match.

2:00 A.M.

-

MOVIE: 'Magnificent
Ambersons' A decadent family clings to tradition in a
time beset by rapid change
Joseph
Cotten, Agnes
Morehead, Anne Baxter
1942

2:30 A.M.

-

Men's Gymnastics:
UCLA at Nebraska

4:00 A.M.

O - Winners
el- MOVIE:'Meatballs' An
irreverent head counselor
befriends a summer-camp
misfit_ Bill Murray, Chris
Makepeace, Kate Lynch
1979 Rated PG
Prog cont'd

_

4:30 A.M.

O _ It's Your Business
(1) - AMF Women's
Bowling

CF - Three Stooges

Vicki Lawrence
"Mama's Family" is an
extract from the old "Carol
Burnett Show." where Miss
Burnett, Vicki Lawrence and
Harvey Korman performed in
the recurring sketch based on
a shrill, sniping family.
While Miss Burnett and
Korman have appeared as
guest-stars in the roles they
created -- Ed and Eunice

9-MOVIE:'Soup for One'
A newswriter begins an obsessive pursuit of his
'dream girl' after researching a series on the singles
life. Marcia Strassman,
Saul Rubinek, Gerrit Graham. Rated R.
0
- Pop! Goes the
Country Club

it0StiC
s
You'll Like The Image You See t'

••••

_ News/Sign Off

After one of our professional stylists
gives you a new look! Maybe you
want a new short haircut or maybe
you'd like a curly perm! Whatever
your choice, our people are ready to
listen!
asy••••• YISLAIN
,

OYLMPtC PLAZA,
MURRAY, 753-0542
2611 N.C. MATINS DRIVE,
PADUCAH, 442-43$6
Ns Appeidwest
Ilscessari
The original femib itaircattera.

fIlla%Pt'

<XS.Inf.-

FILL IW THE MISSING LETTERS INJ
THE "1V lit)ORDS" BELOW.

L.

Higgins - for the original
sketches, Miss Lawrence has
returned to star in the new
series as Mama Harper, the
acerbic and cynical matriarch
of an embittered clan of
misfits.
At best, "Mama's Family"
had a shaky start this season.
Originally planned to premiere last September, a distinctly negative reaction to
the pilot at a press screening
motivated NBC to yank the
series from the schedule even
before the season began.
When the show finally
joined NBC's schedule this
winter, Betty White, in a
recurring character slot,
recreated her role as Eunice's
caustic sister, and Ken Berry
joined the cast to play
Mama's hapless son.
Korman was enlisted to
devote full time to "Mama's
Family" in a number of
capacities.
Dressed elegantly in either
a smoking jacket and ruffled
dress shirt, or alternately a
conservative dark three-piece
business suit, he appears at
the top of each episode, a caricature of Alistair Cooke (he
identifies himself as "Alistair

Quince") to introduce each
weekly segment.
In addition, Korman has
made a number of appearances with Miss Burnett as the
low-brow Higgins couple,
beginning with the premiere
show.
Korman also becamc codirector with Roger Beatty of
all the episodes. The writers,
who had created the characters for Miss Burnett's longrunning variety show, were
replaced.
"The problem (with the
pilot) was the writers' tendency to sketch the episodes as if
it were still the old Carol
show," Korman says.
Miss Lawrence agrees.
"The original writers were
very reluctant to let go of the
characters," she adds. "Now,
we don't spend all the time
yelling in the living room."
Five times nominated for
an Emmy, and once a winner
of the coveted award during
her 11 years with the Burnett
show, Miss
Lawrence
observes that she feels comfortable playing Mama,
despite the fact she is considerably younger than the character she portrays.

Soap star followed
parents'footsteps

RIG

By Nancy M. Reichardt
As the progeny of a
Russian-born show business
family, it's not surprising that
"Days of Our Lives" star Lan900
40/E7
01
na Saunders (Marie Curtis)
,841.5.7-M16
followed in her parents
footsteps and became an
1 1/
44t2Se.
actress.
141Dai FZEARZAkIGE 1-1-16
Born and raised in New
York City, Lanna is a gradu1-E rrER5 You FIL.CED IN)
ate of the High School of the
TO SPELL "NE 'JAME CF A
Performing Arts. She began
her own acting career at an
learly age. And ironically, she
MOVIE ACTOR:
!understudied the role of Macdonald Carey's (who portrays
Lanna's "Days" father, Tom
'Horton) daughter in the
Broadway play, "Anniversary
Waltz."
"atta
,
S3ro?1
"I grew up on the stage,"
rt)*asi rw-Ple —
'a,
,dvs '30,145 'ne5fe/313 h-710d ..-Varft501
says Saunders. "My background traiiiing is like my
father's - (Nicholas Saunders, who's starring offBroadway in 'Blood Moon') all
theater.
"Doing 'Days,' even though
I've done short stints on other
soaps ('The Brighter Day' and
'The Young and the Restless')
is the longest I've ever devoted to doing a soap opera. It's
been a very rewarding experience, but also the toughest
thing I've ever done in my
life," stated Lanna, who
Limit
Offer Good All Day - No
begins her fifth year with the
soap this month.
" Although "Days" consumes
most of Lanna's professional
time, she has kept active in
Good At AIII Arco Taco John
West Coast theater producq Murray
tions, and has also guestAcross From
starred on numerous nighttime series and appeared in
The Football Stadium
feature films.
Taking time out from her
soap schedule last fall, Lanna

st

L.A

TACO JOHN'S
753-9697

Lanna Saunders
fulfilled a long-time dream of
visiting her family's native
Russia. Accompanied by her
husband, actor Lawrence
Pressman, and a group of 20
other artists, Lanna toured
the Soviet Union.
"It was an extraordinary
experience. We were able to
meet the people and spend
time in their homes, which is
very unusual. As an American
actress raised in a Russian
theatrical family, it was
thrilling to sit in the Moscow
Art Theater watching 'Three
Sisters' in the native language
it was written in (Lanna
speaks Russian fluently). I
had tears in my eyes most of
the time we were there."
Meanwhile, back on
"Days," Lanna, as one-third of
a summer love triangle story
line, is sure to be shedding
tears as Marie struggles to
keep her marriage to Neil
Curtis from crumbling.
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Ralph Waite recasts Pa Walton-type role in new series
By FRANK BLODGETT
Ralph Waite has one of
those faces you just have
to trust. I don't know
what kind of parts he
played before he became
John Walton, Sr. but
since then, with that face,
the only parts he'll get
are strong, quiet, high
principled, reassuring
types. It's an example of
the phenomenon of actor

and character becoming
one in the mind of the audienct
While this is not uncommon, most actors want to
break out of the mold and
demonstrate their versatility. Waite, on the
other hand, seems to be
content to just transfer
Pa Walton to a new job
and a new series. That's

exactly what he's done in
Essence," another pilot
his new pilot series "The
that's not faring too well
Mississippi" currently .. on the other networks.
running on Friday nights
Looks like a setup for
at 9 on CBS.
good ratings and a
renewal for a full run
The network apparentnext fall.
ly has confidence in the
show since they've
As for the show itself,
scheduled it right after
it's not about the
high-rated "Dallas" with
Mississippi. Well, we see
only the second half of a
some pretty shots of it
movie and "Bold
once in a while and the

Regular series win for CBS network
end of original programming on the three networks. But because of increased competition from
cable, pay television and
independent sfations the
networks have more
original shows in store for
May and the summer.
ABC won the last week
and the highest-rated
show by a wide margin
was its telecast of the
Academy Awards
ceremonies. A Barbara
Walters special on Oscar
night also tied for third
place with CBS'
"Dallas."
CBS won the season
with a rating of 18.2, a
half rating point ahead of
ABC's 17.7 rating. NBC
was third with a rating of
15.1.
ABC, with an assist
from the Academy
Awards, won the final
week ending April 17 with
a rating of 18.4. The networks say this means
that in an average primetime minute, 18.4 percent
of homes with television
were tuned to ABC. CBS
was second with 16.9 and
"Wings," Arthur Kopit's NBC was third with 13.0.
For the past season
Tony Award nominated play,
will be presented on "Ameri- CBS won 19 out of 29
can Playhouse" Tuesday. weeks on the strength of
April 26 on PBS.
its regular series and moConstance Cummings will tion
pictures. ABC won
recreate the role of Emily,.,
Stilson for which she won a seven weeks, two because
of "The Winds of War,"
two because of "The
Thorn Birds" and one
because of the Oscar
telecast. NBC won three
weeks, two because of the
World Series and one
because of the Super
Bowl.
Here are the Top 10
shows for the past week:
The Academy Awards, a
rating of 39.0 or 32.4
million households, ABC;
"60 Minutes," 24.8 or 20.6
Constance
million, CBS; CBS'
Tony Award on Broadway "Dallas" and ABC's
John Madden directed the — Bar,bara Walters
Broadway production as well Special' 24.0
or 19.9
as this television production.
He was responsible for the million, tied; "Magnum,
first staging of "Wings" at the P.I.," 23.7 or 19.7 million,
Yale Repertory Theater and CBS; "Dynasty," 23.2 or
for its original form as a radio 19.3 million, ABC; "The
play
A-Team," 22.2 or 18.4
LOS ANGELES (AP)
— ABC had the
miniseries dazzle, NBC
had the sports muscle,
but CBS won the television ratings season on the
staying power of its
regular series.
It was the week-in,
week-out strength of such
CBS series as ''60
Minutes," "Dallas, "MA-S-H" and "Magnum,
P.I." that brought home
the title for the fourth
straight year.
Even as it won the A.C.
Nielsen Co. ratings for
the season, CBS lost the
final week to ABC
because of ABC's
Academy Awards
telecast. CBS lost only 10
of the 29 weeks of the
season and almost every
one was due to a
miniseries, special or
major sports event on
ABC or NBC.
The television
"season" extended from
Sept. 27, 1982, to April 17.
In past years the end of
the season marked the

'Wings'slated

million, NBC; "Trapper
John, M.D.," 21.5 or 17.9
"million, CBS; CBS Tuesday Night Movie, "Summer Girl," 20.5 or 17.0
million, CBS; "Simon &
Simon," 20.2 or 16.8
million, CBS.

Here are the five
lowest-rated shows:
"Bare Essence," NBC;
"Teachers Only," NBC;
"Casablanca," NBC;
"Monitor," NBC; "CBS
News Special, "Eye on
the Media," CBS.

TV Dialogue
SAD FAN — I was saddened
by the death of radio and TV
star Arthur Godfrey. I recall
he had once had cancer. Was
this the cause of death? In
addition, can you tell me if he
had any children and what
was the name of his popular
TV show of the late 40s and
50s?
"The old redhead" died on
March 16 of pneumonia and
emphysema after a short
hospitalization. The 79-yearold Godfrey was married to
Mary Burke for 45 years and
they had two sons and a
daughter. During the height of
his popularity. Godfrey actually had two prime-time
shows on CBS at the same
time. One was "Arthur Godfrey and Friends" (remembered for the famous firings
of Julius La Rosa and much of
the rest of the cast) and the
other was "Arthur Godfrey's
Talent Scouts." Each ran for
10 years.

Arthur Godfrey
YEA OR NAY — Can you
tell me if the lady who played
Felicia on the March 11 episode of "Remington Steele" is
really Pierce Brosnan's wife?
Also, where can I write him?
Actress Cassandra Harris is
indeed Brosnan's missus. They
have two children. Christopher and Charlotte. "Steele"
is another series from MTM
Enterprises, so you write

there at 4024 Radford Ave.,
Studio City, CA 91604.
Please help me to prove to
several guys that this girl isn't
as crazy as they think she is.
Am I correct in saying that
Marva Kidder of "Superman' did not star as Indy's
girlfriend in "Raiders of the
Lost Ark." Also, didn't the
actress from "Raiders" have
a part in "Animal House?"
OK, guys. she may be a crazy kinda gal, but she's right
this time. Karen Allen, who
admittedly looks and speaks
very much like Miss Kidder,
played Marion Ravenwood,
Nepal's prettiest barkeep. She
was also in "Animal House,"
where she engaged in extracurricular studies with the
professor played by Donald
Sutherland.
WILL THE REAL... — Is
John Heard, who played the
curator in "Cat People," the
same actor who starred in
"Altered States" and "Body
Heat"? My wife says he isn't.
I have more than a dinner riding on this.
Looks like you've lost your
wager. You're confusing
Heard (who was once married
to the above-mentioned Miss
Kidder for about three weeks)
with William Hurt (who was
married to actress Mary Beth
Hurt). While Hurt has become
a hot Hollywood property,
Heard, whom you may have
seen recently in TV's Frances
Farmer saga, "Will There
Really Be a Morning?," has
vet to star in a box-office
winner. Other than "Cat
People," he's done "Cutter
and Bone," -Chilly Scenes of
Winter" and "On the Yard."
Heard is now rehearsing a
Broadway pt.sy, while Hart is
filming ''Gorky Park" in
Finland. At least you didn't
drag English actor John Hurt
into the argument.
(c) 10113, TV Spotlight
(Send your letters to Pepper
O'Brien, United Feature
Syndicate, 200 Park Avenue,
Room 602, New York. NY
10166.)

towns the story takes
place in are supposed to
be on it but "The
Mississippi" is really a
lawyer show out of the
mold of "Perry Mason"
and "The Defenders."
Waite has been turned
into Ben Walker who used
to be a successful big city
lawyer. Well, no one who
looks and acts like Ralph
Waite could be contented
with the big city life so he
decided to run a paddlewheel tug boat on the
Mississippi river. While
this sounds like "Fantasy
Island," it's actually a
pretty shrewd gimmick
to get those of us who'd
like to to something like
that to identify with the
character and envy his
new found freedom.
But, network television
producers being sharp
folks, they realized that
even Ralph Waite wasn't
going to attract a lot of
people to watch him paddle up and down the river.
So the idea of his running
the boat for a living and
doing a little pickup
lawyering on the side was
dropped (though no one
has told the CBS publicity
department). Now we see
him a couple of times getting on or off the boat and
there's a shot of him paddling up the river for the
credits. (But I notice he's
not towing anything.) I
gathei his boat is now
supposed to be the common mao's version of a
yacht.
What Ben does for a living is practice law. Only
now he does it in various
little towns along the
river somewhere in the
south. He's the outsider
coming in to defend a
local person of murder.
Small towns being what
they are, he is, of course,
resented by the local
folks — especially the one
who really committed the
crime. Naturally, all is
forgiven when he solves
BOB DUNN

the case. ( Remember in
heroic lawyer shows, the
lawyer — not the police —
always solves the crime. )
The stories I've seen so
far have been slightly
above average television
mystery fare (which isn't
saying much). They're
fairly well plotted but not
too hard to figure out. If
Waite's broad, slightly
stooped shoulders, lined
face, slight grin and soft
spoken nature don't attract you, the career of
Ben Walker will be a
short one. You may,
however, be attracted by
Ben's self righteousness.
At least once a show he
really puts someone down
in an uncharacteristically angry way. This is
usually a bumbling
sheriff or troublesome
townsperson. If you identify with his character,
it's fun to see Waite attack the unjust.
For the younger
viewers, who often control the set, the producers
have provided two young
assistants for Ben, Stella
and Lafe. Both are attractive and energetic
and do most of the leg
work. Lafe also has to
regularly urge Ben to
keep on taking cases ( or
at least cases that pay)so
that he and Stella can
keep their jobs. Ben
would usually rather fish
or paddle on the river —
unless, of course there's a
person around who has
been unjustly accused.
"The Mississippi" is a
good example of television's star system. The
vehicle is not as important as the star. Compared to similar shows, I
think I'd give Ben Walker
a chance to see if his show
can develop into
something more than a
formula mystery.
Besides, I admire a man
who'd rather fish than
make a lot of money as a
lawyer.
BILL HEWLETT
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James Brolin to star in television contemporary drama
Bs Ja Bobbin
After several seasons of
playing Dr. Steven Kiley —
the young; motorcycle-riding
assistant to "Marcus Welby.,
M.a" — many viewers and
producers ended up mentally
typecaSting James Brolin.
However, the ruggedly handsome actor has never agreed
with their view, a stance that
has led him to pursue a variety of roles in such projects as
"The Amityville Horror" and
"Capricorn One." His latest
effort is the made-for-TV drama -Cowboy," which CBS will
air on Saturday. April 30. '

title, Brolin explains. -I play a
schoolteacher from New Jersey who finally decides to
leave the city... frankly
because he's a coward, I've
decided. He's stalemated by
gang wars and problems with
his kids, so he buys a ranch in
the Midwest where he once
lived as a foster child.
"The ranch is now in the
middle of a big strip-mining
operation," he continues, "and
everyone else in the area i
being pushed out of business.
My character is finally forced
to get his act together unde
great pressure. Certain thing
in a man's life can help him
realize there really is a ma
inside, and for him, this is on
of those situations." The con
temporary drama co-star
Ted Denson (of the corned
series "Cheers"), Annie Pot
and Randy Quaid.
, Recently, Brolin's actin
has been less frequent sin
he's taken an interest in othe
- areas, such as producing. H
was involved behind th
scenes on his 1978 TV movi
"Steel Cowboy," but portion
of the script were leaked an
(according to Brolin) wer
copied in the Kris Kristoffer
son film "Convoy." Says th
slightly disillusioned actor,"
James Brolin
learned a lot from 'that. Nex
time, I'll either have cornplet
Contrary to the Old West control over the artists... o
traditions conjured up by the buy a gas station in Oregon

Arlene Francis
cancels vacation
By Ruth Thompson
It was pack-the-valises
time with all systems go for a
vacation in Europe for
bubbly, hard-working Arlene
Francis last year when, at the
last minute, she was enticed
into signing on as co-host
(with Joe Michaels) of "The
Prime of Your Life." The
weekly half-hour show, on
Saturday nights at 7:30.
focuses on the interests,
opportunities and problems of
people over 50. (Check local
listings for times.)
She hasn't been able to reschedule the missed vacation
yet. but sees no cause for
moping because her program
is going places. Produced
locally by WNBC-TV in New
York, its range for the first
five years was limited to the
tri-state metropolitan area.
Now this month it has gone
into nationwide syndication
thanks, in no small measure,
to the ease with which Arlene
attracts big-name guests
(Jack Lemmon, Sid Caesar,
Kirk Douglas and Jack Klugman to name a few).
Miss Francis was a panelist
on "What's My Line?" — a
show that was on the air for
25 years A talented actress,
Arlene Francis was already a
celebrity when she brought
her personal good humor and
quick wit to "What's My
Line- But she has more
impresssive qualifications
than that.
She is a veteran issues-oh-

ented broadcaster who ha
done commentary for "Th
Voice of America," and she'
entering her 23rd year hostin
her own daily radio talk sho
for WOR in New York She'
good. How good? "The bes
interviewer in the busine
today," is a quote gleane
unexpectedly from an inter
view with Jacl__La) ar at a ti
when he was going to giv
television one t, more tr
himself. It didn't work and h
prefers his retiremen
pattern. It includes taking
long walk in the morning an
getting home in time to hea
Arlene Francis.
She doesn't have to share
guest's opinion to give him o
her a fair shake. It it's a
author she's talking to, sh
knows the book. "I read morn
ing, noon and night." Arlen
was surprised and plea
when Nancy Reagan recentl
volunteered to go on "Th
Prime of Your Life," to talk
about her foster-grandparen
project and her book, "T
Love a Child."
Arlene says the aims of
"The Prime of Your Life" fi
her own philosophy. "Granted
of course, one is in g• I I
health, you keep your
I
from getting 'old' by
becoming too self-absorbed. A
certain sense of curiosity and
interest keeps you contributing to your own society and
keeps you the right kind of
'young."'

and stay far away from this series pilot for ABC based on
the Arthur Hailey novel. He's
business,"
cast as the hotel manager, the
Beyond "Cowboy," Brolin role originated by Rod Taylor
has high hopes for "Hotel," an in the 1967 feature film, and
Aaron Spelling-produced Bette Davis plays the owner

of the establishment. There
are also greater challenges he
wants to tackle: "Actors usually fight for parts only when
they have a little secret up
their sleeves. They're not

wrought with confidence,so to
go it alone is a very tough
thing. Just to work hard at
your craft, knowing what
you're doing is right, is the
best career of all." '
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